AUSTRALIAN POLITICS – UPDATE MARCH 2020

VOTERS – IS THIS WHAT YOU VOTED FOR?
Sooner or later we need to wake up as a nation on how badly our Politicians are selling the future
of our country out! It is pure and simple corruption – all the way to the top, and it needs to be
challenged and stopped at every turn.
How many of you can even be bothered to read to the end of this despicable list, otherwise don’t
complain or say ‘I didn’t know’.

Australian Democracy is at risk. If we want to save it, we must all play a part
Sports rorts. Unlawful Robodebts. More than $80m in election donations. Is this the governance we
want?
A FRESH LOOK AT ‘TRUTH’
Putin And Trump vs The New World Order: Their victory - globalism is dead and ready for
cremation.

NAVIGATE
CORRUPTION
List of all government corruption that has happened in the last decade in Australia !
Is this why Morrison is blocking a National Integrity Commission? -list of allegations of LNP
corruption
The former resources minister Matt Canavan billed taxpayers for a $5,390 charter flight to travel
150km to attend the opening of a coalmine
Quid pro quo: who paid who before the election and what do they want?
Matt Canavan leaves two properties worth more than $1m off 2019 declaration of interests
The dam wall Cubbie Station built across the Culgoa river to divert the Culgoa river into their
storage- the monument to greed, corruption & arrogance
March 7th 2020 – what a week - where does one start with what is happening in Australia this week.
Bridget McKenzie rejects suggestions she was involved in changing sports grant list after election
was called
Federal government targeted marginal seats in potentially illegal sports grants scheme, Auditor
General reports
LIBERALS RESIST - Australia needs a corruption watchdog with teeth!
Scott Morrison steals another $2 million to give to the Angus Taylor Cayman island family trust
Aussie bidder willing to pay more knocked back for foreign buyer, just who are these people in
charge working for certainly not Australians
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LNP LIES CONTINUE- Morrison is out of control, he is now blatantly lying in parliament and to the
Australian public
How long did this government know Robodebt was ILLEGAL?
Fast tracks and bulk deals: how Crown got visas for its high rollers
Whistleblower lodges complaint about Peter Dutton in case of drug trafficker spared deportation
Australian Democracy is at risk. If we want to save it, we must all play a part
Sports rorts. Unlawful Robodebts. More than $80m in election donations. Is this the governance we
want?

SCOTT MORRISON & THE COALITION
A Fractured Nation Faces Its Greatest Foe- no-confidence in Canberra, is the breakdown of broad
unity that existed between the states and the federal government until just over a week ago
Morrison issues crystal clear guidance: “stay at home except for the following 500 different things”
CENTRELINK -you're about to witness first-hand how broken the system in this country is.
Morrison Government to stop funding international collaboration on shift to zero emissions
Michael McCormack grants exemption to live export ship that fails new rules
The Institute of Public Affairs – the Liberals think-tank financed by millionaires
'COVERUP': DWP destroyed reports into people who killed themselves after benefits were stopped
Aged-care assessment reform may be ‘accounting trick’ -no improvements!
The Morrison government has just passed a bill which will waive penalties for employers who have
stolen superannuation from workers.
The Senate voted down a motion to increase Newstart
Existing protections for women under threat from new religious discrimination bill

CHINA
Foreign Investment Board Braces For Chinese Take Overs Of Distressed Australian Assets
The Daigou Channel- How a handful of Chinese shoppers turned into a billion-dollar industry,
stripping Australian shelves
Second Chinese Developer Flew 82 Tonnes of Medical Supplies to China
Coronavirus Australia: more medical supplies and groceries being shipped to China
China spree sparks FIRB crackdown
Mega Chinese wool processor grabs another Victorian farm
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Changing face of Australia: our Chinese-born population is set to overtake the English-born
population for the first time ever
Treasurer not concerned about China buying Aussie farms as $600m sale looms
China has a very unhealthy interest in our medical data
Credit cards, addresses and phone numbers vulnerable to China: more than one million energy
customers’ privacy at risk
Don’t buy China’s story: the Coronavirus may have leaked from their lab
Suspected Chinese spy avoids ASIO's net at airport
Gladys Liu admits to membership of Guangdong overseas exchange association
Former Chinese Labor MP organised parliament security pass for Chinese developer: ICAC
Iconic Australian milk brands dairy farmers and Big M are to be taken over by a Chinese company
Island grabbing: China almost has Australia surrounded
China's island-grabbing campaign is getting close to home. It's muscling in on tiny nations from the
Indian to the Pacific oceans.
Xi raises the Chines influence stakes with $300m PNG deal
Coronavirus: Chinese wet markets still operation despite Covid19
Will they ever learn? Chinese markets are still selling bats and slaughtering rabbits on blood-soaked
floors as Beijing celebrates 'victory' over the coronavirus
China reminds Australia who pays the bills

COVID19
Hopes Victoria's preparedness could enable hospitals to cope with influx
Why Aviation Might Never Look the Same Again
Australia, a nation snap-frozen by the Coronavirus pandemic
Don’t buy China’s story: the Coronavirus may have leaked from their lab
Coronavirus: Chinese wet markets still operation despite Covid19
COVID19- The people in charge see an opportunity
THEY HAVEN'T LISTENED': medical professionals skipped quarantine and flew interstate
The government has unveiled new measures aimed at economic fallout of the covid19
‘Landlords are just trying to pay bills like everyone else.’ The Coronavirus could hit mom-and-pop
landlords hard as tenants miss rent payments
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CLIMATE – FIRES- MINING -WATER -POPULATION
The Biggest Climate Change Myths Debunked
JP Morgan economists warn climate crisis is threat to human race
Earth just had hottest January since records began, data shows
A rise was ocean warming of less than 2C, has major implications for future
Antarctic temperature rises above 20c for first time on record
Coalition wilfully blind to economics of renewables
New resources minister calls for more coal, gas and uranium exports
Water restrictions for you, an endless supply for them: how a foreign corporate giant is snapping up
89 billion litres of Australia's h20 as the country suffers its worst drought ever
'Devastating biodiversity loss' made worse by rise in land clearing
The former resources minister Matt Canavan billed taxpayers for a $5,390 charter flight to travel
150km to attend the opening of a coalmine
Farmers to foot water management bill, under Qld Govt plan
Changing face of Australia: our Chinese-born population is set to overtake the English-born
population for the first time ever
There are places across Australia people will soon struggle to live in without serious challenges
Climate change made Australia’s devastating fire season 30% more likely
Summers are starting earlier, finishing later and winter is in retreat
Why 2022 will be Victoria's 'town planning' election – quality of life
The dam wall Cubbie built across the Culgoa river to divert the Culgoa river into their storage- the
monument to greed, corruption & arrogance
Angus Taylor to announce shift in climate investment away from wind and solar
Proposed coalfired power station for Collinsville could become white elephant, economist warns
How Australia's biggest polluters have been free to increase emissions
Adani Australia boss Jeyakumar Janakaraj oversaw mine behind massive African river pollution
disaster
Climate summit calls for urgent action after Australia's fire hit summer
'PERVERSE': Peabody lodges new coal mining bid for Sydney's catchment
Stop politicians allowing developers to building on floodplains
Great Barrier Reef hit by third mass bleaching event in five years
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How drought-stricken farmers, including families of two irrigators who suicided are being sued for
$610k after the government mis-managed their water and then 'reneged on a deal to pay court
costs'

AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY
Foreign Investment Board Braces For Chinese Take Overs Of Distressed Australian Assets
The Daigou Channel- How a handful of Chinese shoppers turned into a billion-dollar
industry, stripping Australian shelves
Government bets it all on rising house prices as debt continues to soar
Record under-employment as government braces for volatile week, slew of new data
Coalitions economic score-card
Jim Chalmers ditches Labor’s pre-election pledge to conduct review into Newstart
Labor will almost double Australia’s annual refugee intake if elected

SECURITY – LAW & ORDER
Victim 'gutted' after violent ex-partner released on parole because of coronavirus
Fears For An 'Imperfect' System- the need to keep prisoners safe must be balanced with the "rights,
safety and health concerns" of domestic violence victims,
Law Change Could Have Saved Hannah Clarke And Her Three Kids’ Lives

Labor will almost double Australia’s annual refugee intake if elected

Gladys Liu admits to membership of Guangdong overseas exchange association
Former Chinese Labor MP organised parliament security pass for Chinese developer: ICAC

OTHER PARTIES
Jim Chalmers ditches Labor’s pre-election pledge to conduct review into Newstart
Labor will almost double Australia’s annual refugee intake if elected
The Greens new deal: 500,000 new homes for Australia

The Senate voted down Greens motion to increase Newstart
Anthony Albanese speaks up over sports rorts- Liberals and nationals gagging parliament over sports
rorts
No place for coalfired power plants, says Anthony Albanese
Developer-funded 'community group' influenced planning system

Joyce squeezing life out of NATS
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FREEDOM
Dutton plans to set our international spy agency upon citizens

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/foreign-investment-board-braces-for-chinese-takeoversof-distressed-australian-assets-20200326-p54e3z.html?fbclid=IwAR2EBEOJpN3adOowo9chXFSFVXHakyViJdea5NfnhsnS5MlcKtOtLO85Fo

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD - March 26, 2020
FOREIGN INVESTMENT BOARD BRACES FOR CHINESE TAKE OVERS OF DISTRESSED AUSTRALIAN
ASSETS
The Foreign Investment Review Board is bracing for attempts by foreign companies, particularly
from China, to take over distressed Australian businesses and assets.
The FIRB is alive to the issue and is preparing for foreign investors to take more of an interest in
Australian companies as economic activity cools, according to senior government sources.
The chair of the federal parliament's powerful intelligence and security committee, Liberal MP
Andrew Hastie, has also raised the issue directly with the FIRB.
There is growing concern within the Morrison government about how to handle foreign takeovers of
Australian businesses which have ended up in financial strife as a result of the outbreak of the
coronavirus.
The concern has sparked calls from Liberal MPs to revisit the criteria for FIRB approval of foreign
acquisitions, including putting a greater emphasis on company links with foreign governments.
While no such cases are before the FIRB, Treasurer Josh Frydenberg has privately expressed concern
about Australian assets ending up in the hands of opportunistic foreign interests over the coming
months when more companies are expected to fold.
The FIRB is alive to the issue and is preparing for foreign investors to take more of an interest in
Australian companies as economic activity cools, according to senior government sources.
The chair of the federal parliament's powerful intelligence and security committee, Liberal MP
Andrew Hastie, has also raised the issue directly with the FIRB.
Mr Hastie told The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald the COVID19 outbreak had left the
Australian business sector vulnerable to predatory behaviour by "foreign state-owned enterprises
working contrary to our national interest".
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"More than ever, we need to protect ourselves from geostrategic moves masquerading as legitimate
business," Mr Hastie said.
Victorian Liberal MP Tim Wilson, who also sits on the intelligence and security committee, said FIRB
approval may need to be more broadly interpreted to keep some businesses and assets from being
"preyed upon as an easy out" during the COVID19 outbreak.
"We can't allow foreign state-owned enterprises and their business fronts to use COVID19's
economic carnage as a gateway to swoop distressed businesses and assets," Mr Wilson said.
The current thresholds for referral to the FIRB include $15 million for agricultural land and $60
million for agribusinesses.
According to some advocacy groups, foreign investors could present a valuable lifeline to struggling
Australian companies in the coming months. But each case should be assessed on its implications for
national security, Grattan Institute executive director John Daley said.
"I can see why people are nervy about telco assets and energy assets ... but the bulk of assets which
are going to be discounted at the moment are retail businesses, and if someone from China wants to
buy a chain of hairdressers or a retailer, then good luck to them," he said." Foreign buyers of
distressed assets aren't necessarily bad buyers."
Utilities providers and hard infrastructure assets such as ports, would also require special
consideration from the FIRB and policy makers in the event of foreign interest, Mr Daley said, but
there was little evidence of serious foreign interest yet.
In a statement, Treasury said it did not comment on particular cases it was looking at under the
foreign investment screening regime.
"Under the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act, the Treasurer reviews foreign investment
proposals against the national interest on a case-by-case basis," the department said.
Samantha is The Age's CBD columnist. She recently covered Victorian and NSW politics and business
for News Corp, and previously worked for the Australian Financial Review.
"More than ever, we need to protect ourselves from geostrategic moves masquerading as legitimate
business," Mr Hastie said.
Victorian Liberal MP Tim Wilson, who also sits on the intelligence and security committee, said FIRB
approval may need to be more broadly interpreted to keep some businesses and assets from being
"preyed upon as an easy out" during the COVID19 outbreak.
"We can't allow foreign state-owned enterprises and their business fronts to use COVID19's
economic carnage as a gateway to swoop distressed businesses and assets," Mr Wilson said.
The current thresholds for referral to the FIRB include $15 million for agricultural land and $60
million for agribusinesses.
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https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2020/mar/25/mattcanavanbilledtaxpayers5390forcha
rterflighttoattendcoalmineopening
THE GUARDIAN MARCH 2020

THE FORMER RESOURCES MINISTER MATT CANAVAN BILLED TAXPAYERS FOR A $5,390 CHARTER
FLIGHT TO TRAVEL 150KM TO ATTEND THE OPENING OF A COALMINE
Canavan took the private charter flight from Mackay to Colinsville, a three-hour drive, so he could
get to the opening of the $1.76bn Byerwen mine in north Queensland.
At the opening, Canavan gave a speech attacking what he described as “hypocritical, self-indulgent
activists” holding back the dreamers of the mining industry.
“Today those dreamers have the modern problem of fighting a bunch of hypocritical, self-indulgent
activists who like to enjoy all of the conveniences of modern life powered by our mining sector while
campaigning against the very industry that makes this happen.”
The Byerwen mine, a joint venture between QCoal and Japan’s JFE Steel, is expected to export coal
for steel production in Europe, Japan, India and some southeast Asian markets.
Canavan quit as minister last month to support Barnaby Joyce’s bid to return to the leadership
position. He has described himself as running on an “unashamedly procoal” platform.
The Guardian previously reported that Canavan had omitted two properties worth more than $1m
from his current declaration of interests to parliament. He declared “nil” interests in real estate
despite owning two houses in Yeppoon, Queensland and Macquarie in Canberra.
Canavan said he was not required to declare the interests to the 46th parliament because they’d
been declared to the previous parliament, an argument that conflicts with official advice.
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https://www.abc.net.au/news/20190731/chinesedaigouchanginginfluencingaustralianbusiness/112
21498?nw=0&pfmredir=sm&fbclid=IwAR2jd99rqia3JIz6YDNVriAq8zi4JPonjxav54XvgvkzlK0xEg3hGVa
xSkoy
ABC.NET JULY 2019
THE DAIGOU CHANNEL- HOW A HANDFUL OF CHINESE SHOPPERS TURNED INTO A
BILLION-DOLLAR INDUSTRY, STRIPPING AUSTRALIAN SHELVES
Angela is one of an estimated 150,000 “daigou” — Chinese for ‘buy on behalf of’ — working here in
Australia.
My first time was when I was on Christmas vacation and one of my best friends asked me to send
her some high quality and wellknown Australian products,” she says. “Four months later I quit my
job and did it full time when I realised it could support my basic life in Australia and was much more
flexible.”
In 2008, China was rocked by a baby formula scandal that left as many as 300,000 infants sick and six
dead — consumer confidence in locallymade products never fully recovered.
The crisis sparked a phenomenon here of personal shoppers in Australia sending products to China,
which has often made headlines over the years with Australian parents furious about baby formula
shortages and the daigou’s ability to influence share prices by having a preferred brand.
As China’s middle class grew over the last decade, so too did the appetite for Australian products,
and the demand is increasingly being serviced by international students and new migrants.
As a result, the daigou business exploded from a handful of personal shoppers with handbaskets into
a multi-billion-dollar economic backchannel integrating retail, marketing, and logistics services
across the country.
There are now some 1,000 Chinese specialty stores and logistics companies across Australia that
have made massive business out of handling retail and shipping for the lucrative industry.
Although the daigou industry was accelerated by the baby formula crisis, it has since expanded to
include a vast range of Australian products — cosmetics, clothes, food, wine, vitamins, toys — pretty
much anything a buyer might want.
Today, with the daigou channel in full swing, those involved in the trade say as many as half a million
packages are sent to China every week.
Some daigou logistics firms maintain industry-scale warehouses near Australian airports to facilitate
processing
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https://www.skynews.com.au/details/_6114090589001?fbclid=IwAR1KEsOoOTeHEZjn3RpcgB99gk8r
nh5EwXQKN5b3EelDtTXdckC0tuQZAI
FARMERS TO FOOT WATER MANAGEMENT BILL, UNDER QLD GOVT PLAN
SKY NEWS VIDEO 09/12/2019
Queensland farmers will be charged up to $100,000 to install water meters under a new plan to
manage the state's water supply.
The Palaszczuk Government wanted water licence holders to install water meters and data loggers
to send live measurements to bureaucrats to monitor the state's water take.

Farmers said the meters would be measuring dry river beds and were a waste of money.
A consultation paper revealed the cost of installation, maintenance and operation for the
mandatory loggers would fall on farmers.
Under the plan, the government said people who unfairly took water beyond their
entitlement would be held accountable.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/20200328/domesticviolenceoffenderreleasedprisoncoronavirus/120
98082?fbclid=IwAR04XjQ7H_tPRP3NV7EPfOLe6KzkiUElwnftHC56UJdrbnF7UyWVlqIUE4

VICTIM 'GUTTED' AFTER VIOLENT EXPARTNER RELEASED ON PAROLE BECAUSE OF
CORONAVIRUS
ABC.NET Hayley Gleeson, MARCH 2020
Domestic violence advocates are concerned the release of some prisoners from jail in response to the
COVID19 pandemic will jeopardise victim safety.
A man who poured petrol through his ex-partner's home before setting her car on fire and assaulting
her has been released on parole because of the coronavirus, sparking outrage from domestic
violence advocates who are concerned about the early release of prisoners in response to the health
crisis.
The 32yearold man pleaded guilty in the Southport District Court on Monday to arson, assault
occasioning bodily harm, endangering property by fire and wilful damage.
Prosecutor Natalie Lima told the court the man had argued with his ex-partner at their Upper
Coomera home in March last year, before he doused the lounge room with fuel as the woman and her
children watched on, the Gold Coast Bulletin reported.
He then tipped petrol on the woman's car and set it alight, Ms Lima told the court, before smashing
her phone and punching her several times in the head and chest.
Judge Julie Dick sentenced the man to three years in prison with immediate release on parole, in part
because of concerns about the potential impacts of the coronavirus on the state's prison system.
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"Both of the parties have agreed that in the incredibly unusual circumstances of today and because of
concerns of COVID19 and because of concerns if it gets into our crowded prison system, I will release
you today," Judge Dick said.
'It took everything I had to walk into that courtroom'
The victim in the case said she was "gutted" by what she described as an "extremely unfair" decision
in which "no justice was served".
"The law has yet again failed women and children as he is extremely dangerous," the woman told
ABC News.
"It took everything I had to walk into that courtroom on Monday so to see the judge hand down a light
sentence just gutted me," she said.
"I battle my demons every day because of that man and what he has done to me and my children
over the years. It will no doubt affect us for our entire life."
The case has sent shockwaves through the domestic violence sector, with advocates around the
country concerned that new initiatives to release some prisoners from jail in response to the COVID19
pandemic will have serious consequences for victim safety.
Some Australian jurisdictions have taken steps in recent days to release "lowrisk" inmates to reduce
the risk of the virus spreading through prisons, which experts say are particularly dangerous settings
because of overcrowding and poor health conditions.
Courts, too, have been weighing the potential impacts of the pandemic as part of bail decisions, with
Victorian Supreme Court judge Lex Lasry last week granting an accused drug trafficker bail because
of the "significant" affects COVID19 would likely have on those behind bars.

FEARS FOR AN 'IMPERFECT' SYSTEM- said the need to keep prisoners safe must be balanced
with the "rights, safety and health concerns" of domestic violence victims,
Angela Lynch, chief executive of Women's Legal Service Queensland, said the need to keep
prisoners safe must be balanced with the "rights, safety and health concerns" of domestic violence
victims, many of whom were at greater risk of abuse as a result of the coronavirus crisis.
"These are unprecedented times for everyone. However, letting violent offenders out in the
community is not without consequence," Ms Lynch told ABC News.
"It may mean the victim and her children are forced out of their home for safety reasons and into
refuge or temporary accommodation, into public spaces, as they may need to go to court for
protection or seek legal advice."
Breaking down the latest news and research to understand how the world is living through an
epidemic, this is the ABC's Corona-cast podcast.
Rosemary O'Malley, chief executive of the Gold Coast-based Domestic Violence Prevention Centre,
said terrified clients had been calling to ask whether their abuser would also be released from prison
early after reading media reports.
However, she said, the issue of perpetrators being released without victims being notified was not
new.
Courts often "unexpectedly" grant bail to defendants accused of domestic violence even in cases
where police have made strong objections, she said.
In other cases, she added, offenders have applied for and been granted bail without police or
Corrective Services systems being updated in a timely manner.
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"The system is not perfect," Ms O'Malley told ABC News. "[But] clearly the COVID19 pandemic adds
more layers of complexity to judicial decision-making, and Corrective Services decisions on who can
and should be released."
CORONAVIRUS SHAPING THE NATURE OF ABUSE
The nature of abuse clients are reporting had already shifted as a result of the virus, Ms O'Malley
said.
Some women have disclosed that their abusive partners have used the crisis as a tool of coercion —
for example, to pressure women to allow them to return to the family home.
Others have reported being too frightened to engage with support services because their perpetrator
will potentially be in lockdown with them in the same house.
"There are currently fewer resources in terms of emergency accommodation available to women," Ms
O'Malley said.
"Other responses that were previously available, such as flying women interstate to return to family or
friends, are also limited due to many states closing their borders."
RELATED STORY: NSW prisoners could be freed in bid to halt coronavirus spread
NTRELATED STORY: Domestic violence services are already seeing client numbers increase since
COVID19 outbreak
So far today police in Australia would have dealt with on average 372 domestic violence matters

https://www.smh.com.au/national/afracturednationfacesitsgreatestfoe20200327p54eow.html

A FRACTURED NATION FACES ITS GREATEST FOE- NO-CONFIDENCE IN CANBERRA, IS THE
BREAKDOWN OF BROAD UNITY THAT EXISTED BETWEEN THE STATES AND THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT UNTIL JUST OVER A WEEK AGO
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD- Peter Hartcher, March 27, 2020
The early national unity has fallen apart. The corona consensus has turned into an outbreak of
argument. On three levels. The most consequential is the breakdown of broad unity that existed
between the states and the federal government until just over a week ago.
Leaders have maintained their civility. And a semblance of coordination between the state and federal
leaders continues through the so-called national cabinet. This is better than uncivil leaders and no
coordination.
But by their actions it's plain that the premiers are frustrated with Scott Morrison past any point of
patience and have started to exert their own powers. The states are now wielding sovereign controls,
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independently of the federal government, more decisively than at any time since the Great
Depression of the 1930s, according to Anne Twomey.
"To the best of my knowledge," says the Sydney University constitutional scholar, "the last time would
have been NSW in the 1932 financial crisis."
That was when premier Jack Lang refused to pay interest on state debt, defied Canberra and the
courts, and tried to run NSW as a cash economy. He was sacked by the governor, the last premier to
suffer such a fate.

CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
HOPES VICTORIA'S PREPAREDNESS COULD ENABLE HOSPITALS TO COPE WITH INFLUX
The states are not just imposing controls on behaviour within their borders but also closing their
borders to the rest of the nation in a way unseen since the Spanish flu epidemic of 1919.
The state premier who has lodged perhaps the clearest vote of no-confidence in Canberra is,
like Scott Morrison, a Liberal. So, this is not about partisan politics. It's about policy and
performance.
NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian on Thursday decided to check all overseas arrivals at Sydney
international airport for fever. This practice of temperature testing has been routine in other countries.
Many Australians will be surprised that their government refused to do it to filter out coronavirus
cases.
Berejiklian's action is a rejection of the argument that the federal government has been making for two
months – that the tests were unreliable and therefore shouldn't be used.
"We can't rely on the federal government to do its job so we have to do their job for them,"
says a senior NSW Liberal. "Since when did border control become a state responsibility? Since
when did NSW Health officials man our borders? It's a Border Force responsibility." Temperature tests
on all overseas arrivals "were reliable in South Korea, they were reliable in Singapore, they were
reliable in Hong Kong and they were reliable in Taiwan – why would we be any different?"
Morrison ministers argue privately that the sheer volume of overseas arrivals made fever checks
impracticable when numbers were running at 30,000 or more a day nationwide. Now that they've
fallen to 7000, the tests had become more workable, they said.
Airports are a federal jurisdiction. But state officials were aghast at footage of the arrivals hall at
Sydney's international terminal on Thursday.
Densely packed groups of travellers queued without any attempt at distancing and struggled with
each other to get luggage. It was too much for the NSW government.
"The one thing the federal Libs are supposed to be good at – border control – they've failed," said a
fuming NSW Liberal MP. Separately, a Victorian Liberal agreed: "People have just been pouring
across the border with no checks and only token screening," he said. "Until recently they hadn't even
been given any information."
WHY AVIATION MIGHT NEVER LOOK THE SAME AGAIN
Governments, NSW and federal, had already blamed each other for the blunder of allowing the Ruby
Princess cruise ship to disgorge its infected passengers in Sydney. About 5 per cent of all confirmed
COVID19 cases in NSW disembarked among them. Sydney blamed Border Force for the decision to
let them ashore; Border Force said health checks were a state responsibility.
Another vote of no confidence in federal border controls was lodged in Perth. Western Australia's
Premier, Mark McGowan, announced this week that Australian residents arriving by cruise ship would
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be put into compulsory quarantine for 14 days on resort island of Rottnest, just offshore. McGowan
wasn't about to trust Border Force.
The culmination of all this came on Friday when Morrison agreed to a serious tightening of controls on
all overseas arrivals nationwide. He announced that all would be put into compulsory quarantine
immediately on arrival, from midnight on Saturday, in the city of their arrival, not necessarily their
home towns.
Patience with Morrison has worn especially thin on Spring Street as well as Macquarie Street. It was
Victoria's government that first broke ranks on school policy. Premier Daniel Andrews closed Victorian
schools from Tuesday in defiance of Morrison's position. The Prime Minister on Friday relented further
on schools, saying that each state would now make its own decision. His hand had been forced by
the states.
A Berejiklian ally says: "Daniel Andrews and Gladys are working hand in glove. They are trying to lead
the rest of the country." That's despite the fact that the Andrews government is Labor. "They can see
a tsunami of virus cases coming at them and they've set politics aside."
The premiers worry that Morrison has put the economy above health care, moving too slowly to
control the disease, allowing the virus to flourish while protracting the ultimate economic pain.
Morrison hinted at this tension at his Friday press conference: "Those who often are pushing for
greater restrictions, they will keep their job. I am not going to be so cavalier about it. I will make sure I
fight for every job I can."
Hospitals are run by the states; the premiers fear the intensive care system is about to be overrun
with severe COVID19 cases.
Federal leaders are frustrated with the states, too. "Premiers," said one Morrison cabinet minister,
"are panicking."

CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC- RELATED ARTICLE
AUSTRALIA, A NATION SNAPFROZEN BY THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
Federal ministers argue that new controls imposed this week are starting to have a measurable effect.
The evidence? Morrison pointed to a dramatic fall in the number of people out and about in
Melbourne and Sydney – a fall of two-thirds in a week.
And ministers pointed to the number of new infections. The rolling average three-day rate of new
coronavirus cases was up by 21 per cent to Thursday night, but the numbers reported for Thursday
itself showed a daily increase of 14 per cent. "The curve is flattening," concluded a federal minister.
"Our measures are starting to have an effect."
National unity has fractured on two other levels. One is at the national political level. Until now, federal
Labor has been constructive and cooperative. Its help was essential in allowing the Parliament to
pass the $84 billion economic support bills in a single day this week.
But Labor leader Anthony Albanese was unimpressed with some of the Morrison government's antics.
Undertakings made and not honoured. Labor will continue to be constructive in its approach to the
crisis. But the government can expect it to be much more vocal in objecting to government policy, and
more insistent in proposing alternatives.
Labor, for instance, is pushing the government to do what Britain, New Zealand and a raft of other
countries are doing – pay wage subsidies to employers. This is a key incentive to keep people
employed. It is a very good idea that Morrison and Josh Frydenberg need to implement.
The cost – social, economic and political – of the coming wave of unemployment will be monstrous
otherwise. Morrison's objection is that it would require new delivery mechanisms. This is an excuse,
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not a reason. Employers need incentives to keep workers employed until the virus passes. This is the
best way.
Labor, like most of the premiers, also thinks Morrison needs to move more swiftly to a total lockdown
of people's movements to halt the virus. "We say you have to put health first or the economic cost and
the health costs will be higher," says Albanese.
The third level on which national unity has collapsed is on the health advice. Already under strain,
expert support for the government's policy choices all but collapsed this week. Outside the
government's own official medical committee, the weight of medical opinion is now converging on the
need to move to a sweeping lockdown.
And it just so happens that as unity fractures at all three levels – federal with state leaders, federal
Labor with Liberal, and any sort of consensus of medical opinion – it is all shifting in the same
direction.
The premiers, federal Labor and the preponderance of medical opinion are coalescing around the
idea that Australia should give urgent priority to a national lockdown of people's movements to stop
the epidemic's spread. The Morrison government is increasingly isolated.
If Morrison is fully convinced, on the basis of hard evidence, that he is on the right course, he needs
to persuade the rest of the country. If he isn't, he needs to move. And quickly.

https://www.smh.com.au/national/seconddeveloperflies82tonnesofmedicalsuppliestochina2020032
6p54e8n.html
SECOND DEVELOPER FLEW 82 TONNES OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES TO CHINA
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD By Kate McClymont, March 26, 2020
A second Chinese property company based in Sydney flew more than 80 tonnes of medical supplies
on a corporate jet to Wuhan in late February, at the time coronavirus was devastating the regional
city.
"The chartered plane with 90 tons (82 tonnes) of medical supplies, including 100,000 most needed
protective coveralls and 900,000 pairs of medical gloves, has successfully departed from Sydney and
arrived in Wuhan on 24 Feb," Risland Australia posted on its LinkedIn page.
Risland, formerly known in Australia as Country Garden, is a totally owned subsidiary of Country
Garden Holdings, one of China’s largest property developers.
Its major shareholder is 38yearold Yang Huiyan, the richest woman in China.
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MORRISON ISSUES CRYSTAL CLEAR GUIDANCE: “STAY AT HOME EXCEPT FOR THE FOLLOWING 500
DIFFERENT THINGS”
https://chaser.com.au/national/morrisonissuescrystalclearguidancestayathomeexceptforthefollowin
g500differentthings/

CENTRELINK -YOU'RE ABOUT TO WITNESS FIRST-HAND HOW BROKEN THE SYSTEM IN THIS
COUNTRY IS.
1VOTER OPPINIONNO, I’M NOT NEGATIVE, I’M A REALIST The number of citizens affected by severe financial inequality
and will have dire consequences, ref the French Revolution.
BEWARE, THIS IS THE LEAD UP TO SOCIETAL ANARCHY IN AUSTRALIA AFTER CORONA
I am seriously scared that after /If the Corona Virus is eventually contained, Australia will fall into
total anarchy in its aftermath. Anger over the inequalities and failures of government have been
quietly festering in much of the population pre-Corona will peak at a critical mass of discontent,
disillusionment and desperation, overloaded with citizens who have never been in this position
before and are just plain angry. Get prepared for violence and disruption on a scale that Australia
has never seen before.
Below are 2 comments from a website called Reddit. I have no doubt that they accurately reflect
what people are experiencing with Centrelink, I had a similar short experience with them myself,
these comments are not exaggerations. The Corona Virus has forced many citizens into becoming
Centrelink customers, more like victims; educated people who have been tax payers, employed and
are fiscal victims of the Corona Pandemic through no fault of their own. Be warned, they will not
take the Governments inability to run the country and ease financial suffering lying down.
Successive state and federal governments have underfunded infrastructure, public housing, medical
care, hospitals, aged care, border security, police, ignored homeless Australian citizens and fostered
population growth far in advance of infrastructure or sustainability for the driest continent on earth.
Labor doomed our industries to decimation via signing the U.N. Lima agreement and subsequent
governments have maintained this line. No manufacturing, few jobs, and massive trading with China,
a government who has made no secret of its intentions in the Pacific, use of their ‘debt trap’ and
disdain for Australia. The complete inability of these services to cope with the Corona Virus
emergency has highlighted Australia’s' deficits in servicing the population it already has, let alone
growing it. My prediction is the Corona Virus will bring this all to a head and Australia is in for a
torrid time. I hope I am wrong.

https://www.reddit.com/r/australia/comments/fndjty/psa_for_those_of_you_about_to_access_cen
trelink/
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POSTED ON REDDIT- A dusty corner on the internet where you can chew the fat about
Australia and Australians.
•Posted byu/goongski
PSA FOR THOSE OF YOU ABOUT TO ACCESS CENTRELINK FOR THE FIRST TIME
You're about to witness first-hand how broken the system in this country is.
You're suddenly out of a job and need income? It's going to take SEVERAL months to process your
claim with no explanation as to why.
You need to call Centrelink? You'll be on hold for a bare minimum of 90 minutes, only to speak to
someone making minimum wage working for an international corporation called Stellar. These
people are extremely poorly trained, and you WILL receive information that either conflicts with the
information on their website, or is not specified anywhere. They have almost no power to help you
with anything (So please don't abuse them)
Your claim is rejected after months of waiting? You can appeal this decision, however it will take
several more months for a decision to be reached, which will likely not be in your favour, as they are
always inclined to reject appeals.
The entire system is a Kafkaesque bureaucracy that makes you feel like a criminal for accessing a
system in place to help people. The burden of proof falls onto you for EVERYTHING, and if you are
accused of receiving a payment you're not entitled to, enjoy being saddled with debt for years to
come, as has happened to multiple friends and family of mine.
I wish everyone the best of luck during this turmoil
------------------------------------------AND FROM SaltpeterSal
HERE IS EXACTLY HOW CENTRELINK IS DESIGNED TO PUNISH YOU, AND HOW THEY DO THAT:
A year ago, the senate called the jobseeker program 'punitive'. They will kick you off it for any
reason, and while you're on it, you can be expected to apply for literally more jobs than there are. It
is designed to make you into an underclass.
Anglicare Australia says the automated Centrelink system is designed to be hard to use. If you're
thinking that the system doesn't handle your needs in obvious ways, you're right. There is an obvious
way to process you. They deliberately don't do it. You're kept away from humans by being kept on
the phone for two hours and being put on a computer with their website when you're there, in a
room full of people. This causes users to fall through the gaps ...
... and occasionally die.
That's when things are quiet. When there's an overload, or any minor glitch like we saw in 2015,
masses of users just get locked out. This is one more way people fall through the cracks.
You'll be using MyGov, the innovative portal that mashes together every government service like the
government mashed together its Medicare and Centrelink offices and laid off everyone who knew
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what they were doing, leaving the rest to work two government departments at once. Your
username will be a random assortment of letters and numbers. Remember it! ... even though if
you're permanently locked out, you'll have to go through all this again. What gets you permanently
locked out? They don't say, but it has something to do with forgetting your password or username.
They could serve you a debt at any time. I say any time because they sent those things out to
everyone, and just chose a high number to charge. No matter if you don't owe them anything. Why?
Because their bosses gave them 'debt quotas'.
Centrelink staff are told not to fix their debt mistakes.
If you're wondering why you never heard about any of this, you're experiencing your answer right
now. People on welfare don't come to Centrelink as sub-humans, they're people like you and me
who are made to feel subhuman until, broke and stressed, they play the part. Don't be so surprised.
Just look at what the UN says about our treatment of refugees. Below the comfortable middle class,
this is everyday reality.

https://www.news.com.au/national/politics/lawchangecouldhavesavedhannahclarkeandherthreekid
slives/newsstory/cb776b95fb38b6be445b25eadceeb8d4?fbclid=IwAR29AGMby6Qu853soEZGzTLBxf
yxQHzqhyPXzMyMvuJUys9Tq7B5OPH0U
ABC NEWS MARCH 10, 2020
LAW CHANGE COULD HAVE SAVED HANNAH CLARKE AND HER THREE KIDS’ LIVES
Federal politicians have rejected a proposed law that could have saved Hannah Clarke and her
children’s lives by allowing them to legally hide from their killer, advocates say.
A proposed anti-terrorism style law that might have saved the lives of Brisbane mother Hannah Clarke
and her three children has been rejected by politicians.
Women’s violence campaigners desperate to prevent more men carrying out family murders say
Canberra has rebuffed their efforts to have Ms Clarke’s tragedy make a difference.
And Scott Morrison has come under fire for cutting domestic violence funding while attending the
funeral of Ms Clarke and her children.
In the weeks since the February 15 car fire murder by Ms Clarke’s estranged partner, women’s
representatives have lobbied federal politicians to pass a law they say could have done just that.
But the campaigners say MPs from both sides of politics have refused to act.
“There’s been radio silence since,” Queensland Women’s Legal Service CEO Angela Lynch said.

https://www.theland.com.au/story/6669893/chinesewoolmagnatebuysanothervictorianfarm/?fbcli
d=IwAR2C6DfABe95JnXXWEmmTbW4PB0kdJzOR5Uc14FbyAwRJMKNPMTDLoWKA
The Land, Vernon Graham 9 Mar 2020,
MEGA CHINESE WOOL PROCESSOR GRABS ANOTHER VICTORIAN FARM
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China's biggest buyer of Australian wool is reported to have added to his portfolio of Victorian
farmland with the purchase of the historic Mawallok property near Beaufort.
Qingnan Wen, founder of Tianyu Wool, bought the historic 2000ha Lal Lal Estate at Yendon near
Ballarat in 2014 which had been held by the Fisken family for six generations.
He then added another 1587 prime hectares with the purchase of Mokanger and Lewana at
Cavendish near Hamilton in 2018.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=652339668915786
The Australian Greens
THE GREENS NEW DEAL: 500,000 NEW HOMES FOR AUSTRALIA
Our housing system is broken. Now is the right time for the government to fix the problem while
keeping us away from the possibility of a recession.
🏘️ 500,000 houses. 👷♀ 40,000 jobs. 💯 achievable.
Greens Leader Adam Bandt and Senator Mehreen Faruqi, Greens spokesperson for Housing take
you through our plan for a construction-led stimulus that fixes the housing crisis and helps young
people find decent jobs. This is what the Green New Deal is all about.

https://thenewdaily.com.au/finance/financenews/2020/02/16/michaelpascoelowrateshouseprices/
?fbclid=IwAR2Ao3ejwKkRfLBkhWNxH993Q7mcq3lkcxemSg9S4wAry_5T4Jb0wp5BY
THE NEW DAILY-Feb 16, 2020
GOVERNMENT BETS IT ALL ON RISING HOUSE PRICES AS DEBT CONTINUES TO SOAR
Here’s the only official policy for stimulating the economy, for lowering unemployment and improving
living standards: Pushing up housing prices through ever-cheaper interest rates.
And that means soaring housing debt.
It means the average loan needed to buy an existing Australian home has hit half a million dollars. In
Victoria, it’s $517,900 and in New South Wales, $621,500.
As Shane Wright reported last week in the newspapers formerly known as Fairfax, the record NSW
mortgage represents a jump of 22 per cent over last year as the Reserve Bank cut rates in an attempt
to get us borrowing and spending again.
Well, it has succeeded in getting us borrowing to buy housing, but not spending on much else.
Overall consumption remains lacklustre and non-mining capital investment continues to trend down.
For consumers, cheap interest rates can only go so far in combating the effect of stagnant real
wages, and business shows little interest in investing while consumption is weak.
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RBA governor Philip Lowe admitted last week we may have reached the point where lower rates do
more harm than good for households, encouraging us to borrow even more rather than repair our
balance sheets.
But there is no other policy on offer.
The drought/bushfires/coronavirus may have wiped out the promised surplus, but there is no fiscal
stimulus.
“We haven’t had any fiscal stimulus in Australia,” Dr Lowe said when asked to compare economic
policy settings in Australia and Canada at a forum in Melbourne on Thursday with his Canadian
equivalent, Stephen Poloz.
Dr Lowe acknowledged governments focusing on infrastructure spending had been helpful, but that
does not add up to fiscal stimulus.
He observed to Dr Poloz that the Canadian central bank had been given more fiscal policy help. Dr
Poloz could only agree. The Canadian government is running a $C26.6 billion ($29.9 billion) deficit
this year after a $C15.7 billion deficit in 201819.

“In the past four or five years it’s made a significant difference, particularly when we had the collapse
in oil prices back in late 2014, early 2015, and we drove interest rates back down to 0.5 per cent,” Dr
Poloz said.
The Bank of Canada’s modelling showed the government’s fiscal stimulus – deficit spending – had
provided about one percentage point of additional GDP growth and was the equivalent of one
percentage point of interest rate cuts.
Without the fiscal stimulus, Canadian rates would have had to go negative and stay lower for longer.
“That’s a very important difference and arguably one of the reasons why we’ve managed to get
inflation back to target despite that major disturbance back in 2015,” he said.
“Inflation is 2 per cent now and it’s been because the mix has been a little bit more oriented towards
getting that outcome.”
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With fiscal policy helping, the result was fewer financial vulnerabilities or excessive housing market
activity.
“We’ve had plenty of that, don’t get me wrong, but we probably would have had a more difficult or
more challenging financial stability outcome had we had much lower interest rates and not fiscal
policy. The mix has impact on those outcomes too,” he said.
But Australia does not have that mix.
Canberra’s missing in action
Treasurer Josh Frydenberg has gone from saying he has delivered a budget surplus this year to
claiming a “balanced” budget.
That’s not fiscal stimulus.
The RBA has repeatedly warned that it has just two interest rate cuts left in its armoury before
effectively reaching zero.
It doesn’t want to go there and won’t unless our economy deteriorates further and unemployment
starts rising again.
Using the Canadian experience, pursuing a mixture of fiscal and monetary stimulus could prevent that
risk.
Rather than the “gentle turning point” Dr Lowe has been claiming about the economy turning up, it’s
now that worrying turning point of further interest rate cuts doing damage.
The RBA and government have been relying on the idea that cheap money would stimulate the
housing market with higher prices encouraging more building. That remains on the cards – but at
what price?
The infrastructure investment under way – mainly by state governments – is running close to industry
capacity in Sydney and Melbourne.
What’s more, it is hard to turn on quickly if the coronavirus begins to do to us what crashing oil prices
did to Canada.
Policies on the table
There is other immediate fiscal stimulus that could compensate for the fall in income and demand
from the threatened epidemic.
The most obvious is an increase in Newstart – money that would be spent rather than paying down
mortgages.
It’s a policy endorsed by just about every institution in the country except the Prime Minister’s office.
Playing to the “dole bludger” mythology of the Murdoch tabloids seems to be Scott Morrison’s priority.
Not quite as immediate, but still a matter of urgent need and faster than more big transport projects to
get going would be serious direct investment in social housing – reversing the decades of decline in
the proportion of Australian public housing.
That doesn’t find favour in Canberra, either.
Instead, we’re stuck with the policy of pushing up housing prices, forcing people to borrow more to
buy real estate, loading debt upon record household debt.
Dr Lowe made the point on Thursday, and it has been made by many economists before, that
Australian government and corporate debt is low while our household debt is high.
A large proportion of that household debt comes from our reliance on mum and dad investors to
provide rental accommodation.
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Another whack comes from the need to borrow big to buy city real estate.
Reliance on monetary policy is exacerbating here just what Dr Poloz said a mix of fiscal and monetary
policy had reduced in Canada – excessive housing market activity.
Heck, it’s our official policy for economic stimulus: Asset price inflation
And it’s second-rate.
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/…/OurChinesebornpopulations…

CHANGING FACE OF AUSTRALIA: OUR CHINESE-BORN POPULATION IS SET TO OVERTAKE
THE ENGLISH-BORN POPULATION FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER
Chinese population grew by 50 per cent from 2013 to 2018 to reach 650,000
English-born population declined from more than one million to 992,000
If this trajectory continues, the Chinese will outnumber the English by 2023
By CHARLIE MOORE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
There will soon be more Chinese-born people than English-born people in Australia.
The Chinese population grew by 50 per cent from 2013 to 2018 to reach 650,000.
Meanwhile, the English-born population declined from more than one million to 992,000.
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https://www.news.com.au/technology/environment/climatechange/thesearetheplacesacrossaustral
iapeoplewillsoonstruggletoliveinwithoutseriouschallenges/newsstory/fce6ba88e1b8135866fb2aad7
20d7101?fbclid=IwAR1Ph77UQo9xzseAwNl0iiwhu7AhiWlG3WX9d92La7dSIdULRla_XvBWsw
NEWS.COM March 2020
THERE ARE PLACES ACROSS AUSTRALIA PEOPLE WILL SOON STRUGGLE TO LIVE IN WITHOUT
SERIOUS CHALLENGES
Roads melting, power supply dropping off and days reaching 50C — this is the bleak future Australia
faces. So, how will your home town change?
Crushingly uncomfortable conditions, a greater risk of illness, economic turmoil, the destruction of
ecosystems, extreme weather and ferocious bushfires.
It sounds like the description of some fictional dystopian society, but this is the stark reality that
could face many Australian communities in the not so distant future.
Climate change is here and the consequences, both now and ahead, present significant challenges to
all aspects of life, says Sarah Perkins-Kirkpatrick, senior lecturer and ARC Future Fellow at the
Climate Change Research Centre at University of NSW Sydney.
“The impacts of climate change are far reaching, from losing our precious Great Barrier Reef to the
loss of life because of intense heat and bushfires,” Dr Perkins-Kirkpatrick said.
“Our way of life will be affected, as well as our economy and unique environment.”
Today, news.com.au launches its series Time Is Now, focusing on how climate change impacts
Australians’ way of life. The series draws on the insights and extensive research of scientists, in
special partnership with Judith Neilson Institute for Journalism and Ideas and the Australian Science
Media Centre.

https://www.news.com.au/technology/environment/climatechange/thebiggestclimatechangemyths
debunked/newsstory/8d50dde389132c958c2f9fb0caee7944
NEWS.COM March 2020
THE BIGGEST CLIMATE CHANGE MYTHS DEBUNKED
It is one of the most divisive topics in the world. But one where it can be hard to know what is true
or not. Here are the biggest myths busted.
Here are the most common myths about climate change — and why they’re wrong.
MYTH 1: CLIMATE CHANGE ISN’T REAL AND IT’S NOT CAUSED BY HUMANS
A peer-reviewed paper published in 2016 concluded that 97 per cent of climate scientists agree
climate change is being caused by human activity
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MYTH 2: NOTHING’S CHANGED. IT’S BEEN HOT IN AUSTRALIA BEFORE
No climate scientist has ever said that Australia hasn’t been hot in the past. The continent is famed
for its hot, arid and dry weather.
But it’s important not to focus on a single event when disputing climate change.
Climate scientists don’t do this when assessing how the climate has and is changing; they instead
focus on decades of robust data and clear associated trends.
This points towards increasing average temperature as well as more and longer hot days, and fewer
cool days.
What is appropriate and more accurate is collectively looking at a large number of events, over a
long period of time, across multiple locations to get a clear picture of how the climate has changed.
So, yes – Australia has always been hot. But we’re seeing an increase in the frequency, intensity and
duration of temperature extremes over decades.
And the number of extreme heat records outnumber extreme cool records at a rate of twelve to
one.
MYTH 3: CARBON ISN’T A BIG DEAL
Carbon dioxide makes up 0.04 per cent of the Earth’s atmosphere — a tiny fraction.
The problem is that carbon is extremely potent. Think of it like red wine – a splash in spaghetti sauce
won’t intoxicate you, but three glasses will.
Burning fossil fuels has significantly increased atmospheric carbon dioxide since the Industrial
Revolution, and levels now are higher than at any point in at least 800,000 years.
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When the Industrial Revolution began in 1850, the amount was 280 parts per million – or 0.028 per
cent of the atmosphere. It’s now 413 parts per million.
We need a little bit of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to keep the planet warm enough so it’s
habitable by humans. But too much acts like a thick blanket.

As energy comes in from the sun, it hits the surface of the planet and rebounds – too much carbon
traps it. And it doesn’t take much for this to occur.
Carbon dioxide’s heat-trapping qualities in certain conditions, similar to those in the atmosphere,
were proven in a lab in the late 1800s.
There’s carbon dioxide in the atmosphere released by natural factors, but we can track what
emissions are due to human activity because it has a different fingerprint.
Unfortunately, it lasts in the atmosphere for anywhere between 50 to 200 years and the
consequences of that will be felt for generations.
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ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE ANOMALY
Australia (20102019)

MYTH 4: A COUPLE OF DEGREES IS NOTHING
The conversation about tackling climate change deals with changes of 1C or 2C, which in many cases
doesn’t sound significant on the face of it.
But just a small change in average temperatures is all you need for extreme events to explode in
frequency and intensity.
RELATED: What a 2C rise actually means
We’ll see more deaths from heatwaves. We’ll see more sea level rises hitting areas that are low lying
or underdeveloped. We’ll potentially see more intense cyclones. We’ll see more extreme bushfires.
And this is all because of average temperature increases of a couple of degrees.
MYTH 5: THE PROBLEM’S TOO BIG. THERE’S NOTHING AUSSIES CAN DO
With an issue so serious, where do we possibly start?
Any change is a good change and simple things like turning the lights off when you leave the room,
only running one fridge, setting your air conditioner to 25C, opting for ceiling fans instead when
possible, using public transport, eating less red meat, growing your own produce, recycling as much
as possible and getting a reusable coffee cup.
RELATED: What can you do to help
If you can afford to, consider putting solar panels on your roof. Buy second hand where you can. Be
mindful of your waste and compost.
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It’s better for everyone to reduce their emissions imperfectly than just a few people doing it
perfectly. We can’t become complacent.
If you can just do a little bit it’s better than doing nothing at all.
Dr Sarah Perkins-Kirkpatrick is a senior lecturer and ARC Future Fellow at the Climate Change
Research Centre at UNSW Sydney

https://www.nature.com/articles/d4158602000627y?fbclid=IwAR0XiQ6x6Y6bSdK0UT4lsnPxsQvCdN
9NbvcwWZW2Ag03JvENVReoweZmO3s

NEWS 04 MARCH 2020
CLIMATE CHANGE MADE AUSTRALIA’S DEVASTATING FIRE SEASON 30% MORE LIKELY
But researchers say the result is conservative, and that weather conditions that make fires more
likely will continue to worsen.
Australia experiences bush fires almost every summer, but the latest event was unprecedented in its
severity and scale. The World Weather Attribution (WWA) project sought to measure global
warming’s contribution to the dangerous bushfire conditions experienced in southeast Australia
over several months. Fires in the region were particularly severe, and killed dozens of people and
destroyed thousands of homes.
Karoly says that the fire conditions experienced in Australia this summer are a baseline for what is
possible in the world’s current climate, which has warmed by around 1ºC compared with
preindustrial levels. But conditions are going to get a lot worse as the planet warms by another
degree or two, as is expected, he says.

The team also examined whether climate change influenced two of the components that are used to
measure fire-weather: extreme temperatures and drought. The results, which have been posted on
the group's website and have not been peer reviewed, suggest that while human activity doubled
the chance of heatwave conditions during the fires, the models did not show that climate change
contributed to the extremely dry conditions that Australia experienced.
https://www.nathazardsearthsystscidiscuss.net/nhess202069/
ATTRIBUTION OF THE AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRE RISK TO ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE

Disastrous bushfires during the last months of 2019 and January 2020 affected Australia, raising the
question to what extent the risk of these fires was exacerbated by anthropogenic climate change. To
answer the question for south-eastern Australia, where fires were particularly severe, affecting
people and ecosystems, we use a physically-based index of fire weather, the Fire Weather Index,
long-term observations of heat and drought, and eleven large ensembles of state-of-the-art climate
models. In agreement with previous analyses we find that heat extremes have become more likely
by at least a factor two due to the long-term warming trend. However, current climate models
overestimate variability and tend to underestimate the long-term trend in these extremes, so the
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true change in the likelihood of extreme heat could be larger. We do not find an attributable trend in
either extreme annual drought or the driest month of the fire season September–February. The
observations, however, show a weak drying trend in the annual mean. Finally, we find large trends in
the Fire Weather Index in the ERA5 reanalysis, and a smaller but significant increase by at least 30 %
in the models. The trend is mainly driven by the increase of temperature extremes and hence also
likely underestimated. For the 2019/20 season more than half of the July–December drought was
driven by record excursions of the Indian Ocean dipole and Southern Annular Mode. These factors
are included in the analysis. The study reveals the complexity of the 2019/20 bushfire event, with
some, but not all drivers showing an imprint of anthropogenic climate change.

https://www.theage.com.au/environment/climatechange/summersarestartingearlierfinishinglatera
ndwinterisinretreat20200301p545r0.html?fbclid=IwAR36_QhFBCN25mEwyyRZKinZ0KcOEj48YoOs5k
nozg0UDMLihk0HgESRArA
THE AGE - By Peter Hannam, March 2, 2020
SUMMERS ARE STARTING EARLIER, FINISHING LATER AND WINTER IS IN RETREAT
Australia's summers have lengthened by as much as a month or more in the past half century,
exposing people to greater fire and heat extremes and placing ecosystems and farm crops at risk.

Researchers from The Australia Institute analysed data from 70 of the Bureau of Meteorology's
weather stations across southern and subtropical Australia, where the bulk of the population lives.
They found in the past five years, summers were 50 per cent longer than they were in the mid20th
century.

They found temperatures that used to mark summer are typically being reached two weeks earlier
than December 1 and the warmth associated with the end of February is lasting two weeks longer.
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Winter is the season that is shrinking the most, typically starting 12 days later and finishing 11 days
earlier. With the background warming from climate change, average temperatures are warmer for
every day of the year.
Of the major cities, Melbourne and Adelaide had the largest extension of summer, whose
temperatures lasted 38 and 36 days longer, respectively. Sydney's summer now stretches 28 days
longer than it did during 195069.

https://www.michaelwest.com.au/recordunderemploymentasgovernmentbracesforvolatileweeksle
wofnewdata/?fbclid=IwAR2xvCnIUzgEma7qlT3XvHq8lUBPTEXcMQ_I6P3VaJb_fonQEJw7dmwR8
RECORD UNDER-EMPLOYMENT AS GOVERNMENT BRACES FOR VOLATILE WEEK, SLEW OF NEW
DATA
by Alan Austin - Mar 2, 2020
Australia now has a record number of underemployed workers, and total hours worked per person
per month are also at an all-time low. Alan Austin reports on the latest jobs data ahead what many
believe will be a dreadful week for the Government as a slew of economic data is about to be
released and two-year bonds have just halved, hitting a record low yield of only 0.4 per cent.
Compared with the rest of the developed world, Australia is now one of the standout worst
performers on jobs and economic growth. There is little excuse for this given the robust global
economy and the strong demand for Australia’s minerals, energy and other exports.
The jobless rate in Estonia fell from 5.6% to 4.1% over the last twelve months, and in Israel from
4.2% to 3.6%. In the USA, the jobless declined to the lowest level in fifty years, as Trump’s tweets
announce incessantly. Canada, the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany and several other countries are
also at 50year lows.
In the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Malta, Romania, Cuba and the Philippines
jobless rates have tumbled to the lowest ever, not just in the last 50 years.
In Australia, however, the rate increased over the last year from 5.05% to 5.29%, one of only eight of
the 36 developed member countries of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) to go backwards.
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Rising underemployment
The number of workers needing more hours than they can get is also on the rise. A record
1,179,200 workers now fall in this category as of this January. That’s an increase of 259,000 workers
from when the Coalition took office, up from 7.57% of the workforce then to 8.59% now. This is not
a record percentage, incidentally. That was 9.02% in February 2017 when Malcolm Turnbull was
prime minister and Scott Morrison treasurer.
Long term unemployed – people jobless for more than a year
This has just blown out in January to a worrisome 187,800 Australians, up 24,300 from a year earlier.
This is the highest in 21 months and heading back towards the dismal days of Tony Abbott and Joe
Hockey.
As a share of the workforce, this is up over the year from 1.22% to 1.37%. When the Coalition took
office, the number was just 133,100, which was 1.09%.
Average number of weeks the jobless spend looking for a job
This also took a leap in January to 49.5 weeks – almost a year – up from 43.5 weeks a year earlier
and just 38.6 when the Coalition made government in 2013.
Workers employed by the public service
Having pledged to boost the private sector and achieve a “reduction in public service headcount
through natural attrition” back in 2013, the current government has done the opposite.
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This series from the Australian Bureau of Statistics only began in 2014, but the trend since then is
obvious. Public servants numbered 1,946,200 on last report in November, up from 1,442,500 when
the series began. The percentages are shown in the silver graph, below.

Total hours worked in all jobs – by workers, owners and family members
Hours worked per person per month has hit a fresh all-time low. The last three measures from the
ABS are 32.9 last May, 32.8 in August and 32.9 in November. These are the only times this has been
below 33.0 since the series began in 1991.

Total hours worked averaged 34.0 for the last two Labor years. The average through the Abbott
period fell to 33.6. Through the last two Turnbull years it slipped further to 33.3. And now below
33.0.
Percentage of all workers with fulltime jobs

This is now down to 68.35%, below the level a year ago and only marginally above the alltime low of 67.67% recorded in January 2017. That was the lowest since records were first
kept in 1978.
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https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/why2022willbevictoriastownplanningelection202003
06p547ja.html?fbclid=IwAR1BqJ0Hs94R4tVDjYf6qjYfmTyTXxbPeteGKRxPyHo0SSNPcODUQbgLTQ
WHY 2022 WILL BE VICTORIA'S 'TOWN PLANNING' ELECTION – QUALITY OF LIFE
THE AGE By Simon Welsh, March 6, 2020
The old towns that sit at the centre of growth areas look remarkably like they did in the 1980s. The
prevailing narrative for people living in these areas is one of neglect. Not four years of neglect, but
decades. Meanwhile, people keep arriving in the estates and are felt to be in competition for local
services and infrastructure. The roads are congested. Shopping centres that were new and vibrant in
the 1980s are now worn out and half empty … and the only good one is so busy it takes 30 minutes
to find a park. Classrooms are overcrowded, because while there might a few schools around,
there’s only one you’d actually want to send your kids too. Overloaded and overlooked.
There has always been a sense that outer-suburban “safe seats” were given short shrift. This is
decades of neglect, not one term of government, so why is it biting now? The catalysts are the
extraordinary population growth which has diminished the quality of life for the “old townies” and
increasing personal financial stress. There are now considerable numbers of people living in these
areas who are economically precarious, being stretched by debt and worried about job security.
These are the voters delivering that hit on the Labor primary vote.
But this is not necessarily good news for the Liberal Party either. I’ve seen this type of anger and
sense of neglect many times before, when doing political research in regional areas that have turned
their backs on the major parties and swung to independent or minor party candidates. All the same
ingredients are there in Melbourne’s growth suburbs. In these electorates, an independent threat to
the major parties at the 2022 state election is very real.
So, the Andrews Government faces a paradox heading toward 2022. On the one hand, growth is
good. On the other, its consequences are impacting the behaviour of voters who feel they are living
with the costs of growth and none of its benefits. The real risk is that this disaffection could spread
into the newer estates. If new developments are not well-delivered, then congestion, crowding and
competition for local services and facilities will start to undermine quality of life. It’s not as simple as
slowing development, though. If housing prices are not addressed, financial stress will ensnare new
residents. Essential to quality of life in our growth suburbs has been relatively low mortgage stress.
Over the past three years, median house prices in Melton, for example, have grown by over 60 per
cent.
This paradox looms large as we look to the 2022 election. The essential challenge is one of planning
and development: the ability to maintain housing stock supply to ensure housing affordability, while
ensuring the delivery of “self-sufficient” developments that provide solutions to the quality of life
problems they create in increasing demand on local services, infrastructure and jobs. Along the way,
we also need to support the redevelopment of old town centres. How the state government
responds to these challenges may be the defining feature of a 2022 town-planning election and
determine whether or not we see the rise of independents across our suburbs.
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https://mobile.abc.net.au/news/20200227/gasgiantsmisledgovernmentsacccbossrodsimssays/1200
4254?pfmredir=sm&fbclid=IwAR0rupMiEw3VtGnSXQGLLkn1utmra_IsQy5D60K2ofP_ldmAmgvwjhW
nmU
GAS GIANTS MISLED GOVERNMENTS AND IT IS COSTING AUSTRALIAN JOBS, ACCC BOSS SAYS
By Stephen Long 27 February 2020
ACCC boss Rod Sims says consumers paid the price when gas companies convinced governments of
the need for massive export projects
Some experts now say the economic risks of opening up Australia's gas supplies were grossly
underestimated
Despite being the biggest exporter of gas in the world, Australia is looking to import large quantities
of gas to cope with a looming domestic shortfall

https://www.facebook.com/groups/206082310632647/permalink/211076790133199/
WALK FOR THE BAAKA DARLING, CULGOA. – FACEBOOK GROUP
THIS IS THE DAM WALL CUBBIE BUILT ACROSS THE CULGOA RIVER TO DIVERT THE
CULGOA RIVER INTO THEIR STORAGE- the monument to greed, corruption, arrogance,

On 7 August 2019 Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets (MIRA) purchased a 49% share
in Cubbie Station while Shandong Ruyi retained a 51% share as per the initial agreement
entered into by Shandong Ruyi with the Australian Government in 2012.
Location: near Dirranbandi, Queensland,
Area: 93,000 hectares (230,000 acres)
This is the monument to greed, corruption, arrogance,
This is the monument that every other irrigator stands behind with their middle finger 🖕raised to
the rest of Murry Baaka Darling community all the way to the Coorong.
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https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansforProgressiveGovernment/posts/2876177912476645
AUSTRALIANS FOR PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT FACEBOOK
WHAT A WEEK -MARCH 7TH 2020
MARCH 7TH 2020 – WHAT A WEEK - WHERE DOES ONE START WITH WHAT IS
HAPPENING IN AUSTRALIA THIS WEEK.
We have ministers like Ms Cash acting all confused and unable to comprehend the most basic
questions in the Senate. Once again she evades responsibility, at least she seemed to keep her
temper in check this time. She preferred the I’m dumb, I don’t understand defence, to the
screeching, abusive attack on Labor women defence.
We have Morrison lying in and out of Parliament about the actions of Anthony Albanese and his
alleged avoidance of a meeting with the Health Department, when in actual fact Mr Albanese
was with Mr Morrison.
He just lies non-stop now, because there are no consequences for his government’s horrendous
lies. The AFP do nothing and mainstream Murdoch media do nothing.
Then we have some of the Independents sitting in the HOR doing nothing to stop this corrupt
Government, whenever Anthony Albanese asks for a vote to remove standing orders, Ms
Steggles, Dr Haines and Rebekah Sharkie vote with the Government.
With these independents running interference they are assisting our government to continue to
lie and cheat the Australian public.
We then have Senate reviews where the head of the AFP refused to answer questions, his
standard response “I’ll take that on notice”. His actions showed every Australian that they are
owned by Dutton and the LNP.
We had the highly paid public servant telling everyone she destroyed documentation and that
appears to be okay. She refused to answer questions and had no recollection of anything, so one
has to ask why are we paying incompetent staff that are supposed to be working for the
Australian public, but as we all know they also are owned by Morrison and the LNP.
Some of our staff spend time checking on certain Facebook pages to see what lies are being
spread by the LNP faithful, we are shocked that so many still can support Morrison and his
government after they have misused funds.
Are these people staffers of the LNP?
Are these followers of the Pentecostal religious cult, some profiles seem to suggest they are and
that they are from all round the world.
Morrison’s page is full of religious comments praising our most inept Prime Minister.
All these people supporting him that also profess to be Christian don’t seem to mind that
Morrison has been caught lying on a daily basis, they don’t seem to mind that he is rude and that
his arrogance shows through, they still blindly praise him.
Our staff that visit Anthony Albanese’s page have noticed how the Right-Wing supporters abuse
and harass Labor supporters on his page, is it because our Prime Minister lies, that the LNP
“trolls” think they can?
Are they instructed to by the “Liberal Dirt Unit” to make personal attacks on Labor supporters, we
have witnessed some very vicious attacks on people just wanting to congratulate Anthony
Albanese and support the opposition leader.
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When we have a Government that lies daily to the Australian public, a Government that lies in
Parliament, a Government that refuses to answer questions and stifles debate in the HOR, it’s
time for honest Australians to put pressure on the cross benchers to do what they claim they are
there to do, “keep the major parties honest”.
It’s time the Independents refused to pass any of our corrupt Governments bills, as one thing we
have all learnt in the last 7 years is that the LNP do not assist the majority of Australians, they
only care about big business and their mining mates. 90% of Australians suffer under a LNP
Government.
This Government is talking about a stimulus package, you can be assured it will not assist the
Australian workers or any welfare recipient, it will assist businesses and self-funded retirees.
It is ingrained in the LNP and especially Morrison and his religious belief that only the wealthy
need help. To Morrison the underprivileged and the poor don’t deserve to be helped as to
Morrison they are unworthy in his “God’s” opinion.
We were saved during the GFC by Rudd/Gillard /Swan stimulus package, but with this
government we will not be as lucky to come through our economic problems with a ranking of the
best in the world, we have already dropped 25 places since this Government came to power.
Frydenberg will not win Euromoneys Finance Minister like Wayne Swan did in 2011, Paul
Keating also won in 1984, no surprise a liberal treasurer has never won.
Let’s see who receives assistance during these difficult times from our Government.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/20200306/bridgetmckenziedeniesknowledgeofsportinggrantslistchan
g/12031784?fbclid=IwAR3MKTgN1e_JRaLFNUgQK0ZsqrQbduq_e2TGUeeCS6zitYAyveSBKuzaaM
ABC. Net By political reporter Matthew Doran 6 Mar 2020

BRIDGET MCKENZIE REJECTS SUGGESTIONS SHE WAS INVOLVED IN CHANGING
SPORTS GRANT LIST AFTER ELECTION WAS CALLED
Key points:
Senate Estimates heard the final list of successful sporting clubs under the controversial grants
program was changed after the election was called
Former sports minister Bridget McKenzie said she signed off on the list of clubs days prior to
Parliament being dissolved
She said any changes after that happened without her knowledge
In January, the Australian National Audit Office released a scathing report about the program,
accusing it of being politically biased in its allocation of funds to sporting clubs in marginal
Coalition seats and electorates the Liberal and National parties were targeting at the May 2019
election.
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https://www.abc.net.au/news/20200115/governmentsportgrantstargetedmarginalseatsauditoffice/
11870292

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TARGETED MARGINAL SEATS IN POTENTIALLY ILLEGAL
SPORTS GRANTS SCHEME, AUDITOR GENERAL REPORTS
ABC. Net By political reporter Jack Snape, 16 Jan 2020
Key points:
The Government spent $100 million on grants for the Community Sport Infrastructure Program in
the months leading up to the election
The office of then-sports minister Bridget McKenzie identified target electorates as part of
assessing grant applicants
The auditor general found a bias of funding towards marginal and target seats.
Hundreds of grants were recommended for funding by Sport Australia but were rejected by the
minister, whose office earmarked some seats as "marginal" and "targeted", and funnelled money
towards those.
Projects in these electorates applied for 36 per cent of the funding, and received 47 per cent of
the amount approved in the first round.
"The award of funding reflected the approach documented by the minister's office of focusing on
'marginal' electorates held by the Coalition as well as those electorates held by other parties or
independent members that were to be 'targeted' by the Coalition at the 2019 election," the report
stated.
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"Applications from projects located in those electorates were more successful in being awarded
funding than if funding was allocated on the basis of merit assessed against the published
program guidelines."
In the third round of the program, 73 per cent of projects given funding were not recommended
by Sport Australia.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=505786516805309
ANTHONY ALBANESE -FACEBOOK
ANTHONY ALBANESE SPEAKS UP OVER SPORTS RORTS- LIBERALS AND NATIONALS
GAGGING PARLIAMENT OVER SPORTS RORTS
This is the moment the Liberals and Nationals decided to shut down Parliament rather than
defend Scott Morrison's disgraceful sports rorts.
The fish rots from the head – and the rot goes all the way to the top of this Government

https://www.sydneycriminallawyers.com.au/blog/duttonplanstosetourinternationalspyagencyuponc
itizens/?fbclid=IwAR3KpwBKpnIdvmWl8Cr9EgdGeg1kj0YLrPg7x5QMOWY7De0_nwmy4KkkeWI
DUTTON PLANS TO SET OUR INTERNATIONAL SPY AGENCY UPON CITIZENS
04/03/2020 BY PAUL GREGOIRE
Home affairs minister Peter Dutton quietly announced to the ABC a fortnight ago that the
Morrison government’s – often denied – push to turn the nation’s international spying agency on
its own citizens is close to finalisation.
The minister rolled out one of the usual suspects – child sexual offenders – as a reason for
extending spying powers currently used to deal with foreign threats, so they could be applied
locally to Australians as well. And he used a disturbing example of a months-old baby being
tortured to make his point.
This is the exact same proposal that was exposed by News Corp journalist Annika Smethurst in
April 2018, when she reported on leaked documents that revealed senior public servants
discussing the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) being able to access citizen’s emails, bank
records and texts.
The documents detailed correspondence between Department of Home Affairs secretary Mike
Pezzullo and Defence secretary Greg Moriarty regarding a proposal that would allow ASD agents
to hack into critical infrastructure so as to remove threats.

Currently, the Australian Federal Police and the domestic spying agency ASIO are empowered to
investigate citizens after a warrant has been issued by the attorney general, while the ASD has
no such powers to operate internally.
Just after the AFP press raids last June, minister Dutton appeared on the Insiders stating that
“we don’t support spying on Australians”, while in the next breath he said, “there needs to be a
sensible discussion about whether or not we’ve got the ability to deal with threats that we face”.
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Writing in the Conversation days later, Bond University criminology associate professor Terry
Goldsworthy pointed out that the home affairs minister cited combating online paedophilia and
protecting institutions against cyber-attacks as reasons to turn the ASD on its own people.

Australia is the only western democracy in the world without a bill of rights, which means most of
our rights aren’t protected. And commentators have outlined that this means the rights eroding
laws that have been enacted in the name of terrorism go much further in their reach than
elsewhere.

And now it seems that minister Dutton would like to further see the nation morph into a
surveillance state, where ASD agents would be able to snoop through citizens’ online and
electronic space in much the same way police can access a house they have an official warrant
to search.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/mar/06/morrisongovernmenttostopfunding20mi
nternationalcollaborationonshifttozeroemissions?fbclid=IwAR1TvHa6g9Dp8NHEX4G0UhXF1aAVFU8l
dvbfSOTh2gEPSTlr4eFi3iYyww
MORRISON GOVERNMENT TO STOP FUNDING INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION ON
SHIFT TO ZERO EMISSIONS
Exclusive: The five-year Australian-German initiative to transition to new energy and low
emissions was due to end in 2022
The Morrison government has told researchers at two of Australia’s leading universities it will
break a commitment to fund an international collaboration into what is required to shift to a zero
emissions future.
The Australian-German Energy Transition Hub was announced in 2017 by then prime minister
Malcolm Turnbull and German chancellor Angela Merkel as a collaboration that would “help the
technical, economic and social transition to new energy systems and a low emissions economy”.

Based at the University of Melbourne, the Australian National University and three German
institutions, it was to receive $4m over five years from the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade as part of an eventual full cross-country funding of $20m.

https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2020/feb/28/angustaylortoannounceshiftinclimateinv
estmentawayfromwindandsolar
ANGUS TAYLOR TO ANNOUNCE SHIFT IN CLIMATE INVESTMENT AWAY FROM WIND
AND SOLAR
THE GUARDIAN 28 Feb 2020
Hydrogen, carbon capture and storage, lithium and advanced livestock feed supplements to be
at heart of Coalition’s technology roadmap
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It is unclear from the speech extract what policy mechanism will drive the new investments and
who will administer the research and development, and it does not address why the government
is looking at technology such as carbon capture and storage, or CCS.

Most low emissions scenarios for the future consider CCS a potentially important technology if
the world is to keep global heating to 1.5C about preindustrial levels, but only when used with
biomass, not fossil fuels. The technology has not proved commercially viable with fossil fuel
power generation despite being promised billions in taxpayer support through initiatives such as
the CCS flagships program.

There are fewer than 20 CCS projects across the globe in the industrial sector. Chevron last year
announced a $2.5bn CCS project at one of the country’s largest liquefied natural gas
developments, in the Pilbara, had finally begun injecting carbon dioxide underground after three
years of delays.

https://www.theage.com.au/politics/victoria/developerfundedcommunitygroupinfluencedplannings
ystem20200303p546ie.html?fbclid=IwAR0WPl8OVYzWVBPuABoKVIwDkkVAyp2aBHpXhAzJW
6QWEQNPemR5zLpNC0
THE AGE By Clay Lucas and Royce Millar March 3, 2020
DEVELOPER-FUNDED 'COMMUNITY GROUP' INFLUENCED PLANNING SYSTEM

The Victorian planning system was able to be influenced by a developer-funded “community
group”, to the point where the group’s arguments were cited in advice to the minister making a
key rezoning decision.
A $4000perday barrister representing the community group before a planning panel was largely
briefed and paid for by the developer or its consultants on behalf of the group, according to
evidence presented at the state's Independent Broad based Anticorruption Commission on
Tuesday.
Developer Leighton Holdings stood to make profits of more than $100 million from the rezoning
of the land in Cranbourne West, from industrial to commercial. Controversial planner John
Woodman also stood to win a $2 million success fee if he got the land rezoned for Leighton.

That land is a key aspect of IBAC's probe into land deals in Melbourne's southeast involving
Casey Council.
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https://www.2gb.com/treasurernotconcernedaboutchinabuyingaussiefarmsas600msalelooms/?fb
clid=IwAR0dvoymYh638MoalQL1E6aU5WyxxybyLDki4TS7xx3br6bJIuEwqM9wfe4
2GB 26/02/2020
TREASURER NOT CONCERNED ABOUT CHINA BUYING AUSSIE FARMS AS $600M SALE
LOOMS
#Alan Jones #Foreign Investment Review Board #Josh Frydenberg
The Treasurer insists there aren’t any significant concerns around China buying up Australian
farms as the $600million sale of Lion Dairy and Drinks is considered.
The Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) is looking into the deal which would see China
Mengniu Dairy Company take control of several major Australian brands including, Dairy
Farmers, Pura, Berri and Daily Juice.
This business is currently owned by a Japanese company but there are concerns over the
Chinese government’s 16 per cent stake in Mengniu.
77 per cent of Australia’s dairy processing is now owned by foreign investors.

Mr Frydenberg insists he will block any sale that isn’t in the national interest but Alan believes
he’s listening to bureaucrats rather than Aussie farmers.

https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/creditcardsaddressesandphonenumbersvulnerablem
orethanonemillionenergycustomersprivacyatrisk20200228p545bw.html?fbclid=IwAR1W6lq97QTBdc
qZ40MM87_5AdCWf14amPHgi1M74CMI4fCYX5O6ttKyhc

CREDIT CARDS, ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS VULNERABLE: MORE THAN ONE
MILLION ENERGY CUSTOMERS’ PRIVACY AT RISK
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD By Adele Ferguson and Chris Gillett, March 1, 2020
A joint investigation by The Age, Sydney Morning Herald and ABC’s 7.30 reveals that Chineseowned Alinta Energy may be breaching Australian privacy laws by failing to protect its customers’
personal information.
Through its retail operations, Alinta collects names, addresses, birth dates, mobile numbers,
Medicare and passport numbers, credit card details and in some cases individual health
information.
A series of internal documents, confidential reports and emails leaked by a whistle-blower show
that almost three years after then-treasurer Scott Morrison approved the sale of Alinta to Chow
Tai Fook on advice from the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB), the company’s privacy
systems remain inadequate.

https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2020/feb/25/michaelmccormackgrantsexemptiontoliv
eexportshipthatfailsnewrules?fbclid=IwAR3pEFXEg2OqFke8CpwiWY2Loj6f0KHLDlCOKvjMnzpTa6pmF
btOV9aV5hE
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MICHAEL MCCORMACK GRANTS EXEMPTION TO LIVE EXPORT SHIP THAT FAILS NEW
RULES
Al Shuwaikh allowed to carry sheep on double-deck tiers against the advice of the Australian
Maritime Safety Authority
The RSPCA senior policy officer, Dr Jed Goodfellow, said the exemption was granted “against
the clear advice of the independent regulator” and risked another heat stress event.
Goodfellow said that the airflow readings in some areas of the ship were 0.2 metres per second,
more than half of the 0.5 metres per second set by AMSA as the minimum standard.

The legislation allows for the minister to make an exemption for stock carried on twin-tiered
decks, but not ordinary decks which do not meet ventilation requirements. The statement from
McCormack said stock was not loaded on the single-tier deck.
“That suggests that the single-tier of the Al Shuwaikh could not meet the basic ventilation
requirements, which in turn suggests that there’s abysmal ventilation on the double-tiered decks,”
Goodfellow said.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/dwpbenefitdeathsuicidereportscoverupsgovernm
entconservativesa9359606.html?fbclid=IwAR0dqhjzn_OwnA_UuA4Y4wAibmOT7vnhabUgOcEjJV29fC
cQQOOgGc_OpO4
The Independent Rob Merrick Deputy Political Editor
'COVERUP': DWP DESTROYED REPORTS INTO PEOPLE WHO KILLED THEMSELVES
AFTER BENEFITS WERE STOPPED
Up to 50 reviews into deaths following harsh social security cuts and sanctions have been
shredded, officials admit
Around 50 reviews into deaths following the loss of social security payments before 2015 have
been shredded, officials have admitted – blaming data protection laws.
However, the data watchdog has said there was no requirement to destroy the reports by any
particular date and that a “public interest” exemption could have been used.

https://www.getup.org.au/campaigns/democracy/icacpetition/signweneedacorruptionwatchdogwit
hteeth?t=MZtBt755&utm_content=v1&utm_medium=org&utm_name=fborg200227dasfbsportrorts
v1&utm_source=fb&fbclid=IwAR3uTPoyNy_geGOkEBLW6QOFDqLcTKoa7qLLRQVIU3V08u5scz_nmo
0x54
GETUP FACEBOOK
LIBERALS RESIST - WE NEED A CORRUPTION WATCHDOG WITH TEETH!
The sports rorts scandal has exposed the corrupting influences on this government – but we're
only seeing the tip of the iceberg.
We need to scale up our fight against a government that refuses to be accountable.
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It's scandal on top of scandal – but for the Coalition, it's just another day at the office.
They've put forward a proposal that would do more to hide misconduct than unearth it. It's been
called a 'sham' and a 'disaster' by senior lawyers, former high-court judges and even the former
NSW anticorruption commissioner.1,2
But we've got a chance to stop them. In September, the Senate passed corruption reform that
would shine a light on political misconduct, with support from across the political spectrum.3
If we can back the Senate in with a massive public petition, we can put the government in a bind:
support a real bipartisan corruption watchdog, or own up to the fact that you're hiding something.
What’s the difference between the Coalition’s sham proposal, and the Senate’s genuine reform?

https://kangaroocourtofaustralia.com/2020/02/26/scottmorrisonstealsanother2milliontogivetothea
ngustaylorcaymanislandfamilytrust/?fbclid=IwAR3OYwWTiYyOsZYuTJbNq_X1NhFz8rqP69IutY1
lIj0bmCqfbxMdlEfamlI

KANGAROO COURT OF AUSTRALIA BY SHANE DOWLING ON FEBRUARY 26, 2020 •
SCOTT MORRISON STEALS ANOTHER $2 MILLION TO GIVE TO THE ANGUS TAYLOR
CAYMAN ISLAND FAMILY TRUST
The Cayman Island company, Eastern Australia Agriculture, which was set up by federal MP
Angus Taylor and corruptly given $80 million for water that didn’t exist will get another $2 million
for water that may or may not exist.
With the original $80 million purchase, the then agriculture minister Barnaby Joyce, had to rig it
so he could pay well above market value so he got rid of the requirement for a tender process
which is standard for government departments and then paid $millions more above market rates.
How many $millions will Scott Morrison and the government give to Eastern Australia Agriculture
before the next election?
The chances of Barnaby Joyce having his own Cayman Island account, which ownership of are
basically untraceable, would have to be red hot and the chances of some of the stolen funds
being in it would be red hot as well.
When Barnaby was questioned on who the financial beneficiary of the original $80million he
refused to say for a long time but eventually said in one interview that it was a family trust. Given
that Angus Taylor set up the company, but claims he no longer has an interest, one has to
conclude the family trust is owned or controlled by Angus Taylor or one of his family members. If
that’s not the case Angus Taylor can correct the record by saying who the financial beneficiaries
are which he would know but has refused to say.
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One thing is for certain, both Angus Taylor and Barnaby Joyce know who is the financial
beneficiary of the $8o million and who the true owners of Eastern Australia Agriculture are and
given they won’t say it is fair and reasonable they have a lot to hide. In those circumstances, it is
also fair and reasonable for the public to use all available evidence to draw conclusions.
What the new $2 million fraud shows is that the Scott Morrison government doesn’t care about
being exposed acting corruptly. If they couldn’t tell us who was ultimately getting the $80 million
before why are they sending more money to the Cayman Islands?

https://www.thesaturdaypaper.com.au/news/politics/2020/02/22/agedcareassessmentreformmay
beaccountingtrick/15822900009430?fbclid=IwAR3f5l1kD1eUCNikK9orPaFjc22lvwbaRBwitrddMl
oYb8hWFkWMl1A1Y_s

THE SATURDAY PAPER
AGEDCARE ASSESSMENT REFORM MAY BE ‘ACCOUNTING TRICK’
Experts in the aged-care sector warn that the government may reduce waiting lists for homecare
programs by restricting their eligibility requirements, leaving thousands of older Australians in
need.
The federal government’s plan to privatise funding assessments for aged care has sparked
concern the new program is designed to manipulate waiting lists and reduce the level of care
offered to people in their homes.

The new regime for assessments comes after figures show almost 12,000 older Australians died
in a single year before receiving the care for which they were eligible. The assessments are
required before any funding is given for nursing and other services in the home.
The federal government’s takeover of Aged Care Assessment Teams (ACATs), currently run by
the states and territories, would allow the Commonwealth to rewrite the rules and give it the
power to “limit the number of people who can get in”. Essentially, they could distort the numbers
by offering lower-level services to take people off the waitlist without giving them adequate care.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/25/coronavirusclosuresrevealvastscaleofchin
assecretivewildlifefarmindustry?CMP=share_btn_fb&fbclid=IwAR0rhP1NXiWgKMoJ_6xXb0PX4V5lcH
Fr_YszJJJHDOms3TgXIiDKiyKpdpc
THE GUARDIAN 25 Feb 2020
CORONAVIRUS CLOSURES REVEAL VAST SCALE OF CHINA’S SECRETIVE WILDLIFE FARM INDUSTRY
Peacocks, porcupines and pangolins among species bred on 20,000 farms closed in wake of virus
The Covid19 outbreak, which has now led to 2,666 deaths and over 77,700 known infections, is
thought to have originated in wildlife sold at a market in Wuhan in early December, prompting a
massive rethink by authorities on how to manage the trade.
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China issued a temporary ban on wildlife trade to curb the spread of the virus at the end of
January and began a widespread crackdown on breeding facilities in early February.

https://nypost.com/2020/02/22/dontbuychinasstorythecoronavirusmayhaveleakedfromalab/?utm_
campaign=applenews&utm_medium=inline&utm_source=applenews

NEW YORK POST February 22, 2020
DON’T BUY CHINA’S STORY: THE CORONAVIRUS MAY HAVE LEAKED FROM A LAB
At an emergency meeting in Beijing held last Friday, Chinese leader Xi Jinping spoke about the
need to contain the coronavirus and set up a system to prevent similar epidemics in the future.
A national system to control biosecurity risks must be put in place “to protect the people’s health,”
Xi said, because lab safety is a “national security” issue.
Xi didn’t actually admit that the coronavirus now devastating large swaths of China had escaped
from one of the country’s bioresearch labs. But the very next day, evidence emerged suggesting
that this is exactly what happened, as the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology released
a new directive titled: “Instructions on strengthening biosecurity management in microbiology
labs that handle advanced viruses like the novel coronavirus.”

It sure sounds like China has a problem keeping dangerous pathogens in test tubes where they
belong, doesn’t it? And just how many “microbiology labs” are there in China that handle
“advanced viruses like the novel coronavirus”?
It turns out that in all of China, there is only one. And this one is located in the Chinese city of
Wuhan that just happens to be … the epicenter of the epidemic.
China’s only Level 4 microbiology lab that is equipped to handle deadly coronaviruses, called the
National Biosafety Laboratory, is part of the Wuhan Institute of Virology.
The People’s Liberation Army’s top expert in biological warfare, a Maj. Gen. Chen Wei, was
dispatched to Wuhan at the end of January to help with the effort to contain the outbreak.
According to the PLA Daily, Chen has been researching coronaviruses since the SARS outbreak
of 2003, as well as Ebola and anthrax. This would not be her first trip to the Wuhan Institute of
Virology, either, since it is one of only two bioweapons research labs in all of China. The novel
coronavirus, now known as SARSCoV2, may have escaped from that very lab, is Chen’s job is to
try to put the genie back in the bottle, as it were?
Even the deadly SARS virus has escaped — twice — from the Beijing lab where it was (and
probably is) being used in experiments. Both “manmade” epidemics were quickly contained, but
neither would have happened at all if proper safety precautions had been taken.
And then there is this little-known fact: Some Chinese researchers are in the habit of selling their
laboratory animals to street vendors after they have finished experimenting on them.
Instead of properly disposing of infected animals by cremation, as the law requires, they sell
them on the side to make a little extra cash. Or, in some cases, a lot of extra cash. One Beijing
researcher, now in jail, made a million dollars selling his monkeys and rats on the live animal
market, where they eventually wound up in someone’s stomach.
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Also fuelling suspicions about SARSCoV2’s origins is the series of increasingly lame excuses
offered by the Chinese authorities as people began to sicken and die.
They first blamed a seafood market not far from the Institute of Virology, even though the first
documented cases of Covid19 (the illness caused by SARSCoV2) involved people who had
never set foot there. Then they pointed to snakes, bats and even a cute little scaly anteater
called a pangolin as the source of the virus.
It turns out that snakes don’t carry coronaviruses and that bats aren’t sold at a seafood market.
Neither, for that matter, are pangolins, an endangered species valued for their scales as much as
for their meat.
The evidence points to SARSCoV2 research being carried out at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.
The virus may have been carried out of the lab by an infected worker or crossed over into
humans when they unknowingly dined on a lab animal. Whatever the vector, Beijing authorities
are now clearly scrambling to correct the serious problems with the way their labs handle deadly
pathogens.
China has unleashed a plague on its own people. It’s too early to say how many in China and
other countries will ultimately die for the failures of their country’s state-run microbiology labs, but
the human cost will be high.
But not to worry. Xi has assured us that he is controlling biosecurity risks “to protect the people’s
health.” PLA bioweapons experts are in charge.
I doubt the Chinese people will find that very reassuring.
Steven W. Mosher is the president of the Population Research Institute and the author of “Bully
of Asia: Why China’s ‘Dream’ Is the New Threat to World Order.”

https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansforProgressiveGovernment/posts/2851204078307362
Australians for Progressive Government- March 2020
THE MORRISON GOVERNMENT HAS JUST PASSED A BILL WHICH WILL WAIVE
PENALTIES FOR EMPLOYERS WHO HAVE STOLEN SUPERANNUATION FROM
WORKERS.
Scott Morrison is always the side of big business, never yours.
Slo Mo is looking after his mates!! Hasn't done one single thing to help workers that have been
systematically rorted by their employers. Doesn't want to see some of his biggest donors go to
gaol.
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https://www.abc.net.au/news/20200220/coalfiredpowerstationproposednotviablesayseconomist/1
1983782?fbclid=IwAR093dQMmGbqIfckGQiIfyba0APZvUhRFGDACcEj_A6TI16NKJZsJ73zXs

PROPOSED COALFIRED POWER STATION FOR COLLINSVILLE COULD BECOME WHITE
ELEPHANT, ECONOMIST WARNS
ABC NEWS By Michael Atkin, 20 Feb 2020
A new coalfired power station proposed for Collinsville in North Queensland could become a
white elephant and leave taxpayers exposed, according to a leading economist.
The Morrison Government has provided $4 million towards a feasibility study into the power
station which it hopes can produce reliable and affordable power to back development in the
region.
But economist Frank Jotzo, who specialises in climate and energy policy, doubts a new coalfired
power station will be commercially viable.
He argues the high cost of building and running the plant, coupled with the falling cost of other
energy sources, particularly renewables, means it is unlikely to be viable over a 40to50year life
span.
"Noone has built a coalfired power station in Australia for quite some time," Mr Jotzo told 7.30.

https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2020/feb/23/smokescreenhowaustraliasbiggestpollut
ershavebeenfreetoincreaseemissions?fbclid=IwAR1WQ0OOpkode0503IQqplRMsNDBXpGbeTk
DFG90r7rJHXOay836sgwvU
THE GUARDIAN Sun 23 Feb 2020
SMOKE SCREEN: HOW AUSTRALIA'S BIGGEST POLLUTERS HAVE BEEN FREE TO
INCREASE EMISSIONS
The Coalition’s safeguards mechanism was meant to stop rises in industrial emissions cancelling
out cuts paid for by taxpayers – but it’s a colossal failure
For nearly 40 years, black coal has been mined at Myuna, an underground operation a short
drive southwest of Newcastle. Each year about 2 million tonnes is dug up, dropped on to an
overland conveyor and sent to the Eraring power plant next door to be burned.
Although the New South Wales mine isn’t new, its operation under owner Centennial Coal has
changed over the past couple of years, leading to a dramatic increase in greenhouse gas
escaping its coal seams.
Emissions at the mine in 2017-18 were 65% above the government-agreed limit for the site. New
data published just before Christmas show Centennial was also in breach last financial year, with
carbon pollution at Myuna 47% above its limit.
In an era in which political battles are fought over how to meet climate targets, an emissions rise
of this proportion – nearly half a million tonnes at one site over just a couple of years – is
noteworthy. Along with similar examples at other industrial sites, including those owned by BHP,
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Chevron and a range of other fossil-fuel companies, it helps explain why official data says the
Morrison government will fail to cut emissions to 5% below 2000 levels in 2020 as it claims.
In the case of Centennial Coal, the Australian Conservation Foundation found it could reasonably
have been expected to pay more than $6m to offset its extra emissions, based on the price the
government pays for carbon credits. Instead it followed rules set up by the government that
allowed it to retrospectively apply for a change to its baseline arrangements.
Most people paying attention to the scheme have been left to wonder: why have a policy to limit
emissions that routinely allows companies to ignore their limit?
The numbers tell a pretty basic story. In the first two years of the scheme, analysts at energy and
carbon consultancy Repu-Tex found the regulator had approved changes that allowed big
industry to emit up to 32% more without penalty than when the safeguard was introduced.
Companies used only some of this additional headroom. Actual emissions under the scheme
rose 12% over those two years.
Based on this, Repu-Tex found the safeguard was likely to lead to an extra 280m tonnes of
pollution over the next decade, more than six months’ worth of Australia’s total carbon pollution.
It would more than eclipse the 193m tonnes of cuts contracted under the emissions reduction
fund.

https://www.patreon.com/posts/33473584

PATREON February 2020·
VOTERS – IS THIS WHAT YOU VOTED FOR?
How many of you can even be bothered to read to the end of this despicable list? Please post
‘done’ if you bothered, otherwise don’t complain or say ‘I didn’t know’.
LIST OF ALL GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION THAT HAS HAPPENED IN THE LAST DECADE
IN AUSTRALIA !
* Angus Taylor & Barnaby Joyce involved in a shady water buyback scheme that involved
channeling money through the Cayman Islands.
* Andrew Robb taking a $880k/yr job with donor before even leaving politics.
* Christopher Pyne taking a job with E&Y straight after politics – despite the fact he was the
Defence Minister and E&Y had been awarded $21 million in contracts to do consulting work for
the Defence force.
* Julie Bishop appointed to the board of Palladium after exiting politics – a company that profits
from foreign affairs, her previous portfolio.
* Barnaby Joyce misuse of travel allowance to stay with Vicki Campion.
* Julie Bishop and her $450k Chinese sponsored “Glorious Foundation”.
* Former Liberal President Shane Stone to be paid $500k per year to oversee flood recovery
efforts in rural Queensland. This salary is nearly the same as our Prime Minister.
* George Christensen spending 300 days in the Philippines during the last few years – despite
claiming to represent the Australian people.
* Fraser Anning claiming $35k for family travel expenses on 44 trips between January and
December 2018.
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* Daniel Andrews signing up Victoria to China’s Belt and Road initiative without a mandate from
the Victorian people – nor the blessing from Australia’s national security bodies.
* Sussan Ley popping to gold coast on travel allowance & accidentally buying a $700k
apartment.
* Failure to address housing inequality – when 226 federal MPs own 524 properties there’s zero
incentive to address the problem.
* Barnaby Joyce free rent from donor.
* Billions of dollars in foreign aid to Indonesia – only for them to purchase billions of dollars-worth
of military helicopters and now consider bidding for the 2032 Olympic games!
* Joe Hockey owning millions of shares in Hello-world – who’s share price has gone up 164% in
4 years since being awarded a string of government contracts. Talk about insider trading.
* Mattias Cormann not realising that his family got a free holiday to Singapore – only weeks after
Hello-world was awarded a new government contract.
* Bill Shorten committing another $500 million to the United Nations despite having no mandate
from the Australian people to do so.
* Barnaby Joyce property purchase with insider knowledge of rail route.
* The continued protection of the ‘tax free’ status of individuals with millions of dollars in tax –
whilst the lowest paid people in society struggle to get any meaningful wage increases due to the
way the official CPI calculation has been corruptly manipulated in order to artificially keep wages
low.
* Matt Canavan failing to declare property interests.
* Peter Dutton awards a $423m contract through a ‘limited tender’ process to Paladin to run
Manus Island – a company his sister works for that has no previous experience in running such
facilities.
* Sale of Darwin’s port to Chinese company 4 days after $40k donation to LNP.
* $30m to Foxtel for women’s sports, while cutting $84m from the ABC.
* David Feeney failing to declare $2.3m house.
* Choppergate by Bronwyn Bishop.
* Sam Dastyari donor paying fine.
* Sussan Ley $21k on cabs in the USA in one week.
* Tony Abbott’s repeated expenses that have needed to be repaid e.g. 2016 total expense claims
equivalent to 37 years of Newstart payments.
* Tony’s daughter getting a $37,000 “scholarship”.
* Arthur Sinodinos’s inability to recall, well, anything under oath at NSW ICAC.
* Roman Quaedvlieg’s $500k 9 month paid leave.
* Failure to fix large scale tax evasion – why do so many massive businesses persist with
Australia if they are collectively losing trillions here?
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* Michaelia Cash leaking to the media before raids on AWU – and then spending nearly $1m of
taxpayers dollars trying to defend her behaviour.
* Similar for NBN raids on Stephen Conroy’s office
* Sarina Russo receives $754m of contracts in return for $20k donation to LNP in 2010
* NBN issues multimillion FTTC contract to Netcomm, whose chairman is also a director of NBN
co
* George Brandis forcing resignation of Justin Gleeson as solicitor general, lying to senate
enquiry
* Steve Irons “electorate business” in Gold Coast spending $2k for wife to attend with him
* Georgina Downer giving away big cheques for government grants despite not even being an
elected member of Parliament. She also received many scholarships while her father Alexender
was Foreign Minister in the Howard era. A born to rule mentality that already twice failed as a
Liberal candidate (once in Melbourne, once in Adelaide).
* Stewart Robert inappropriate behaviour on trip to China
* $640k to Bjorn Lomborg for a climate denying book.
* Eric Hutchinson appointed to $160k job after losing seat in 2016 election
* George Brandis appointing his sons lawyer to $370k/yr job
* $60k unadvertised scholarship for Frances Abbott
* Misappropriation of water from MurrayDarling by coalition donors
* Craig Laundy failure to declare businesses on register of interests
* $444m to Great Barrier Reef Foundation with no tendering – straight into the pockets of
directors with links to Liberal National Party.
*Cabinet Minister Kelly O'Dwyer has told colleagues the Liberals are widely regarded as
"homophobic, antiwomen, climate-change deniers" during a crisis meeting of federal Victorian
Liberal party.
* A $4.6 billion buy off deal was struck with Catholic and independent schools, heading off
another potential election-losing issue.
* Mr Morrison flagged the shifting of Australia's Israeli embassy to Jerusalem to win backing from
Jewish investment bankers to keep funding Australia’s record debt.
*Finance Minister Mathias Cormann charged taxpayers $4,400 to take his wife on a romantic
beach getaway on her birthday.
*Bo 'Nick' Zhao, a Chinese born Australian goes to ASIO telling them he's been offered a
$1million from the Chinese Government to run as a Liberal Party candidate and then infiltrate the
Australian Parliament as a Chinese Spy. He then turns up dead in a Melbourne hotel room in
March. Enter Gladys Liu, the Liberal Candidate with a host of concerning connections to the
Chinese Government who earns Liberal preselection thanks to miraculously raising a million
dollars in donations. Fairfax then discovered a photo of Liu at her home with Nick Zhao in the
back ground. Gladys is now the Liberal Member for Chisolm.
* Liberal Candidates Gladys Liu and Josh Frydenberg both have Mandarin signs at polling
booths in the colours of the Australian Electoral Commission branding telling Chinese citizens
how to vote (by putting 1 next to the Liberal Candidate). There is no Liberal Party branding on the
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sign. Liberal officials admit in court that the signs were designed to convey the appearance of
official electoral commission material.
* Angus Taylor writes a public letter, published in the Daily Telegraph, to Sydney Mayor Clover
Moore criticising her for her millions of dollars of domestic travel. The document he quotes is a
forgery.
Taylor refuses to disclose where he got the fake document from and refuses all Freedom of
Information requests from the media that might give an insight.
*Fake 'How To Vote' cards were handed out in Peter Dutton's seat of Dickson designed to trick
Greens Voters in voting for Dutton.
*George Christensen charges tax payers for domestic flights and Com-Car trips that were part of
his trips to known red light districts of the Philippines. When he is caught, he simply pays back
$2,100 with no consequences.
*Barnaby runs up a bill of $675,000 in 9 months in his role as Special Drought Envoy. When
asked what he did in the roll, Joyce explained that he sent his "report" in the form of multiple text
messages to Morrison. When ‘The Guardian’ submitted a Freedom of Information request for
these texts it was rejected on the grounds that Morrison was too busy to retrieve them.
*The Coalition granted $444million to a little-known organisation called the Great Barrier Reef
Foundation. The process involved no public tender, no transparency, and the organisation was
later found to have business partnerships with BHP and Rio Tinto.
*The Coalition awarded a $423million contract to run Manus Island detention facilities to a tiny
and almost unknown company called Paladin as part of a "limited tender" process only meant to
be used under special circumstances. The company's head office was a small shack on
Kangaroo Island and family members of the PNG Parliament were found to be directly profiting
from the contract.
*Hello-world travel agency paid for Finance Minister Mathias Cormann's family holiday to
Singapore within two weeks of the Coalition awarding Hello-world a Government contract worth
over $1billion. Cormann claims he didn't notice his holiday had been free.
*On two separate occasions, Peter Dutton personally intervened to have European au pairs
allowed into the country after being initially refused by Border Force. The first was on behalf of an
old Police colleague, the second on behalf of the AFL Chief Executive and son of a Liberal Party
donor.
*Barnaby Joyce's mistress, Vikki Campion was forced to leave her role as his staffer when
rumours of their affair started causing tension with colleagues. As a result she was given a plum
$190,000 a year job with good friend Senator Matt Canavan despite Parliamentary rules
prohibiting jobs for 'partners'. There were a number of allegations suggesting she never attended
work whilst in this role.
*The Coalition granted $30million to Foxtel, ostensibly to assist with "sports coverage" (whilst
simultaneously slashing ABC funding). There was no public release of any conditions or
oversight regarding the funding. News Corp, the largest newspaper owner in Australia and the
owners of Foxtel, vigorously and unapologetically proceeds to support the Coalition whilst
attacking Labor in the next election.
*The Coalition granted $200,000 to Foxtel station Sky News to fund a new show featuring future
Liberal Candidate Warren Mundine. The funding was taken from money budgeted for
"Indigenous Advancement". Inquiries later found that the funding had been officially approved
before Mundine had even formally applied for it.
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*Assistant Treasurer Stuart Robert charged tax payers $2,000 a month for home internet,
blaming "connectivity issues". He was later forced to repay $38,000 in inappropriately claimed
expenses but was not further investigated.
*The Coalition award a Chinese company a 99 year lease on Darwin Port. A year later, Andrew
Robb, the Trade Minister at the time of the deal, leaves the Government to assume an $880,000
a year job as a "Consultant" with the same Chinese company.
*Barnaby Joyce approved a dodgy $80million water buy back from a property owned by a
Cayman Island's based company that Energy Minister Angus Taylor used to be the Director of
and his college mate now ran. When Twitter users began to discuss it his lawyers sent letters to
them threatening legal action for defamation if they didn't delete the tweets.
*A property owned by Energy Minister Angus Taylor's brother was alleged to have illegally
burned 30 hectares of native grassland classified as endangered under existing environment
laws. After Angus Taylor personally intervened and met with then Environment Minister Josh
Frydenberg about the investigation into his brother, the Government suddenly announced a
review into the part of Commonwealth environment laws that specifically deals with endangered
native grasses.
Sooner or later we need to wake up as a nation on how badly our Politicians are selling the future
of our country out! It is pure and simple corruption – all the way to the top, and it needs to be
challenged and stopped at every turn.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/21/jpmorganeconomistswarnclimatecrisisthr
eathumanrace?fbclid=IwAR2AtIt5I01CxRdSwns92tfDdPWatDK4lBTXBl5tqXoUxmSIPTCQhbFDE
THE GUARDIAN 22 Feb 2020
JP MORGAN ECONOMISTS WARN CLIMATE CRISIS IS THREAT TO HUMAN RACE
Leaked report for world’s major fossil fuel financier says Earth is on unsustainable trajectory
The world’s largest financier of fossil fuels has warned clients that the climate crisis threatens the
survival of humanity and that the planet is on an unsustainable trajectory, according to a leaked
document.

The JP Morgan report on the economic risks of human-caused global heating said climate policy
had to change or else the world faced irreversible consequences.

The study implicitly condemns the US bank’s own investment strategy and highlights growing
concerns among major Wall Street institutions about the financial and reputational risks of
continued funding of carbon-intensive industries, such as oil and gas.
JP Morgan has provided $75bn (£61bn) in financial services to the companies most aggressively
expanding in sectors such as fracking and Arctic oil and gas exploration since the Paris
agreement, according to analysis compiled for the Guardian last year.
Its report was obtained by Rupert Read, an Extinction Rebellion spokesperson and philosophy
academic at the University of East Anglia, and has been seen by the Guardian.
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The research by JP Morgan economists David Mackie and Jessica Murray says the climate crisis
will impact the world economy, human health, water stress, migration and the survival of other
species on Earth.
“We cannot rule out catastrophic outcomes where human life as we know it is threatened,” notes
the paper, which is dated 14 January.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/13/januaryhottestearthrecordclimatecrisis?fb
clid=IwAR1ZV_1YVXN0qF1ZuVG7UaV053Ny9ryiia1mXemhQ3E413wc5uPkPoFrE
THE GUARDIAN – FEB 2020
EARTH JUST HAD HOTTEST JANUARY SINCE RECORDS BEGAN, DATA SHOWS
Average global temperature 2.05F above 20thcentury average
Antarctic has begun February with several temperature spikes
Last month was the hottest January on record over the world’s land and ocean surfaces, with
average temperatures exceeding anything in the 141 years of data held by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.
The record temperatures in January follow an exceptionally warm 2019, which has been ranked
as the second hottest year for the planet’s surface since reliable measurements started. The past
five years and the past decade are the hottest in 150 years of recordkeeping, an indication of the
gathering pace of the climate crisis.
According to Noaa, the average global land and ocean surface temperature last month was
2.05F (or 1.14C) above the 20thcentury average. This measurement marginally surpassed the
previous January record, set in 2016.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/13/antarctictemperaturerisesabove20cfirsttimereco
rd
THE GUARDIAN – FEB 2020
ANTARCTIC TEMPERATURE RISES ABOVE 20C FOR FIRST TIME ON RECORD
Scientists describe 20.75C logged at Seymour Island as ‘incredible and abnormal’
The Antarctic has registered a temperature of more than 20C (68F) for the first time on record,
prompting fears of climate instability in the world’s greatest repository of ice.

The 20.75C logged by Brazilian scientists at Seymour Island on 9 February was almost a full
degree higher than the previous record of 19.8C, taken on Signy Island in January 1982.
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/13/massmeltingofantarcticicesheetledtothreemetres
ealevelrise120000yearsago

MASS MELTING OF ANTARCTIC ICE SHEET LED TO THREE METRE SEA LEVEL RISE
120,000 YEARS AGO
THE GUARDIAN – FEB 2020

Cause of rise was ocean warming of less than 2C, which has major implications for future,
researchers warn
Mass melting of the West Antarctic ice sheet, driven by warmer ocean temperatures, was a
major cause of extreme sea level rise more than 100,000 years ago, according to new research.

A research team, led by scientists at the University of New South Wales, examined the cause of
high sea levels during a period known as the last interglacial, which occurred 129,000116,000
years ago.

Their study finds that melting of the West Antarctic ice sheet caused a sea level rise of more than
three metres and it took less than 2C of ocean warming for that to occur.
The authors say their findings could have “major implications” for the future given the ocean
warming and ice melt currently occurring in Antarctica.
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https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/politics/australianpolitics/2020/02/11/albanesecoalstations/?fbcl
id=IwAR2MnP41nTqeL6yozvFbhxMAeZHGUJLGN_4NhR6xVMpGt4psIyagtvVmzKo
THE NEW DAILY Feb 11, 2020
NO PLACE FOR COALFIRED POWER PLANTS, SAYS ANTHONY ALBANESE
“I don’t think there’s a place for coalfired power plants in Australia, full stop,” he told ABC radio
on Tuesday.
A fresh round of infighting has broken out within the Coalition over climate and energy policy,
after the federal government promised $4 million for a feasibility study into a coalfired power
station in north Queensland.

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/coalitionwilfullyblindtoeconomicsofrenewables20200209
p53z4m.html
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD By Matt Edwards February 10, 2020
COALITION WILFULLY BLIND TO ECONOMICS OF RENEWABLES
One of the greatest frustrations as a scientist is to see interpretations of data misrepresented by
politicians. Unfortunately, in Australia, much of this bluster has come from the far-right side of
conservatives, part of our broad church, whose members have traditionally prided themselves on
prudence and levelheadedness.
I am a solar photovoltaic scientist and engineer of more than 20 years' experience and a director
of Coalition for Conservation, a movement of grassroots conservative Coalition members who
support greater action on climate change, and I have heard it all: from John Howard’s comments
that “solar and wind can only be useful on the margins” to Tony Abbott’s description of wind
turbines as “dark satanic mills".
Sadly, last Friday, Scott Morrison and Michael McCormack were at it again, warning that
increased climate action would lead to “higher taxes and higher electricity prices” and implying it
was the desire only of “those in the inner city”.
Of course, this is nothing more than marketing fluff. You could be forgiven for thinking that they
must have missed the memo on the record take-up of ultracheap solar and wind power, now
generating nearly 20 per cent of Australia’s electricity supply, with more than 50 per cent
renewables expected by 2030.

https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/newresourcesministercallsformorecoalgasanduraniumex
ports20200211p53zu5.html?fbclid=IwAR1kP2enDHUNRazwODps56OtyrjbSDWf8FvdUZzgyf4wL
My4M4XYj_T1Qc
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD -David Crowe - February 11, 2020
NEW RESOURCES MINISTER CALLS FOR MORE COAL, GAS AND URANIUM EXPORTS
Australia will need more coal, gas and uranium exports to pay for essential services and lift living
standards, incoming Resources Minister Keith Pitt has declared in a warning shot to activists
trying to block new projects.
Mr Pitt vowed to use his new job to make Australia an even bigger energy exporter and sent a
message to state governments to open up new coal seam gas fields to drive down the price of
energy for households.
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He added that farm land and water resources had to be protected and that local communities
gained real benefits and jobs from the gas developments.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison announced a $2 billion commitment to NSW on January 31 with
the condition the state find 70 petajoules of gas to supply the state market, an amount equivalent
to the Narrabri project.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article7780983/Foreigncompanysells89billionlitresAustralianwat
errights490mdrought.html?fbclid=IwAR2L28zMrbdmfN3oaxzCgatT9gu8cSGONoeN_rJOitlPfzem
0yDazKkGrM
By ALISHA ROUSE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA12 December 2019
WATER RESTRICTIONS FOR YOU, AN ENDLESS SUPPLY FOR THEM: HOW A FOREIGN
CORPORATE GIANT IS SNAPPING UP 89 BILLION LITRES OF AUSTRALIA'S H20 AS THE
COUNTRY SUFFERS ITS WORST DROUGHT EVER
Singaporean company is selling Australian water for $490m to Canadian fund
It comes as the tightest ever water restrictions are imposed on worried citizens
Olam is selling 89,085 megalitres of its permanent water rights in Australia

https://www.michaelwest.com.au/quidproquowhopaidwhobeforetheelectionandwhatdotheywant/?
fbclid=IwAR0cc2zbbwTLbc8mMw3WVXNT9Cn8VYixvRCsX6q30WEiEo1JOUcH99_c
QUID PRO QUO: WHO PAID WHO BEFORE THE ELECTION AND WHAT DO THEY WANT?
by Stephen Mayne Feb 5, 2020
Stephen Mayne is a Walkley Award journalist, shareholder activist, former City of Melbourne
councillor, former spin-doctor for Jeff Kennett’s Victorian Liberal Government, founder of
crikey.com and publisher of wwww.maynereport.com. He can be reached on
Stephen@maynereport.com.
Nine months after the Election, we find out who bought it. From News Corp to GetUp, from Adani
to the Australian Bankers Association, Stephen Mayne, the country’s top journalist on campaign
finance, looks at the big donors, what they are buying, and why the media coverage of campaign
finance is so resoundingly pathetic.
Monday, February 3 was “donations day” in Australia when all the campaign finance figures from
201819 were dropped by the Australian Electoral Commission at 9am. There was no press
release, nothing either from the major political parties, although each had ample scope to attack
the other on pokies money or foreign influencers such as Adani.
And while the data was both late and incomplete, it still contained a stack of fascinating
revelations.
Each year, the mainstream media struggles with the detail and complexity of the disclosures
giving it a once over lightly treatment when the appalling governance, corruption and
transparency issues should be thoroughly debated.
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Australia has one of the world’s weakest disclosure systems where an estimated 20% to 40% of
all private donations are never disclosed because they slide below the $13,800 disclosure
threshold or are laundered through cash-for-access events organisations such as Labor’s
Progressive Business outfit in Victoria.
We can thank Mark Latham in part for this because his woeful 2004 campaign delivered John
Howard a senate majority and Family First’s Steve Fielding supported an increase in the
disclosure threshold from $1500 at the time.
The Federal Government really should have a real-time online donations disclosure regime.
States such as Queensland have now embraced it but the Coalition Government continues to
resist decent change.
Clive Palmer’s $83.6 million political spend in 2018-19 alone was the most staggering revelation
from Monday’s data, bringing to almost $200 million his total investment in politics over the past
20 years.
And all this power and influence has been funded by his exposure to the fossil fuels industry
where his aggrieved Chinese iron ore partners in Western Australia have lost billions. Clive
aspires to develop coal mines near Adani’s proposed Carmichael Mine.
Other powerful industries are also spending up big, none more so than the gambling giants which
pumped almost $3 million plus into the political system in 2018-19, on top of a similar figure in
2017-18 as was identified by The Alliance for Gambling Reform.
The most striking contribution was by the pokies-dominated Australian Hotels Association which
contributed more than $1 million into last year’s Victorian election, including a record breaking
$764,000 for Daniel Andrews and the Labor Party.

As The Age has reported, the AHA pulled out all stops to prevent the anti-pokies Greens from
securing the balance of power in either of Victoria’s two houses of Parliament.
The hotels lobby are also particularly cashed up after valuations at Victorian pokies pubs grew
courtesy of the lucrative new 20 year Victorian pokies licences which were legislated with
Bipartisan support in late 2017.
While the big donors such as Anthony Pratt’s combined record $3 million contribution to the two
major parties is disclosed, the overall data is substantially incomplete. For instance, if a sporting
club which received a grant from Bridget McKenzie and wanted to donate something back to the
Federal National Party, this would only be disclosed if it was above the 2018-19 threshold of
$13,800. It will rise to $14,000 in 2019-20.
This 2018-19 return filed by the Federal National Party declared total revenue of $3.1 million in
201819 but only discloses who provided $1.04 million of this. While it was good to be told Adani’s
Carmichael Rail Network provided $100,000, who provided the missing $2 million, which will
remain undisclosed forever?
Some Labor divisions were even worse, particularly in Tasmania where only 6% of its revenue
was disclosed. However, at least Federal Labor voluntarily disclosed all donations above $1000
meaning there was transparency over $48.16 million of its $50 million in revenue in 201819. If
only that was the law followed by everyone.
By way of comparison, the Federal Liberals only itemised $43.98 million of their $48.2 million of
total revenue in 2018-19, the biggest chunk of which was $26.6 million in taxpayer funding. So
that’s $4.18 million of dark donor money. For all we know, Clubs NSW could have organised for
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30 NSW pokies clubs to each pump in $10,000 and that would be another $3 million of
undisclosed gambling money propping up the Liberal Federal election campaign.
Should public companies make political donations?
Australian public companies have been easing back on their political donations in recent years,
but nothing like the collapse in donations in the UK after the law was changed to require
shareholder approval for any contributions. Shareholders normally vote against, but few UK
companies are even asking permission, preferring to just not donate.
The UK also have strict party spending limits which reduces the pressure on unions and
corporates to keep funding ever bigger campaign budgets.
As the BBC explains here, UK political parties can’t spend more than £30,000 for each
constituency that it contests in a general election, so the maximum spend is £19.5m assuming a
party contested all 650 seats.
It is no coincidence that the sectors which are most reliant on government support tend to be the
biggest donors. Think property development, mining, financial services and gambling.
Tracking the big public company donors
The biggest public company political donors over the past 20 years in Australia have included the
likes of Macquarie Group, ANZ, Village Roadshow, Westfield, Crown Resorts, Soul Pattinson,
ASX and Woodside Energy.
Soul Patts, which controls Queensland thermal coal producer New Hope, has thankfully now
given up on donations but too many major corporates are sticking with it. So, let’s have a specific
look at the returns of some public companies which gave more than 6 figures in 2018-19

Macquarie Group: 42 transactions worth $285,900 with Labor collecting around $130,000 and
the Coalition $156,000. The Millionaires Factory made billions out of privatisation and state
government infrastructure deals over the years.
Woodside Energy: donated $283,340 in 19 transactions with two “subscription” donations worth
$110,000 with the two major parties. There is no transparency on what access and insights
Woodside gets from paying for this subscription service, but Bipartisan support for its Sunrise
project in the Timor Sea has been a controversial position for many years.
Star Entertainment: 28 donations totalling $241,407 as the Queensland Government
contemplates issuing a competing licence for another casino on the Gold Coast.
Wesfarmers: $246,900 in total after they disappointingly went for the top “subscription” of
$110,000 for each of Labor and Liberal. Now out of coal mining and pokies and should be out of
political donations too.
Westpac: unlike CBA, still haven’t given up on the donations with $206,350 spread across the
major parties. One for the new chair and CEO to consider stopping after the money laundering
scandals.
Crown Resorts: The James Packer controlled outfit donated $179,642 across 20 donations in
2018-19, all focused on the 3 States where it has casino licences. The gambling industry is
highly dependent on government licences.
Tabcorp: 24 donations totalling $179,423 which were spread across the 3 major parties but
excluding the Greens, of course, given their strong opposition to the gambling industry and horse
racing.
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Mineral Resources: Perth-based miner which gave $150,000 in total with Labor in the minority
after a $50,000 donation to its WA division.
Santos: donated $148,354 which included $31,000 for the National Party which is a pivotal player
in the coal seam gas debate, including on the Narrabri project which the Prime Minister is
actively pushing at the moment.
Payce: Sydney-based listed property developer well known for its political connections which
gave $140,000 for the NSW election that was evenly split between the major parties.
Bluescope Steel: donated $133,000 in 10 transactions including $55,000 lump sums to each of
the major parties. Its Port Kembla steel works is one of Australia’s largest carbon emitters.
Origin Energy: donated $103,000 across 31 small donations in 201819, mainly for access to
events. Energy regulation and exploration licences are a key risk.
Given that the Australian Shareholders’ Association has been urging major public
companies to stop political contributions for several years now, it is very disappointing to
see the practice continue.
If the leadership of these companies want to participate in the political process they should do it
using their personal funds not the company’s money. Major Australian corporates should remain
free of political influence and companies like Rio Tinto, BHP, Aristocrat and CBA should be
applauded for their strict policies of not making any political contributions.
As for the major political parties, they should respect the ASA view and stop asking listed
companies for money, especially through the dubious practice of cash for access arrangements
which are appalling at every level from a governance point of view.

Given voluntary efforts have not worked to reduce public company donations, perhaps it is time
for the Federal Parliament to amend the Corporations Act to follow the UK model where public
companies can only make political contributions if shareholder approval has been received in
advance.
Political influence increasingly about industry associations and third-party campaigns
We did get some new disclosures in the 2018-19 figures released by the AEC, particularly
something called the “Political Campaigner Returns”.
It makes for quite interesting reading to see what the likes of Getup and the Minerals Council of
Australia disclose about their funding sources and political spending.
For instance, the MCA reveals that the Big Three Miners (Rio Tinto, BHP and Glencore) together
contribute about $10 million of its $22.9 million in revenue.
A group called Coal21 is more controversial because it’s a breakaway from the MCA which in
201819 received $16.6 million in funding from members to promote coal. Click here to see the
full list of its backers.
Getup revealed $13.7 million in receipts with $2.31 million of that spent on electoral expenditure
in 2018-19. However, because the donations threshold of $13,800 applies, Getup only revealed
individual donors totalling $1.38 million. The rest were smaller donations which will never be
disclosed, so applying the political disclosure system on Getup has only unveiled specifics about
10% of its funding sources such as from the likes of Wotif founder Graeme Wood.
Media missing in action on political donations, yet again
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None of these third-party disclosures have been covered by the media in what has been yet
another year of thin reporting trotting out a few of the donor names and the amounts involved,
but never digging deeper into the issue.
Mathias Corman is the Special Minister of State responsible for political donations
regulation but he hasn’t popped up anywhere in the media defending the system this
week. Was he even asked?
And why is Labor so quiet? Embarrassed about taking another $1 million-plus in profits from its
Canberra pokies operation again?
Given that 2018-19 was a Federal election year with record revenues and spending reported by
both sides, the coverage should have been bigger than usual and even matching the treatment
given to the Sports Rorts affair.
Stinking systemic corruption, News Corp looks the other way
Unsurprisingly, it was once again News Corp which put in the most disappointing performance.
I met with a former Premier recently who said News Corp never covers donations data properly,
let along campaigns for reform and greater transparency, because it enjoys the advertising
windfalls come election time and doesn’t want to undermine corporate influence over Australia’s
political system.
Indeed, News Corp would be the single biggest foreign influencer over Australian politics and
would also have pocketed more than $30 million of Clive Palmer’s ridiculous $83.6 million
campaign spend.
Sky News showed little interest in the issue this week, particularly the Sky After Dark
conservative commentators, and the News Corp tabloids generally managed a single story with
no commentary in Tuesday’s papers. The Australian pulled together a story on page 2 of
Tuesday’s paper but there has been nothing on the opinion pages and don’t hold your breath for
a decent feature in the Saturday paper, which the issue clearly deserves.
Part of the problem is the clunkiness of the data and the lack of talking heads to explain what it
all means. Frankly, from here on the media should be insisting on an AEC lockup ahead of the
data release and then access to both party officials and political leaders to explain and defend
the specific donations.
That’s if we don’t get the obvious reform of moving to real-time online disclose of donations
which would end the farce of the belated annual data dump on the first working day of February
each year, 7 months after the financial year end.
At the moment, Labor and the Coalition parties are getting away with pocketing $300 million-plus
in an election year and not putting up any officials or politicians to talk about it. The media should
demand explanations, such as why Labor felt it was appropriate to accept a $33,000 donation
from the Australian Banking Association on June 12 last year after the Hayne Royal Commission
had recommended a raft of tough reforms.
And where was the Labor attack on the Coalition for brazenly pocketing $247,300 from a foreign
mining company called Adani, mostly in the month after Federal approval for its project was
rushed through shortly before the election.
Would it be worth pointing out that foreign donations were supposedly banned by the Federal
Parliament in November 2018 and asking the question as to how Adani was able to make these
contributions without breaking the law?
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There are other big foreign donors still in the game, such as Germany’s Allianz financial services
giant which is capitalised at 90 billion euros and made these 43 political contributions totalling
$149,350 in 2018-19.
Given that every single donor above the $13,800 threshold has to disclose an email, postal
address and phone number on their donation return, journalists can easily track them down, ask
why they did it, how it happened and whether they were happy with the result.
For instance, if you want to know why foreign-owned gambling giant Bet-easy gave $55,000 to
each of Liberal and Labor in 2018-19, check out this return lodged with the AEC and then email
corporate affairs boss Daniel Bevan on daniel.bevan@beteasy.com and ask him.
It’s not hard. I’ve already emailed more than 10 major donors firing in a range of questions,
although most of them are running for cover as political influencing through donations is a grubby
and dark art which no-one wants to talk about.
--------------Editor’s Note: It is worth noting that the Big Four accounting firms EY, Deloitte, PwC and KPMG
also upped their donations to more than a million dollars collectively (three of the four lifted them
for the election year). Besides being routinely among the biggest political donors in the country,
the Big Four are the biggest winners from government consultancies with over $700 million a
year in taxpayer funded contracts … and rising as the government continues to outsource
government.
A earlier version of this story said “ BHP is currently doing a review and by April will decide
whether it will stay inside the MCA tent.” MCA has been in touch to say BHP concluded its review
last December and decided to remain a MCA member.”

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1478770205622452&id=839088416257304

https://www.theland.com.au/story/5853922/firbapproves208mcanadianbuyoutoftemoraagribusine
ss/?fbclid=IwAR3FUBZ0tO87nJJmVBUmhJCvUpNVgkWluFgLpG_qM14p1SIuE0uXCfVYcw
THE LAND – JANUARY 2019
AUSSIE BIDDER WILLING TO PAY MORE KNOCKED BACK FOR FOREIGN BUYER, JUST
WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE IN CHARGE WORKING FOR CERTAINLY NOT AUSTRALIANS
The controversial sale of Temora, NSW mixed agribusiness BFB has been approved by the
Commonwealth's Foreign Interest Review Board. Do you think local investors are being shut
out?
The BFB sale process cause controversy late last year, when leaked details of the confidential
sale process revealed Proterra knocked back a $270m offer for BFB from a consortium of local
growers, which was branded Agrinova.
A joint statement from BFB and PSP today said PSP’s bid was considered the most compelling
based on price, its low execution risk, creditworthiness and the financial resources PSP’s has to
support BFB’s expansion plans.
After their bid was rejected, Agrinova claimed BFB cut short their plans to conduct an initial round
of bidding – followed by a due diligence stage for successful bidders, and selected PSP over
Agrinova before the second stage kicked off.
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Lawyer Matt Hogg led Agrinova’s bid. He claimed Australian investors were being overlooked in
favour of foreign corporations.
“Let’s be clear, the Agrinova bid was not just a little better, it was better on price by more than 20
per cent than PSP’s second crack at a BFB offer of $208m,” he said.
FIRB APPROVES PSP PENSION FUND'S $208M BUYOUT OF BFB AGRIBUSINESS
The Foreign Investment Review Board has approved the sale of NSW mixed cropping and
logistics enterprise BFB to Canada’s largest superannuation fund.
US private equity firm Proterra has held a controlling stake in BFB since 2008.
PSP’s bid for the Temora, southern NSW business, is understood to have been $208 million.
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) advised BFB on the sale.
BFB comprises a 48,700 hectare dryland grain growing and storage enterprise with a 332,000
tonne grain storage site owned in partnership with Cargill, a pig production operation and fuel
and fertiliser distribution operation.
PSP managing director Marc Drouin said he was impressed with BFB’s management and its
integrated business model.
“We have full confidence in BFB’s Management team and its employees to continue to grow this
incredible farming business,” Mr Drouin said.

https://www.theage.com.au/politics/federal/suspectedchinesespyavoidsasiosnetatairport20200219
p54274.html?fbclid=IwAR3phLrerf0Uvr_zn_PSk7P2Wn2ODoA44l1fqkQ35mZfr7rMEncl_tnhvE
THE AGE By Nick McKenzie, February 19, 2020
SUSPECTED CHINESE SPY AVOIDS ASIO'S NET AT AIRPORT
A suspected spy who allegedly sought to put a Chinese agent in federal parliament was able to
leave Australia after being questioned at the airport, exposing a gap in national security laws.
Melbourne businessman and spy suspect Brian Chen has apparently abandoned plans to return
to Australia as new information emerges about his alleged operations for China, including that he
was granted access to the historic summit meeting between Donald Trump and Kim Jongun in
Singapore in 2018 by posing as an accredited journalist.
The ease with which Mr Chen was able to leave Australia last March despite the allegations that
were raised against him has highlighted what security officials believe is a serious legislative gap:
ASIO’S inability to coercively question suspected spies. No formal action, including laying
criminal charges, has been taken against Mr Chen and he denied spying allegations when he
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was confronted at the airport last year.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article8027295/IconicAustraliamilkbrandsBigMDairyFarmerstake
nChineseCompany.html?fbclid=IwAR2av99O5VpN4sWBFCWS8b1NkUsAyTxGuc35f8Vrnx34yZo7cwIO
_gjtK4Q
By SAHAR MOURAD FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA, 21 February 2020
ICONIC AUSTRALIAN MILK BRANDS DAIRY FARMERS AND BIG M ARE TO BE TAKEN
OVER BY A CHINESE COMPANY
Milk brands Big M and Dairy Farmers are to be taken over by Chinese company
The $600million deal was announced on Friday with no opposition from ACCC
Mick Keogh, the ACCC's deputy chair, said the takeover was fair to competitors
Australian milk brands Big M and Dairy Farmers have been given the green light to be taken over
by a Chinese company.
The whopping $600million deal was announced on Friday after the Australian Consumer and
Competition Commission said they would not oppose the takeover of either of the brands by
China Mengniu Dairy Company Ltd.
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'Two other large raw milk buyers remain in the Gippsland region, Saputo and Fonterra, as well as
some smaller processors.'
Under the huge deal, Mengniu will acquire Australian brands including Dairy Farmers, Big M,
Pura, Daily Juice and Berri.
Last year, Mengniu paid $1.5billion to buy the popular infant formula company, Bellamy's.
In 2011, Mengniu came under fire after it was found they were selling milk contaminated with a
cancer-causing substances.

A government watchdog found the milk to contain the substance aflatoxin, which is produced by
fungus that can cause severe liver damage, including liver cancer.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1550441628455309&id=839088416257304
How dumb is our country? Selling off our dairy industry to foreigners plus to a company that in 2008,
at least six children died and nearly 300,000 became ill from powdered milk laced with melamine
and in 2011, Mengniu came under fire after it was found they were selling milk contaminated with a
cancer-causing substances.
In April, 2011 251 students fell ill after drinking Mengniu milk in north-western Shaanxi, according to
official media reports, Financial Times reported.
China’s Mengniu Dairy Company, which already owns 51.35 per cent of Burra Foods, can now go
ahead with its bid to buy Lion Dairy & Drinks.

COALITIONS ECONOMIC SCORE-CARD
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https://m.sunshinecoastdaily.com.au/news/chinaalmosthasaustraliasurroundedbutitsdebt/3533300
/?fbclid=IwAR3nj2fmqRq7uWQseJuTSXZG_OFAtcqZpYxBfVeLJcCwoeJRRPsO8cnOkQU
ISLAND GRABBING: CHINA ALMOST HAS AUSTRALIA SURROUNDED
SUNSHINE COAST DAILY-Sep 2018
CHINA's island-grabbing campaign is getting close to home. It's muscling in on tiny nations from the
Indian to the Pacific Oceans. But Australia's begun pushing back.

Ceylon. Savo Island. Coral Sea. Guadalcanal. Gilbert and Marshall Islands. Tarawa. Truk. Guam.
These were names plucked from obscurity by bloody battles against Japan during World War II. They
were battles fought because these seemingly insignificant islands some little more than coral atolls
and volcanic out-crops are important. They are remote outposts, rare landfalls in vast oceans. hey sit
astride shipping lanes that carry the lifeblood of South East Asia's and Oceania's economies.
Those controlling these specks on the map potentially have an impact on world affairs seemingly out
of all proportion.
China is steamrolling across our region with promises of grand works of infrastructure and
weaponised loans.
Debt-trap diplomacy is behind a new land grab. It's the lure of loans pushed on poor countries that
cannot afford to repay them.
Now new regional names are registering on Australia's radar as they teeter and fall.
China has showered small nations such as Vanuatu, Tonga and the Solomon Islands with
concessional loans. The Lowy Institute thinktank estimates Beijing pushed more than $2.3 billion
into to the region between 2006 and 2016.
The fates of these farflung places could be a bellwether of our own.
ISLANDS IN CHAINS
Last week, the scattering of tiny islands that is the Maldives Archipelago in the Indian Ocean opened
an enormous new runway.
Velana International Airport is on the island of Male. The broad new airstrip was built on land
reclaimed from the sea by a Chinese state-backed company, using money from … Beijing.
It followed close on the heels of another controversial Maldives-China project.
"The nation celebrated the opening of the China-Maldives Friendship Bridge, hailed as the project of
the century in the small Indian Ocean nation and a hallmark project of the China-proposed Belt and
Road initiative (BRI)," the state-run Global Times reported in August.
"Although some said the Maldivian government will bear a heavy debt from the massive
infrastructure cooperation with China, Maldivian officials said they appreciate China's generosity."
It was a pointed if unconvincing rebuttal of the 'debt-trap' narrative.
But Beijing is already in a position in the tiny strife-torn nation to seize both as collateral and turn
them towards military purposes.
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Then there's Manus. China has been showing interest.
Having airfield and port facilities there could boost its 'Island Chain' ambitions, and establish a
prickly thorn between Australia and US facilities on the island of Guam.
But Australia has begun pushing back.
"The Pacific is a very high-priority area of strategic national security interest for Australia," Prime
Minister Scott Morrison said, refusing to confirm or deny reports Australian defence officials had
visited the Lombrum Naval Base on Manus to assess its potential for expansion.
Beijing lashed back, using its state-run media to label Australia as an "arrogant overlord".
WAKING DRAGON
It's about President Xi Jinping's grand vision.
He sees China's influence extending far beyond its own borders.
In 2013, he detailed his grand scheme to revitalise the ancient Silk Road and sea spice routes.
It would 'restore' China's position at the centre of a trade hub extending to Europe and Africa.
The Belt and Road Initiative as it has become known demands a networks of ports, airfields, roads
and railways spanning the globe.
Chinese state-owned companies now control about 76 ports in 35 countries including Darwin. And
while Beijing openly insists it only wants to use these ports for commercial purposes, its warships
and submarines have already been seen docked in several.
Now President Xi wants another 'Silk Road' this time extending into the Pacific.
Ministers from Tonga, Samoa, Vanuatu and Fiji were among those invited to Beijing in 2017 for the
launch of the Belt and Road project. They were offered access to $55 billion in loans.
Beijing's loans do not come cheap.
"Such indebtedness gives China significant leverage over Pacific Island countries and may see China
place pressure on Pacific nations to convert loans into equity in infrastructure," the Lowy Institute's
recent Safeguarding Australia's Security Interests report warns.
"It's not 'win win' for China and the recipient, but simply 'win' for China, which not only gets access
to local resources and new markets, and forward presence, but can coerce the recipient state to pay
a 'tribute' to Beijing by ceding local assets when it can't pay back its debts," the Australian Strategic
Policy Institute's Dr Malcolm Davis notes. Beijing rejects this.
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https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/whendiseasecomesleadersgrabmorepower/60
8560/?utm_term=20200323T10%3A45%3A40&utm_content=editpromo&utm_medium=social&utm
_source=facebook&utm_campaign=theatlantic&fbclid=IwAR1yFhVV6f7nuobFWT_xAqXGBF2omXkZx
2eSXxyosu5uWEhj5qqRHKrdx0
THE ATLANTIC MARCH 23, 2020
CORONAVIRUS: COVID19
COVID19-THE PEOPLE IN CHARGE SEE AN OPPORTUNITY
Around the world, rulers are using the pandemic as an excuse to grab more power. And the public is
going along with it.

https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/theyhaventlistenedmedicalprofessionalsskippedquarantine
andflewinterstate20200328p54esp.html?fbclid=IwAR3ScF5T0V7g4JUAb_eeQ4RvWJzjloqBg28qN9eJ
QitLgYKCopy2PT4Ys0
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD By Caitlin Fitzsimmons ,March 28, 2020
THEY HAVEN'T LISTENED': MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS SKIPPED QUARANTINE AND FLEW
INTERSTATE
Thirty-three medical professionals who landed at Sydney Airport on a flight from South America on
Friday night disobeyed orders to go into quarantine at an airport hotel and instead headed to the
domestic terminal to fly home, police say.
Police Minister David Elliott said he was "disappointed to hear medical professionals chose to ignore
rules in place to save lives and protect the most vulnerable in our community". "No one is above the
law," Mr Elliott said.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/20151112/adanibossoversawmineguiltyofpollutingafricanriver/69205
76?fbclid=IwAR2iwOFFAT7Y1BpJMZMH7jqdyOrEyBOyKjwgjL83E_1q3HZE4Wmh7CpDE
ABC.NET Updated 12 Nov 2015
ADANI AUSTRALIA BOSS JEYAKUMAR JANAKARAJ OVERSAW MINE BEHIND MASSIVE AFRICAN
RIVER POLLUTION DISASTER
Adani Australia's chief executive officer was in charge of an African copper mine which allowed a
flood of dangerous pollutants to pour into a Zambian river, the ABC can reveal.
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https://www.facebook.com/AustraliansforProgressiveGovernment/posts/2831250210302749

THE BULLETIN SATURDAY’S EDITORIAL – FEBRUARY 2020 POSTED ON FACEBOOK : AUSTRALIANS FOR
PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT.
LNP LIES CONTINUE- Morrison is out of control, he is now blatantly lying in parliament and to the
Australian public
After another shameless week of lies from Scott Morrison and his ministers in parliament Australia is
still trapped with a Government that refuses to answer questions or admit any wrong doing.
Morrison is out of control, he is now blatantly lying in parliament and to the Australian public, it’s
now happened multiple times. He continues to defend the actions of his department and Bridget
McKenzie in the “Sports Rorts” scandal.
Never have we had a Government that has treated its population with the contempt that this LNP
government led by Scott Morrison has.
Scott Morrison now rolls out LNP politicians to lie for him and the party, mind you they are changing
rabidly as more corruption is discovered by real journalists trying to uncover the truth.
Fortunately, we have some true Independent Journalists that will continue to expose how corrupt
this Government is.
Mathias Cormann must have been the next person on Morrison’s list to do a press conference and
blatantly lie to the Australian public defending his party and Morrison.
It seems Josh Frydenberg is not doing a good enough job in Morrison’s eyes of trying to convince the
public that there is nothing wrong, Taylor has too much dirty laundry that he’s unconvincing. Cash
just squawks and can’t control her temper and she can’t stop the insults spewing from her mouth
when questioned.
McCormack has proven he’s useless and can’t even control his own party. McKenzie is just on the
nose with all Australians. No one in the Nationals can be trusted by Morrison, Joyce and his band of
trouble makers will not be of any assistance to Morrison.
Morrison doesn’t trust Dutton as he knows Dutton is still trying to get the numbers to kick him out.
It seems more and more of Morrison’s ministers are even losing credibility in his eyes.
So back to Cormann, what a disgraceful performance by him, as the lies spew from his mouth, he
then takes umbrage at comments that are made about his performance, so he plays the race card
against a well- known and respected journalist.
It seems all members of the LNP are trying to convince the public that they are being harassed and
ridiculed by independent journalists.
Cormann will not receive any sympathy from us, his comments in the Senate praising Bridget
McKenzie, after she resigned, just proves to the Australian voters that Morrison and his ministers
think we will believe anything.
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We need to all remember Cormann and Hello World and his $4,000 holiday that he accidentally
charged to his government account. Yes he paid it back but so did Peter Slipper for a mere $900. Yet
we are still stuck with the arrogant Mathias Cormann.
Mathias Cormann has also been the Finance Minister of this Government for 7 years and our debt
has nearly tripled, the economy is in the toilet but Cormann, like Frydenberg and our other failed
treasurer Scott Morrison keep lying about what’s really happening.
The one thing Australians can be assured of these days is that whenever a politician from the LNP
opens its mouth or calls a press conference you can guarantee that more lies will spew forth from
thee overpaid, arrogant politicians.
Now it’s not just the “Sports Rorts” this Government used to buy votes, here we have a short list of
the Governments Rorts.
Sports rort 100 mill
Infrastructure rort 100’s mills
Regional rort 100 mill
Car park rort 149 mill
Environment rort 100 mill
More to come ?

https://www.afr.com/opinion/chinahasaveryunhealthyinterestinourmedicaldata20190113h1a0c7?f
bclid=IwAR2pfALSvcM3udJ3HvN9H4fq36RXRXXp2eBD2RlYsOnvGKMM6fHL8_t_c4k
ASUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL REVUE Jan 13, 2019

CHINA HAS A VERY UNHEALTHY INTEREST IN OUR MEDICAL DATA
Chinese companies are required by law to obey directives from Beijing's intelligence agencies. So
why would our regulators permit a giant Australian healthcare provider that is privy to highly
sensitive records on hundreds of thousands of Australians to be acquired by a Chinese company?
The Jangho Group, a Shanghai based building supplies company, wants to take over Healius, an
Australian company that operates 2400 pathology centres and 70 medical centres, and partners with
about 1500 GPs and other health specialists.
Security agencies around the world have noticed an alarming spike of cyberattacks aimed at health
records, with state-based actors in China the leading suspects. Last July, it was reported that 1.5
million medical records were stolen in Singapore in a cyberattack experts believe came from statebased hackers in China.
The specific risk of giving Chinese companies direct access to Australian medical records is that
China's intelligence services could access those records for information on current or future political,
military and public service leaders in order to blackmail them.
Some may have psychiatric conditions or be on mental health plans. They may have sexually
transmitted diseases. Data on medications would be enough. Publication of such sensitive
information could wreck careers and make those who have been compromised open to coercion.
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1369418539890953&id=839088416257304
The Australian Support Page.
SEPT 2018 - CHINA'S ISLAND-GRABBING CAMPAIGN IS GETTING CLOSE TO HOME. IT'S MUSCLING
IN ON TINY NATIONS FROM THE INDIAN TO THE PACIFIC OCEANS.
An editorial published by the state-run Global Times says South Pacific nations had been 'bewitched'
by Western countries including Australia and the US "who sought to gain political leverage in the
region".
"Unlike Western aid, which always comes with political and economic conditions, Chinese aid has
been widely welcomed by South Pacific nations as it has no political conditions," it quoted research
fellow in Australian Studies Yu Lei as saying.
But China does not openly declare its international aid projects in the same way other nations such
as Australia does. This has raised a degree of anxiety about exactly how much it is spending, where
and why.
Now, China's taking a leaf out of the US playbook.
It wants strong military facilities spaced around its 'sphere of influence'.
It calls that sphere the Second Island Chain a rough line from Japan in the north to Papua New
Guinea in the south.
But as Beijing's dominance over the First Island Chain (including Taiwan, the Spratleys, and Paracels)
of the South China Sea seems all but complete, a 'Third Island Chain' appears to be emerging
extending from the Maldives in the west to Fiji in the east.
"The most troubling implication for Australian interests is that a future naval or air base in Vanuatu
would give China a foothold for operations to coerce Australia, outflank the US and its base on US
territory at Guam, and collect intelligence in a regional security crisis," Rory Medcalf, the head of the
National Security College at the Australian National University, wrote in a recent Lowy Institute
report.
It's a sImilar story for the Maldives, potentially cutting Australia's fuel supplies and trade links to
Singapore, India and Europe.
GAME OF THRONES
China's rapid expansion has not gone unnoticed.
In a speech to Australia's Parliament in 2011, then US President Barack Obama announced a 'pivot'
back to the Asia-Pacific. Existing military facilities would be reinforced and strengthened. Forces
would be based in Darwin.
It wasn't all about troops.
Fresh efforts would be made on the diplomatic and economic fronts. Chief among these was the
proposed (now abandoned) Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).
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"This allowed Washington to counter Beijing's concerns that the pivot was primarily a military move
aimed at containing a rising China," the Lowy Institute says. "However, the decision by the Trump
administration to abandon the TPP has given US strategy in the Indo-Pacific more of a military
character."
President Trump's attitude towards international agreements and treaties has unsettled South-East
Asia. Will he be true to his nation's word? Or would he pull the US out?
It's a question that has prompted the region to look to strengthen its own relationships.
Generally, the Melanesian states have been seen as Australia's area of responsibility while the US
and New Zealand watch over the Polynesian islands. In recent decades, that influence has
weakened.
"Being the dominant traditional power has not always made Canberra popular in Pacific Island
nations, despite being the region's largest provider of aid," the Lowy Institute notes. "However,
failing to forge stronger regional partnerships now, in the hope that the current geostrategic
dynamics will not change, contains significant risk. "Things haven't been getting better.
The Pacific Islands have repeatedly expressed dismay at the deep state of denial Australian and US
politicians are in over the looming global warming crisis.
After all, their low-lying islands are already falling victim to rising sea levels.
President Trump's withdrawal from the Paris Agreement earlier this year was called "pretty selfish"
by the former president of Kiribati. The Prime Minister of Tuvalu went further: "I think this is a very
destructive, obstructive statement from a leader of perhaps the biggest polluter on earth and we are
very disappointed as a small island country already suffering the effects of climate change."
China, at least, pays lip-service to the international threat.
So, with this issue at least, it has stolen the moral upper ground.
And then there are the promises of President Xi.
He's been touting his 'Chinese model' as a "new option for other countries who want to speed up
their development while preserving their independence."
But his real purpose, says Dr Davis, is more ominous.
"Chinese ambitions don't end at the reunification of Taiwan and China on Beijing's terms or control
of the South China Sea. China is clearly emerging as a hegemonic power, exploiting both soft-power
inducements and hard-power threats to reassert itself as a new Middle Kingdom, and overturning
what it sees to be a century of humiliation. Part of the 'China Dream' is ensuring that its periphery is
secure through a belt of vassal states that accede to Beijing's interests."
DRAGONS AT THE GATES
The US Pentagon is alert and alarmed.
"China is using its economic penalties, influence operations, and implied military threats to persuade
other states to heed its political and security agenda," the US National Security Strategy of
December 2017 reads.
"Chinese dominance risks diminishing the sovereignty of many states in the Indo-Pacific region".
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That includes Australia.
Beijing has been doing all it can to expand its status as a maritime power. It now has 43 attack
submarines at its disposal that's more than the United States. It's also been launching surface ships
at an unprecedented rate, some 24 new destroyers and 31 new frigates since 2000 alone.
While formidable, it's not likely to rival the US for another 20 years.
But it will be powerful enough to project significant power wherever it desires.
"China's confidence on the international stage has been bolstered by its perceived successes in the
South China Sea where it has occupied, and physically enhanced, a series of uninhabited reefs," the
Lowy Institute report warns.
Now China is pursuing a military and diplomatic strategy which "seeks Indo-Pacific regional
hegemony in the near-term and displacement of the United States to achieve global pre-eminence in
the future", the US National Defence Strategy of 2018 states.
China's actions are "undermining the international order from within the system by exploiting its
benefits while simultaneously undercutting its principles."
And that brings it head-to-head with the US along the 'Second Island Chain'.
At its heart is the island of Guam. It is a US territory and major defence facility.
The free compact states of Palau, the Marshall Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia all
operate under a post-war agreement with the US, allowing a base on the Marshall Islands and the
veto over any military access by any other nation. From the outset, this was intended to provide the
US with a Pacific 'buffer zone' between itself and Asia.
Now China wants a 'buffer zone' between itself and the US.
At the bottom of the 'Second Island Chain' is Papua New Guinea, and the island of Manus. Australia's
moves to thwart Beijing's 'Belt and Road' projects are a sign of growing 'pushback' from the West.
But Beijing is determined and persistent.
"Powerful drivers are converging in a way that is reshaping the international order and challenging
Australia's interests. The United States has been the dominant power in our region throughout
Australia's post-second world history. China is challenging America's position," Australia's 2017
Foreign Policy White Paper reads.

LOOK TO YOUR MOAT
The 2016 Defence White Paper made the situation pretty clear: "Australia cannot be secure if our
immediate neighbourhood including Papua New Guinea, Timor Leste and Pacific Island Countries
becomes a source of threat to Australia. This includes the threat of a foreign military power seeking
influence in ways that could challenge the security of our maritime approaches or transnational
crime targeting Australian interests …"
Three of Australia's five main maritime trade routes pass through the Pacific. The two largest are in
the Indian Ocean.
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Our trade with the US passes near New Caledonia and Fiji. Those to and from Japan, Taiwan and
China largely go past New Britain and Papua New Guinea, or through the Solomon Islands,
Bougainville and New Britain.
In the west, our trade funnels past Sri Lanka, the Maldives and Indonesia.
If there is trouble in the Pacific, trade will have to divert through the Torres Strait to Indonesia's Suda
and Lombok Straits.
If there is trouble in the Indian Ocean, exports from Western Australia such as gas and iron ore
would have to take a long detour through the Tasman Sea.
"Australia's reliance on maritime trade with and through South East Asia, including energy supplies,
means the security of our maritime approaches and trade routes within South East Asia must be
protected, as must freedom of navigation, which provides for the free flow of maritime trade in
international waters," the Defence White Paper notes.
"The Government will work with Pacific Island Countries to strengthen their ability to manage
internal, transnational and border security challenges … This includes working to limit the influence
of any actor from outside the region with interests inimical to our own."
Australia is gifting 19 new patrol boats to 12 Pacific Island Nations. The project, which includes
maintenance and support and costs $2 billion over 30 years, has seen the first boats delivered this
year. They are part of a coordinated project including RAAF surveillance and visits by RAN warships.
The Solomon Islands has recently signed a security treaty with Australia. Security partnership
understandings have been negotiated with Tuvalu and Nauru. Kiribati is in talks.
Australia has also been showing the flag.
One of our new helicopter-carrying assault ships, HMS Adelaide, joined three other warships on a 13
week Indo-Pacific Endeavour exercise.
Just in case our Pacific partners had forgotten.
Restoring Australia's place in its region will take considerably more effort, the Lowy Institute warns.
We must offer government services, access to labour markets, and assist with defence "in return for
an undertaking that foreign military forces or installations would not be allowed in these countries.
This would mitigate the risk of China gaining access to dual-use facilities in these nations in return
for debt reduction, while safeguarding the sovereignty of these independent nations."

ISLAND CHESSBOARD- PACIFIC OCEAN
While not having 'traditional' trade links to justify its interest in the region, China has aggressively
stepped forward with the promise of cheap loans into a region somewhat disillusioned by Australia
and the US.
FIJI: After a 2006 military coup, Australia among others, imposed sanctions on Fiji until it returned to
democratic rule. China places no value in such systems of government. So, it stepped in, offering
loans for infrastructure projects built by Chinese labourers. While not entirely welcomed by the
populace, it gave Beijing powerful influence among Fiji's leaders.
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Its military officers have also been invited to China to attend training courses.
SAMOA: Beijing is increasingly pressuring this island nation to repay its debts. Like many others.
SOLOMON ISLANDS: Earlier this year, Prime Minister Turnbull promised the Solomons (and Papua
New Guinea) that Australia would pay for a new undersea internet cable in order to brush aside the
state-controlled Chinese telco giant Huawei, as well as relieve the island nations of the financial
burden.
TONGA: In 2013, 64 per cent of Tonga's foreign debt was owed to China. That amounted to 43 per
cent of its annual GDP. Previously, Tonga has said it may have to seek a write-off of this burden by
allowing Beijing to establish a naval base on the island.
VANUATU: Vanuatu owes Beijing some $US1.7 billion. Earlier this year, reports that China was
seeking a 'permanent military presence' on the island sparked dismay in Australia. Both Vanuatu and
China denied any such proposal had been made. But Prime Minister Turnbull sounded unconvinced:
"We would view with great concern the establishment of any foreign military bases in those Pacific
island countries and neighbours of ours," he said. the country's newly built $85 million Luganville
wharf, which was funded by China and seems more suited to navy vessels than cruise ships
INDIAN OCEAN
Beijing is already well advanced in its moves to establish a network of naval and air bases in the
Indian Ocean. The number of ships and submarines it has stationed there has been steadily growing.
But China needs more. Chief on its shopping list are major airfields capable of supporting its longrange reconnaissance aircraft and bombers. It also needs submarine support facilities and logistics
infrastructure extending from the north-eastern Indian Ocean to the west.
DJIBOUTI: In 2017, Beijing opened its first overseas military facility. This is in Djibouti on the shores
of the troubled Red Sea. It's already been openly tussling with a neighbouring US facility, allegedly
blinding its pilots with lasers.
MALDIVES: This archipelago in the central Indian Ocean underwent a coup earlier this year, installing
Abdulla Yameen who has been implicated in several corruption scandals and is seen as a close friend
of Beijing as president. But elections this week has seen him deposed. How the Maldives will pay for
a major Chinese-funded and built airstrip, and an equally ambitious bridge project, is yet to be seen.
And there's an abandoned British naval facility ripe for the pickings on the island of Gan.
MYANMAR: A naval base on the Indian Ocean side of the chokepoint Malacca Strait would give China
the ability to project power across the region and the Bay of Bengal. Beijing has built a new port at
Kyaukpyu and taken a 70 per cent controlling stake in it after Myanmar defaulted on repayments.
PAKISTAN: China is in advanced talks with Pakistan to build a base on the Arabian Sea, near the city
of Gwadar.
SRI LANKA: An inability to repay $6 billion in debt to China has already given Beijing a windfall in Sri
Lanka. A controlling 70 per cent stake, along with a 99yearlease, in the port of Hambantota has been
given to a state-run Chinese company in an effort to paydown the burden. This port sits close to the
major Indian Ocean sea lanes.
THAILAND: China is pushing Thailand for the construction of a 100km canal on the scale of Panama,
linking the South China Sea with the Bay of Bengal and bypassing the crowded Strait of Malacca.
India fears the economically unviable Kra Canal will quickly fall under the control of Beijing,
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dramatically improving its ability to influence the balance of power in the Indian Ocean. Thailand,
under pressure from all sides, is yet to accept or reject the project.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=180875376517421
SHORTEN vs ROBODEBT VIDEO
BILL SHORTEN vs LNP VAMPIRE STUART ROBERT
How long did this government know Robodebt was ILLEGAL?

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/feb/15/climatesummitcallsforurgentactionaftera
ustraliasfirehitsummer?fbclid=IwAR1xifrjV6254ZQHuOx2O7ElrKMsTenYep0i_L8YpP4U2nioNXDzA9of
kU
THE GUARDIAN -Sat 15 Feb 2020
CLIMATE SUMMIT CALLS FOR URGENT ACTION AFTER AUSTRALIA'S FIR-EHIT SUMMER
Forceful declaration calls for governments to set short-term zero emissions target to avoid
catastrophic warming
The Climate Emergency Summit, held in Melbourne this week and of which Guardian Australia was a
partner, released a declaration saying the warming world was a clear threat to Australian society and
civilisation.
“The climate is already dangerous – in Australia and the Antarctic, in Asia and the Pacific – right
around the world. The Earth is unacceptably too hot now,” the declaration said.
Living in the climate emergency: Australia's new fire zone
“If the climate warms 1.5 degrees above preindustrial levels, the Great Barrier Reef will likely be
lost, sea levels could rise metres and massive global carbon stores such as the Amazon and
Greenland, will hit tipping points, releasing millions of tonnes of carbon into the atmosphere.”
Signatories to the declaration included Ian Dunlop, Carmen Lawrence, John Hewson, Tim Costello
and Kerryn Phelps. It warned that even the Paris agreement emissions reduction targets would put
the world on a path to 3.5C warming by 2100, and 4C to 5C warming “when long-term climatesystem feedbacks were factored in”.
“National security analysts warn that 3C may result in “outright social chaos”, and 4C is considered
incompatible with the maintenance of human civilisation.
“Climate change must be accepted as an overriding threat to national and human security, with the
response being the highest priority at national and global levels.”
The declaration called on governments to commit to rapidly reducing greenhouse gas emissions to
zero, to drawing down carbon concentrations already in the atmosphere, and to integrating
adaptation and resilience measures into restructured national and global economies.
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https://www.theaustralian.com.au/commentary/barnabyjoycesqueezinglifeoutofthenationals/news
story/323fc65dd3aee946c8cb6208dce8b74b?fbclid=IwAR3XeE_I57AC2yIHxwi51pqzocRh8REi243Te
WfiKZtC850P3gt7_xhurw
THE AUSTRAKIAN By NIKI SAVVA- February 13, 2020
JOYCE SQUEEZING LIFE OUT OF NATS – POLITICIANS ‘EATING EACH-OTHER’ OVER POWER
Driven by an unshakeable, illogical belief he was robbed of the leadership, Barnaby Joyce won’t rest
until he destroys Michael McCormack.
If anything, the leadership upheavals over the past decade that have rendered Canberra the coup
capital of the world have shown they work. That is, despite the lies, the blood, the trashing of
reputations, days filled with bitterness and regret and the karma that follows, the protagonists
believe the positives far outweigh the negatives. Otherwise they would stop.
Julia Gillard remains the country’s only female prime minister after agreeing to dispatch Kevin Rudd
before his first term had expired. Rudd returned the favour, talked her until she dropped, then led
Labor to defeat while saving what was left of the furniture.
After dispatching Tony Abbott, Malcolm Turnbull won — just — the 2016 election that the majority
of Liberal MPs believed Abbott would have lost. They were right.
The narrow victory allowed Abbott to destroy Turnbull’s prime ministership, created the
circumstances for Peter Dutton to challenge and provided the opportunity for Scott Morrison, with
the help of his God Squad, to outsmart them all by ensuring Turnbull was rendered terminal,
wresting the leadership and then narrowly winning the election. Miraculous indeed.
It is no surprise then that Barnaby Joyce, who has divided the Nationals and created havoc for the
Liberals from the day he arrived in Canberra as a senator 15 years ago, has demonstrated his resolve
not to rest until he destroys Michael McCormack.
Nationals MP Barnaby Joyce watches on as his leader, Michael McCormack, arrives for Question
Time last week. Picture: AAP
Nationals MP Barnaby Joyce watches on as his leader, Michael McCormack, arrives for Question
Time last week. Picture: AAP
Driven partly by his unshakeable illogical belief he was robbed of the leadership in 2018, Joyce
shows not a scintilla of concern for the damage he inflicts each day on the Coalition, the Prime
Minister and the body politic. The last former leader who followed that script, whose acolytes also
pretended they were fighting for the soul of their party, rather than out of hatred, revenge or blind
ambition, ended up losing his seat.
Surrounded by the chaos he helped create, in a “you ain’t seen nothing yet” conversation, implying
there was more and worse to come, Joyce told one senior member of the government a few days
ago to make sure their campaign finances were sorted.
Joyce’s colleagues who relayed the remark took it to mean he was prepared to force the
government to an election if he didn’t get his way. So fragile and so fraught is the crisis now
enveloping the Coalition that Liberal MPs were told not to respond in any way that might escalate it.
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They got a taste of what can happen on Tuesday afternoon when five Nationals voted with Labor
and the crossbenchers to elect Llew O’Brien as deputy Speaker, instead of Damian Drum who was
McCormack’s preferred candidate.
The evil genius who orchestrated this humiliation for Morrison and McCormack was the manager of
opposition business, Tony Burke. Burke saw the potential to create even more mischief in a divided
party last Thursday when the previous deputy Speaker, Kevin Hogan, was appointed an assistant
minister, creating a vacancy that could be decided only by a vote in the House of Representatives.
Labor hoped that one of the many unhappy Nationals would run against Drum. It initially suspected,
for good reason, that it would be Ken O’Dowd.
Attention shifted to O’Brien after he quit the Nationals’ party-room. Burke did not know for certain
that O’Brien, regarded as unpredictable, would accept the nomination that Burke had put forward
until the moment O’Brien stood up in the house and declared that he would. Burke took a punt that
paid off big time, blindsiding the government and making O’Brien’s pledge of continuing fidelity to
his side sound hollow.
The only person with a sharper political radar and more familiar than Burke with the rules is the
Speaker, Tony Smith, whose early suspicions something could happen were heightened by the good
behaviour of Labor MPs during question time. No one was thrown out. They had all been warned not
to interject, and if anyone did, they were told immediately to shut up.
If there was to be a vote with an alternative candidate — and the last private word from the other
side was that there would not be — Labor wanted every MP to be there. Just in case.
Interactions between Joyce and O’Brien both inside and outside the chamber fuelled concerns Joyce
had acted as go-between, especially as ’Dowd later told the ABC’s Patricia Karvelas that he had been
prepared to run and Joyce was going to nominate him for the deputy Speaker’s job. O’Dowd said he
pulled out, mindful of the damage it would inflict on the Nationals. Even so, he still voted for O’Brien
against Drum.
None of it augurs well for the Coalition and its current leaders. It has cast a pall of gloom and
resentment across the government, where there is a view, even in Queensland, that unless it
neutralises climate change as an issue it will lose the next election, simply because every other
message will be drowned out. Mind you, with a train wreck interview on Sunday when opposition
deputy leader Richard Marles was “Speered” on the ABC’s Insiders, Labor’s position remains as clear
as the lump of coal Morrison took with him into question time when he was treasurer.
Adroit leaders should be able to convince people of the importance of the resources industry as well
as the need to deal with climate change.

https://www.smh.com.au/environment/sustainability/perversepeabodylodgesnewcoalminingbidfor
sydneyscatchment20200215p5413p.html?fbclid=IwAR13uDJlRPLXONfqQky9q5_Y9usXp_oWJtipukzn
0yad49utCRvf2xooXI
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD February 16, 2020
'PERVERSE': PEABODY LODGES NEW COAL MINING BID FOR SYDNEY'S CATCHMENT
Mining giant Peabody has applied for a permit to explore for coal over a 20square kilometre area of
Greater Sydney that takes in part of the city's water storage.
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The application, announced in the Government Gazette on Friday, comes as the city's dams continue
to swell from the deluge of a week ago. Dam levels have risen by almost 1 trillion litres.
Peabody wants to explore an area adjacent to its existing Metropolitan underground coal mine near
Helensburgh. The permit to explore 2042 hectares, part of which covers the Woronora storage,
would help extend mine operations beyond 2030.
“Metropolitan Mine is proud of its proven track record of protecting the environment and we have
chosen an area to explore that minimises interaction with the Woronora Reservoir, minimises
potential subsidence impacts and requires little surface disturbance," a company spokeswoman
said.
Nic Clyde, a spokesman for the Lock the Gate Alliance, said the application to explore within the
"sensitive" catchment region was "an insult to all who rely on Sydney’s water supply".
“Perversely, it has been lodged when the city has only just begun to recover from one of the worst
droughts on record, when water supplies dropped to 42 per cent," he added, calling on the
government to introduce a moratorium on any more mining in the catchment.
A spokeswoman for Planning Minister Rob Stokes said any progression from exploration to mining
would take years and require further approvals.
Last November, Mr Stokes issued a pause on new coal mining approvals under Sydney catchment
until he completed the government's response to the expert panel's report.
The independent panel led by Jim Galvin, a retired UNSW professor of mining engineering, made 50
recommendations on future management under the Upper Nepean and Woronora catchments that
account for about 28 per cent of Sydney's water storage.
Completing the response remained "an absolute priority" for Mr Stokes, his spokeswoman said.
Justin Field, an independent NSW, said it "beggars belief" the government was still accepting new
coal exploration applications under "critical dams".
"Sydney has just been on the brink of a serious water crisis which demonstrates the need to treat
our water catchments and storages with special care," Mr Field said.
"We know that coal mining, including by Metropolitan, has caused subsidence, water loss and water
quality impacts. Our drinking water catchments are no place for mining."
WATER
'Shocking': Mining damage in Sydney's catchment prompts calls for halt
Sydney's dam levels rose to 78.5 per cent full as of Saturday, not far shy of double the 42.7 per cent
level prior to before last weekend's rain storms. The net-inflows since February 7 amounts to about
930 billion litres, Water NSW data shows.
The Metropolitan mine operates 400 metres below the surface and uses "a conservative mine
design", Peabody's spokeswoman said. "Our techniques have resulted in no loss of surface water
from the Sydney Water Catchment into the mine."
However, the Planning Department said its compliance team in 2018 found "some of the
performance measures" of the Metropolitan mine had exceeded approval conditions.
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Environmentalists also point out how water in the Eastern Tributary above the mine disappeared
into cracks, while elsewhere iron, manganese and other trace elements toxic to aquatic life leach
into the river
ALSO SEE
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/mar/31/fears-for-water-quality-after-nsw-allowscoalmining-extension-under-sydneys-woronareservoir?fbclid=IwAR3fRDhAtQfCdONP7RtjNajD2zyqSX3cRj0LZgipgGkB7CaknsItUf7gZJY

Fears for water quality after NSW allows coalmining extension under Sydney's Woronora
reservoir
Berejiklian government gives green light to Peabody Energy to extract coal beneath reservoir for its
Metropolitan mine

https://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation/devastatingbiodiversitylossmadeworsebyrisei
nlandclearing20200327p54em2.html
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD-February 2020
'DEVASTATING BIODIVERSITY LOSS' MADE WORSE BY RISE IN LAND CLEARING
Approvals for clearing trees in NSW soared 13fold after the Berejiklian government loosened laws in
2016, prompting a state agency to conduct a secret audit of deforestation.
The "cabinet in confidence" report by the Natural Resources Commission was part of a previously
unknown "policy trigger" agreed between the Liberals and Nationals to review land clearing if
applications exceeded 20,000 hectares at an annual rate in any six-month period.
Mr Field said the audit revealed a "catastrophic failure" of land management, adding to the threats
facing wildlife.
The fires scorched about 5.5 million hectares in NSW, adding to the threat posed to dozens of
endangered plants and animal species.
According to the report, more than 37,000 hectares were approved to be cleared in the 201819
year, or almost 13 times the annual average rate of approval to clear 2700 hectares in the decade
prior to the law changes in 201617.
There were also signs of an acceleration of approvals, with permits rising from 25,247 hectares in
the fourth quarter of 2018 to 43,553 hectares in the following three months. That jump came after
the government introduced new codes.
The audit also touched on the difficulties government compliance officers have faced keeping track
of what land was being cleared. For instance, the commission identified 7100 hectares of
"unexplained" clearing during the six months between August 2017 and January 2018, or about 60
per cent of all land clearing.
The government has also failed to act on a pledge to set aside between two and four times the areas
of land approved for clearing. In nine of the 11 regions, the set-asides ranged from 6 to 69 per cent
of the approved hectares, the audit found.
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Much of the land clearing has involved approvals for thinning to allow pasture expansion. Under this
rule, such clearing has amounted to a “state wide risk to biodiversity”, and the “policy intent of the
reforms is not being achieved”, the audit found.
The result is that nine of the 11 regions face a “high biodiversity risk”.
"Clearing can benefit one farm but on a large scale it degrades the land and costs our agricultural
industries," Mr Field said.
Kate Washington, Labor's environment spoke woman, said the secret report's assessment was "truly
shocking".
"It confirms that the so-called reform package was not a ‘reform’, it was an act of environmental
vandalism that’s caused irreparable harm," Ms Washington said. "On every measure, these laws
have failed and should be immediately scrapped. It’s little wonder the government wants to keep
this report a secret."

https://www.smh.com.au/environment/climatechange/greatbarrierreefhitbythirdmassbleachingeve
ntinfiveyears20200325p54dyk.html
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD- March 26, 2020
GREAT BARRIER REEF HIT BY THIRD MASS BLEACHING EVENT IN FIVE YEARS
The third mass coral bleaching of the Great Barrier Reef in five years is under way, with central and
southern regions more badly affected than in the 2016 and 2017 events. Key tourist sites have been
spared.
Corals rely on algae known as zooxanthellae to provide the bulk of their energy and much of their
vibrant colour. When exposed to sustained abnormal heat measured in so-called degree-heating
days corals begin to expel the algae, leading to mass bleaching.
Record February heat over the reef set up the bleaching risk, although the arrival of Cyclone Gretel
in the Coral Sea this month helped stir up the ocean as well as bring sustained cooling rain and cloud
cover.

https://www.facebook.com/VoteSustainable/posts/2986604544724734
SUSTAINABLE AUSTRALIA PARTY
STOP POLITICIANS & DEVELOPERS BUILDING ON FLOODPLAINS
News: The NSW state government intends to raise Warragamba Dam, ostensibly to provide
protection against floods...
The floodplain of the Hawkesbury already houses 130,000 people. The vast majority are untroubled
by the flooding that is occurring now. But Infrastructure NSW estimates that this population will
double over the next 30 years. They will be within reach of genuinely big floods.
An already well-populated floodplain will be further settled. More people will be placed at risk come
a rare, very big, but nonetheless inevitable extreme flood.
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But still the government wants to house more people in areas which will ultimately be dangerous. Its
thinking is not merely eccentric, it is irresponsible.
> SAP: Raising the Warragamba Dam wall at great public expense in order to provide 'security' for
more property development is irresponsible.
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AUSTRALIANS FOR PROGRESSIVE GOVERNMENT – FACEBOOK – FEB 2020
IS THIS WHY MORRISON IS BLOCKING A NATIONAL INTEGRITY COMMISSION? LIST OF
ALLEGATIONS OF LNP CORRUPTION
All these have been ignored by the LNP and our Federal Police.
We never see any consequences for these allegations by the Government.
As reporters we have seen many politicians come and go for much less than this list of allegations.
We have witnessed Scott Morrison himself, crucifying Bill Shorten over Sam Dastyari and $1,300 that
Sam Dastyari received from a Chinese businessman to pay a bill.
Sam resigned from Parliament in 3 days.
Then Peter Slipper resigned over $900 for cab charges, he repaid the $900, did community service
and resigned from Parliament.
It seems Morrison refuses to admit there are any double standards but we think more Australians
are seeing how hypocritical Morrison and his government is.
SCOTT MORRISON
Morrison has allowed all these allegations to go unanswered and he’s openly defended the
corruption in his ministry.
With Morrison is difficult to decide which category to put his long list of embarrassing acts, his
cringeworthy behaviour and his bad political ideas.
Morrison wastes money on selfish projects and neglects Australia’s needy, he would rather see
Australia burn than admit he was arrogant and that his disregard of the expertise of 24 of Australia’s
experienced fire fighters exacerbated the ferocity of the fires.
Morrison’s corruption allegations are subtle, it’s his neglect and obvious hatred for most Australians
that Australians find appalling.
Approving and supporting the increase in the Sports Rorts.
Morrison endangered Australian lives with his refusal to stop flights to Australia from China.
Lying about the economy
Lying about the fires
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Photo shoot costing millions on Christmas Island
Money to Hillsong
Chaplaincy program costing $247 million for his religion
Stacking the public service with his Pentecostal mates
QAnon friends
Defending of Pedophiles
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Remove media from fire areas
Refuses debate in parliament
Money from drought relief from NDIS
No drought relief funding for state schools
The Great Barrier Reef Foundation
Supports Gladys Liu
Allows electoral fraud with fake signs
Money for Celebrities
Millions for USA Mars mission
Religious Freedom Bill
Not attending the UN
Hawaiian holiday while NSW burns
Attends Murdoch’s Christmas party
Holds New Year’s Eve party while Sth Coast residents huddled on beach
Sending in security to clear out disgruntled victims of the fires
Lying about assistance packages
Lying about ADF attending fires
Lying about the firefighting planes
His comment that Fire fighters want to be fighting fires for no payment
Secrecy over his holiday
Empathy coach
New Commonwealth cars
New planes for Morrison
Droughts a necessary evil
Earns $545,000 works 45 days last year
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3 holidays in 7 months.
Denies Climate is an emergency
ANGUS TAYLOR
Watergate, Grassgate or Jam Land,
Clover Moore lies
NSW police investigation
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AFP Investigation refuses to provide documents to AFP.
$95 million in government grants for him and his family.
$200,000 sports Rort recipient for Camden Gliders Club.
BRIDGET MCKENZIE
Sports Rorts
Resigned
Now is Nationals Leader in the Senate.
Money for her own Gun Club. $36,000
Bridget tells farmers to sell
PETER DUTTON
Au pairs
Family benefits from Government money
Paladin contract
Persecution of the Biloela family
Christmas Island expenses
Private flights
Serco contracts
Wanting to privatize visa applications
Lying about arsonists involvement in fires.
We will be highlighting other Ministers over the next few weeks.
Not all are listed but we will do our best to keep it up to date, going back 7 years with this
government is a huge task.
This Government is corrupt we know it, the Australian public know it, the world knows it.
This is why Morrison and his gang of crooks refuse a National Integrity Commission.
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https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2020/feb/11/mattcanavanleavestwopropertiesworth
morethan1moff2019declarationofinterests?fbclid=IwAR3aHfwjUAKLe3D9dmFEo6WBgTU_ChrItg35li
xLwaVDeh2kljRVWiasuQg
THE GUARDIAN FEB 2020
MATT CANAVAN LEAVES TWO PROPERTIES WORTH MORE THAN $1M OFF 2019 DECLARATION OF
INTERESTS
Nationals senator declared the interests in 2018 and has claimed he was not required to do so again
in 2019
TOP
The Nationals senator Matt Canavan omitted two properties worth more than $1m from his current
declaration of interests, declaring “nil” interests in real estate despite owning two houses in
Yeppoon, Queensland and Macquarie in Canberra.
The former resources and northern Australia minister – who quit last week to support a bid by
Barnaby Joyce to return to the Nationals leadership – has claimed he was not required to declare the
interests in the 46th parliament because he had already done so in the 45th.
But the registrar of senators’ interests, Rachel Callinan, told Guardian Australia that “senators are
required to declare the interests that they hold as at the relevant date”, a fact which suggests that
Canavan misinterpreted advice to senators.
According to parliament’s website, senators must disclose “the senator’s registrable interests”
within 28 days after the first meeting of the Senate after 1 July first occurring after a general
election.
Any senator who “knowingly provides false or misleading information to the registrar of senators’
interests … shall be guilty of a serious contempt of the Senate and shall be dealt with by the Senate
accordingly”, it says.

https://www.mandurahmail.com.au/story/5600926/senatevotedownnewstartincrease/
THE SENATE VOTED DOWN A MOTION TO INCREASE NEWSTART
The Senate voted down a motion to increase Newstart by $75 a week, which was put forward by the
Greens last week.
WA senator Rachel Siewert said Newstart had not had an increase since 1994 and that jobseekers
were forced to live in poverty on $38 a day.
“For over two decades both the major parties have lacked political will and refused to increase
Newstart.
“A growing group of people and organisations including economists, service deliverers, local councils
and the broader community are calling for an increase.”
The Australian Council of Social Services launched a campaign to Raise the Rate noting more than
800,000 Australians were struggling daily to afford basic essentials like housing and food.
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Hansard/Hansard_Display?bid=chamber/hansards
/87d240bba0cd4664a8df6efb0eeed058/&sid=0172
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https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2019/jun/25/jimchalmersditcheslaborspreelectionple
dgetoconductreviewintonewstart
JIM CHALMERS DITCHES LABOR’S PREELECTION PLEDGE TO CONDUCT REVIEW INTO NEWSTART
Shadow treasurer says decision an ‘unfortunate consequence’ of Coalition’s victory
“We won’t take the identical policy suite to the 2022 election that we took to the 2019 election,” he
said. “We will obviously learn the lessons of what happened in the election campaign and why we
got the result we did – it is the whole reason why we have been hitting the road and listening to
people.
“We will come up with an agenda for the next election which isn’t the same as the last one which
revisits our policies, revisits our language, frankly, but doesn’t revisit our values.”

https://www.lawyersweekly.com.au/biglaw/27432existingprotectionsforwomenlawyersunderthreat
fromnewreligiousdiscriminationbill?fbclid=IwAR2pFsVEuw1ZoonLJhWN7J5GqvsrswrSYBHqqZMxEO7
meUFP0nza1po9V1M
LAWYERS WEEKLY – FEB 2020
EXISTING PROTECTIONS FOR WOMEN LAWYERS UNDER THREAT FROM NEW RELIGIOUS
DISCRIMINATION BILL
If the updated Religious Discrimination Bill is passed in its current form, clients and barristers could
be free to say they prefer male solicitors to females based on religious beliefs, according to
Australian Women Lawyers.
In its submission responding to the second exposure draft of the Religious Discrimination Bill,
Australian Women Lawyers espoused its concern that the proposed legislation would reduce existing
protections, including against the discrimination against women.
AWL’s submission
It is particularly concerned, it wrote, that the draft bill, if enacted, would compromise access to
healthcare for women and access to family violence support, which it considers to have the potential
to affect people’s human rights and impact upon the services providers’ duty of care obligations.
Moreover, AWL is concerned that the draft bill would lawfully permit discriminatory statements to
be made about women on the basis of religious grounds.
“AWL is deeply concerned that the proposed legislation will override the current and hard-fought
protections that women have under existing state and federal laws. AWL supports a more
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comprehensive, nationwide discussion about the promotion and protection of human rights; for
instance, a human rights charter or other statutory vehicle that properly covers and better balances
rights, so that people are free to practice their beliefs without extending that freedom of religious
practice to include a freedom to discriminate against others,” it submitted.
“AWL considers that the likely negative impacts of this bill will be felt more keenly by those people
whose intersectionality exposes them to discrimination on religious grounds – women, people of
colour, the gender diverse or gender nonconforming, unmarried mothers and soon-to-be mothers.

https://www.msn.com/enau/news/australia/exclusivehowdroughtstrickenfarmersincludingfamilieso
ftwoirrigatorswhosuicidedarebeingsuedfor610kafterthegovernmentmismanagedtheirwaterandthenr
enegedonadealtopaycourtcosts/arBBXFAaS?fbclid=IwAR2dErUtbFVUDkysxKWT9IXSvb0DmUw7ZzW
DRYI2dGbTcNLpjUt8C8FNsE
HANNAH MOORE FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA 3/12/2019
HOW DROUGHT-STRICKEN FARMERS, INCLUDING FAMILIES OF TWO IRRIGATORS WHO SUICIDED
ARE BEING SUED FOR $610K AFTER THE GOVERNMENT MIS-MANAGED THEIR WATER AND THEN
'RENEGED ON A DEAL TO PAY COURT COSTS'
Drought-stricken farmers are being chased for $610,000 after the NSW government reneged on a
'verbal deal' to cover their legal costs after admitting it had mismanaged water rights.
Nearly 150 irrigators from the Murray Darling took the State Government to court over botched
management of their water rights in 2007.
"At the last minute, they changed the formula so some people lost up to 92 per cent of their water
and received no compensation, and overnight a small group of people became multimillionaires and
kept all of their water," Mr Sandford said.
"We're in a major drought down here," he said.
"We've had two farmers suicide because they've lost their farms out of these cuts, and others who
became multimillionaires out of it, it was so unfair."

https://www.theage.com.au/politics/federal/fasttracksandbulkdealshowcrowngotvisasforitshighroll
ers20200209p53z1q.html?fbclid=IwAR11OYoccb9tWbovYeIABZRidaLQT21Nr6FJIELK62KOj2JVqst0VR
nNeT4
THE AGE – FEB 2020
FAST TRACKS AND BULK DEALS: HOW CROWN GOT VISAS FOR ITS HIGH ROLLERS
Crown casino's "special arrangement" with the Australian government gave Chinese high rollers
access to fast-tracked Australian visas and allowed Crown itself to vouch for people's character,
according to details released under freedom of information laws.
For 13 years, the Australian government allowed Crown to lodge bulk applications on behalf of
Chinese nationals and then act as the middle man for applicants who hit a roadblock.
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The arrangement was set up under the Howard government in 2003 after "discussion between
Ministers' offices at the time" and lasted until 2016, when the dramatic arrest of Crown employees
in China in late 2016 prompted the Department of Home Affairs Mike Pezzulo to cancel the deal.
It first came to light last year after former Crown Resorts employee Jenny Jiang blew the whistle on
the powerful organisation and alleged that Crown's desire to penetrate the lucrative Chinese market
had been facilitated by Australian consulate staff in China.
In 2010, a new system was introduced involving checklists, which were completed by Crown
representatives who were expected to vet applications "to ensure that applications are only
presented for bona fide visitors" and that supporting documentation provided was "accurate and
genuine".
"These representatives may also attest that they know the applicants personally," the agreement
between Crown and the immigration department said.
he Age and The Sydney Morning Herald have previously revealed that some of these risks were
realised, with leaked Crown files showing the company sometimes relied on the word of organised
criminals to vouch for the character of visa applicants. For instance, internal Crown emails reveal the
casino company used high roller agent, Tom "Mr Chinatown" Zhou, a suspected organised crime
boss, to vouch for a number of high rollers as they sought Australian visas.
A federal law enforcement watchdog launched an integrity investigation following reports by The
Age, The Sydney Morning Herald and 60 Minutes last year on Crown's efforts to attract ultrawealthy
Chinese gamblers to its casinos in Melbourne and Perth, sometimes with the assistance of firms
backed by powerful Asian crime gangs.

https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2019/dec/04/whistleblowerlodgescomplaintaboutpet
erduttonincaseofdrugtraffickerspareddeportation?fbclid=IwAR1XhLvl4KxdOaeJVaF9zmVffPFgOHyYu
Y3GwgxkmHNXDQArVzO6fUUtB2k

THE GUARDIAN 4 Dec 2019
WHISTLEBLOWER LODGES COMPLAINT ABOUT PETER DUTTON IN CASE OF DRUG TRAFFICKER
SPARED DEPORTATION
Whistleblower questions Dutton’s statement that his office did not consider the case of William
Betham
William Sualauvi Betham was convicted of involvement in a drug trafficking syndicate and sentenced
to 10 years’ jail by the Queensland supreme court, something that would ordinarily trigger an
automatic visa cancellation.

But Betham was spared deportation and allowed to live in Australia after the visa cancellation was
revoked. The case has prompted investigations by the home affairs department and the Australian
Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity following claims that Betham had boasted to a fellow
detainee that he could get his visa back in exchange for financial payments.
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But the whistleblower’s complaint to the commonwealth ombudsman states that Dutton’s
department prepared a ministerial briefing on the case – a claim confirmed by documents seen by
Guardian Australia.
The whistleblower said he believed Dutton’s statement was “patently false”, but acknowledged he
did not know if the brief was actually provided to the minister’s office.
The department reiterated that answer when approached by Guardian Australia this week, saying
the case never came before the minister for consideration. A department spokesman said the
Betham decision was made by “a departmental delegate of the minister”.
“Decisions under section 501 to cancel, refuse or revoke a mandatory cancellation may be made by
the minister or a delegated departmental decisionmaker,” the department said.

https://www.theguardian.com/australianews/2020/feb/08/australiandemocracyisatriskifwewanttos
aveitwemustallplayapart?fbclid=IwAR3FpwbXQ4dwHnpWa91bqCT6shSAWuHf8oXFH6vfMoIuD1RPb
BQCQnPlM
THE GUARDIAN Feb 2020 - Katharine Murphy
AUSTRALIAN DEMOCRACY IS AT RISK. IF WE WANT TO SAVE IT, WE MUST ALL PLAY A PART
SPORTS RORTS. UNLAWFUL ROBODEBTS. MORE THAN $80M IN ELECTION DONATIONS. IS THIS
THE GOVERNANCE WE WANT?
he federal election – the one that delivered the miracle – took place in May 2019. But because our
disclosure system is deeply suboptimal, voters had to wait until February 2020 to learn where the
money came from.
When the Australian Electoral Commission finally published the returns at the start of this week, we
were able see that the mining magnate Clive Palmer invested $83.3m in fronting, but more
importantly, influencing the political contest that returned the Coalition to power.
This number is both staggering, and not really a shock, given you couldn’t traverse many parts of
Australia during the election run up without being bombarded with Clive’s stupendous insights.
But just consider dropping a wad of cash north of $80m on an election. Also consider the precedent
of Clive19: high-wealth individuals (as opposed to broadly based social movements tilting
conservative or progressive), creating and bankrolling popup political shopfronts, crowding out
incumbents and any rival insurgents with fewer resources.
Consider having the means to swing an election outcome, and facing no prohibitive barriers to entry.
That’s some innovation in the Australian system. Give yourself a minute to reflect on how you feel
about it. Are you comfortable? Does that feel like participatory democracy with equality of
opportunity?
As well as the game changing adventures of Clive, there was also the curiosity of the big donation
from the philanthropist Isaac Wakil.
I’m anxious about the health of Australian democracy
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One of my colleagues in the Canberra bureau heard during the campaign that an individual had
made a big donation to the Liberals – larger than the million-plus donation Malcolm Turnbull made
to keep the operation afloat in the 2016 campaign. We all made inquiries, but this proved impossible
to track down.
Tips like this are needles in a haystack if nobody wants to help. We had to wait almost a year to
resolve the mystery of the generous benefactor, because in Australia, we don’t have continuous
disclosure of political donations. We have a system geared to ensuring contributions can be made
discreetly, without the inconvenience of the public knowing about, and potentially objecting to,
people’s choices.
We allow contributions to be made, but not disclosed publicly until after the election caravan moves
on – a deft little conjuring trick which renders these insights old news by the time they surface.
If it’s not already obvious where I’m going this weekend, let me be clear.
I’m anxious about the health of Australian democracy. I’m concerned about governance corroding
and degrading.
I’m also concerned that my profession, the media, is failing to arrest this slide, in part because we
tell this story in silos. We report diligently on the increments of failure, of scandal, of negligence, of
dissembling, of cockup, but we fail to bring the story together. We fail to join the dots.
AFP’s failure to investigate Angus Taylor has corrosive consequences for our democracy
This needs to change. We need to find ways to tell the story of the whole, rather than the story of
the parts, to invite Australians to focus on whether their democracy is working for them, or whether
standards that were once considered essential are being replaced by new norms that might work for
powerful people but don’t serve the rest of us.
There was the lagged disclosure returns, and a galling sense of deadlock. As recently as last year, the
Liberal party told a parliamentary committee it did not favour a shift to continuous disclosure
because, to quote federal director Andrew Hirst, there was no case to “unnecessarily add to the
already considerable administrative and compliance burdens placed on political parties”.
Now before kneejerk outrage ensues, Hirst has a point. We certainly don’t have enough
transparency. We also don’t fund our politics sufficiently. Political parties, ramparts of the system,
are under-resourced. If the system flips to require more disclosure, campaign directors will have to
move scant resources from campaigning to compliance, and that would feel like a zero-sum
proposition.
But this isn’t an argument for blocking continuous disclosure. “We don’t have the resources to
supply the transparency” is an argument for fixing the underlying structural problem, not for
resisting real time candour.
One more observation about cash and politics before we keep joining our dots. The AEC returns
highlighted the significant influence of the resources industry in Australian democracy. The summer
has made us painfully aware that we still haven’t reached a sensible landing point to address the
climate crisis, and the Coalition is trapped debating the same tortured fundamentals that it has been
debating since the mid2000s. Could these things be connected?
Before Monday, there was Sunday, and sports rorts. Scott Morrison persuaded Bridget McKenzie to
take a long walk off a short plank. Cue applause (at least until the defenestration helped embolden
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Barnaby Joyce to storm the Nationals leadership on a day when parliament was supposed to be
honouring bushfire victims). You’d say stay classy guys, but seriously, what would be the point?
Morrison’s method of defusing the sports rorts stink was to instigate a process within his
department which ended up second-guessing the inquiry undertaken externally and by the
Australian National Audit Office.
If we move on from the sports grants now as the Coalition wants, we tolerate corruption
When the ANAO looked at sports grants, it saw payments skewed to targeted seats rather than
decided on merit, and grants made with questionable legal authority. But Morrison’s process
delivered alternative facts. Nicer ones.
Implicit in Morrison’s reframing exercise was a prime minister asking voters to choose which reality
they preferred – the reality where public administration was demonstrably off the rails, or the reality
where it wasn’t.
Like truth was a vending machine. Or a box of chocolates, except you can only be told about the
chocolates, you can’t actually have one, because Morrison declined to release the advice
underpinning “the opposite is also true” report from his departmental head, Phil Gaetjens, and the
attorney general, Christian Porter.
As a consequence of bad decisions cleaned up with crap decisions, Gaetjens, who once worked as a
political staffer for Morrison, has found himself rebuked by public sector eminences. People like
Michael Keating – a former head of the prime minister’s department.
Keating wrote this week Gaetjen’s first duty was to “uphold the values and integrity” of the public
service, not to engage in end-of-lease cleaning. The precision scolding went on. “Gaetjens should be
setting an example for the rest of the APS – indeed the head of any organisation has their greatest
impact on its culture.”
Scolding too from a former New South Wales auditor-general, Tony Harris, who delivered the most
brutal assessment of all. Harris said this week if the national affairs caravan moved on blithely from
the sports rorts case study, this would be tantamount to permitting “corruption in the federal
government”.
Now we arrive at robodebt, and the deeply uncomfortable proposition that the government we all
elected to represent our interests may have rolled out an unlawful program targeting vulnerable
people, largely to prop up the budget bottom line.
The specific development this week was a new dump of correspondence revealing that different
parts of the government were talking among themselves about legal advice suggesting debts based
solely upon income averaging of ATO annual tax data were not lawful.
It’s not clear when these conversations took place. But pause here for long enough to absorb the
possibility of your government engaged in unlawful action. Also note the government has been
painfully slow in admitting there’s a problem, and fixing the debacle, which it continues to try and
minimise as just a bit of fine tuning.
Then we get to the cops and Angus Taylor. We’ve been waiting. Would the cops get to the bottom of
the origins of a dodgy document used by the minister for emissions reduction in a puerile political
attack against the Sydney lord mayor? Would they establish whether any offences had been
committed under NSW law?
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Well, no, as it turns out. The NSW police had a look, then handed the case to the federal police, then
the federal police looked at what they’d done, and concluded they wouldn’t investigate because it
was too resource-intensive, it was a minor scrap, and Taylor had apologised.
Nobody would answer questions about how those inquiries had proceeded, and voters remain none
the wiser about how false travel figures came to be deployed by a ministerial office during a public
debate. Apparently, that’s a set of circumstances that doesn’t require any sort of corrective, beyond
saying sorry.
People will insist the answer to the current malaise is a federal anticorruption body, and I have no
argument with that. A body like that might check some of the creeping excesses, and it would help
restore confidence in a system that people are losing confidence in.
But it’s not the only element that’s needed. Two other things are required. Political reporters, like
me, need to communicate the seriousness of the times to readers and viewers, and keep showing up
to work, pulling on the threads, and then putting the facts back together, no matter how difficult it
feels to counter obfuscation, stonewalling and hostility.
And voters have to value their democracy enough to remain engaged, and keep speaking up when
they see signs that the system that doesn’t work for them.
People have to be vigilant too. She’ll be right mate isn’t an antidote. Demanding good governance is
the most powerful act of resistance there is.

https://startsat60.com/discover/news/reliefforrentersamidcoronaviruscrisis?fbclid=IwAR0RJBymhP
NZvRLH6cV4UdMVJutoxmXTM5qb097DWwZQkoxNzmU7YIAOw

THE GOVERNMENT HAS UNVEILED NEW MEASURES AIMED AT ECONOMIC FALLOUT OF THE
COVID19
The government has unveiled new measures aimed at helping Aussie renters struggling through the
coronavirus pandemic.
On Sunday night, Prime Minister Scott Morrison said a series of principles had been agreed upon at
the latest national cabinet meeting, in a bid to manage the economic fallout of the covid19 crisis.
The announcement will provide much-needed relief for thousands of Australians who have recently
lost their job as a result of the unfolding disaster.
“States and Territories will be moving to put a moratorium on evictions of persons as a result of
financial distress if they are unable to meet their commitments and so there would be a moratorium
on evictions for the next six months,” he told a press conference on Sunday night. “We will be
engaging with business and landlords and banks over the next couple of days to seek to get even
stronger provisions in place.”
The prime minister advised landlords to work with their tenants and banks immediately to find a
solution.
“There is a lot of work to be done here and my message to tenants, particularly commercial tenants,
it’s a very straightforward one,” he said. “We need you to sit down, talk to each other and work this
out.”
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Admitting that we are in “unchartered territory” the prime minister also said: “The goal should be
shared and that is a business can reopen on the other side, not weighed down by excessive debts
because of rental arrears, a landlord has a tenant so that they can continue into the future to be able
to support the investments that they have made and banks have clients.”
While the government announced on Sunday night that the new measures were set to last for at
least six months, more measures will be announced in coming days.
“We will be engaging with business and landlords and banks over the next couple of days to get even
stronger provisions in place so they can all sit down and get this sorted,” the prime minister said.
Addressing the issue this week, Adrian Kelly, the president of the Real Estate Institute of Australia
(REIA) said they are working with financial institutions to ensure tenants who have been affected by
the crisis will be taken care of.
“On behalf of the real estate industry I would like to communicate to our tenants that we absolutely
understand the stress and anxiety that you may be feeling at this time,” he said. “We have a
responsibility and a duty of care to look after the interests of both our tenants and also that of our
property owners.
“We know many of our tenants live from paycheque to paycheque and this is particularly the case at
the lower end of the market. With this in mind, I am in the process of writing to the larger banks and
financial institutions to make them aware of these imminent situations.”
Strict new measures also announced on Sunday night included limiting social gatherings to no more
than two people, and closing playgrounds, skate parks and outdoor gyms.

https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/healthproblems/coronavirusaustraliamoremedicalsuppli
esandgroceriesbeingshippedtochina/newsstory/80996658deb3125807e4d4383b52611f?utm_campa
ign=EditorialSF&utm_content=SocialFlow&utm_source=News.com.au&utm_medium=Facebook&fbc
lid=IwAR0wf06GcagAZW6tY_MA5Xk9t1ac0w3P2te6SRNqVYJNX017yLKo5apgM
NEWS.COM.AU MARCH 31, 2020
CORONAVIRUS AUSTRALIA: MORE MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND GROCERIES BEING SHIPPED TO CHINA
Footage shows pallets of food and medical supplies being prepared to be shipped offshore to China
as Aussies scramble for vital supplies.
More footage has shown pallets of food and medical supplies being prepared to be shipped offshore
to China as Aussies scramble for vital supplies.
More footage has shown Aussie medications and groceries being stripped from shelves to be
shipped by the pallet load to China.
The footage comes as Australians are still facing grocery shortages due to panic buying and health
workers fear for their safety as shortages of medical and protective equipment continue across the
country.
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A Current Affair reported hundreds of boxes of medications, longlife milk, baby formula and
bathroom supplies were found at a warehouse in Melbourne. The vital supplies were stacked in
pallets and being prepared to be shipped overseas, according to workers at the factory.
The staff said the products were going to China, likely the mainland, Hong Kong or Taiwan “most
likely”.
It comes after shocking reports revealed that as the coronavirus pandemic took hold around the
world, bulk supplies of masks and vital medical equipment were taken from Australia and shipped to
Wuhan in secret.
Video from Perth airport showed protective surgical masks and other medical supplies being
airfreighted to China last month in a shipment that weighed 90 tonnes. The supplies were sent
directly to Wuhan, news.com.au reported. The boxes were taken from Perth and sent to Wuhan on
February 8.
The report previously revealed the shipment of supplies was made by two different Chinese
companies based in Australia, Greenland and Risland.
Former senator Derryn Hinch called the practice “disgraceful”, telling ACA “it could cost lives in this
country”.

https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/healthproblems/coronaviruschinesewetmarketsstilloper
ationdespitecovid19/newsstory/104a81601ff7b94fec6dae3e158ad0a1?fbclid=IwAR1lM_aG1JSA90V
g7hPs8h5pSwxklfJd1uyMLd6HdLRiiEvolIc5iAp7wk
NEWS.COM.AU MARCH 30, 2020
CORONAVIRUS: CHINESE WET MARKETS STILL OPERATION DESPITE COVID19
Thousands of people have started to flood back into Chinese wet markets, with bats, rabbits and
dogs still on offer despite the coronavirus outbreak.
Birds, pigs and pangolins: why do viruses keep appearing in China?
SARS and Coronavirus have both been traced back to China's wet markets, so why are they still
allowed to operate?
As new cases of the coronavirus continue to decline in China, thousands of people have started to
flood back into controversial wet markets across the country.
The city of Wuhan, which has been considered ground zero for the virus outbreak, has started to
reopen after being placed on a strict two-month lockdown.
The virus was detected in December and is thought to have originated in a market in the city that
sold wild animals for human consumption.
A number of animals, including bats and the highly endangered pangolin, have been identified as
possible culprits for the virus.
The Wuhan Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market was shut down in January and in February China
declared an immediate and “comprehensive” ban on the trade and consumption of wild animals.
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Wuhan’s Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, a ‘wet market’ where exotic animals are kept alive in
cages, and butchered for meat before it was shut down.
But it appears the recent COVID19 outbreak has done little deter other animal markets across the
country from continuing to trade.
A medicine seller at a market in Dongguan, southern China, was seen advertising bats, snakes, lizards
and toads to assist with common ailments, the Daily Mail reported.
“The markets have gone back to operating in exactly the same way as they did before coronavirus,”
a correspondent to visited the market told the publication.
“The only difference is that security guards try to stop anyone taking pictures, which would never
have happened before.”
Another market in Guilin, in southwest China, was full of cats and dogs crammed into cages in filthy
conditions and available for slaughter.
Similar markets are seen in various locations across Asia and have long been condemned, not only
for their cruel treatment of animals, but for their unhygienic conditions.
There are several stalls in every wet market in Guilin, trading in different species of dogs – live and
dead – including Chinese rural dogs and pet-like dogs. Picture: David Wong/South China Morning
Post via Getty Images
This photo taken in February shows a vendor selling bats at the Tomohon Extreme Meat market on
Sulawesi island, Indonesia. Picture: Ronny Adolof Buol/AFPSource:AFP
Vendors wait for customers to buy dogs in cages at a market in Yulin, in southern China's Guangxi
province. Picture: AFP /STR
This isn’t the first virus that has been linked to wet markets, with the SARS outbreak in 2003 also
thought to have originated there.
A study published in 2007 from researchers at the University of Hong Kong described the culture of
eating at these wet markets as a “time bomb” for a new virus.
“Coronaviruses are well known to undergo genetic recombination, which may lead to new
genotypes and outbreaks,” the paper read.
“The presence of a large reservoir of SARSCoVlike viruses in horseshoe bats, together with the
culture of eating exotic mammals in southern China, is a time bomb.”
At the peak of the virus outbreak in Wuhan the city was recording thousands of new cases a day.
Since then more than 721,000 cases have been confirmed worldwide and the death toll has soared
past 33,900.
China has now claimed it has been successful in suppressing the virus, with the US and Italy taking
over as the countries with the most confirmed cases

https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/chinaspreesparksfirbcrackdown20200329p54exo?fbclid=IwAR
2k3lQgbY4PXBs7ga3m7ACpnPO4wgbe6kXslRCYfxqT7WGaBFxDwAs
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AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL REVIEW -Mar 29, 2020
CHINA SPREE SPARKS FIRB CRACKDOWN
The federal government has placed severe, immediate and indefinite restrictions on all foreign
investment bids following at least two cases of Chinese-owned companies in Australia securing
tonnes of precious medical supplies and shipping them back to China.
Effective from 10.30pm Sunday, Treasurer Josh Frydenberg lowered to zero the dollar value of every
foreign investment bid that would trigger scrutiny by the Foreign Investment Review Board and
then, ultimately, by him.

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/landlordsarejusttryingtopaybillslikeeveryoneelsethecoronavir
uscouldhitmomandpoplandlordshardastenantsmissrentpayments20200325
MARKETWATCH March 26, 2020
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‘LANDLORDS ARE JUST TRYING TO PAY BILLS LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.’ THE CORONAVIRUS COULD HIT
MOMANDPOP LANDLORDS HARD AS TENANTS MISS RENT PAYMENTS
Mom and pop landlords own nearly half of all rental units nationwide.

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1226078130891662&id=839088416257304

THE AUSTRALIAN SUPPORT PAGE- MARCH 4, 2019 ·
LABOR WILL ALMOST DOUBLE AUSTRALIA’S ANNUAL REFUGEE INTAKE IF ELECTED
Labor will almost double Australia’s annual refugee intake if elected and will pump $500 million
into the United Nations processing and resettlement activities.
Bill Shorten made the announcements ahead of debate on refugee policy at the national
conference on Monday afternoon as he attempted to head off criticism Labor would weaken
Australia’s border security.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/20190911/gladysliuadmitstoassociationwithguangdongassociation/1
1501088?fbclid=IwAR08KAX19uyH3H3GUpeJPtQRERN97YykbJEzYFzPm0hg57MtFuT19MOY

ABC.NET.AU , BRETT WORTHINGTON, 12 Sep 2019,
GLADYS LIU ADMITS TO MEMBERSHIP OF GUANGDONG OVERSEAS EXCHANGE ASSOCIATION
Liberal backbencher Gladys Liu has confirmed she held membership of an organisation linked to
China's foreign interference operations, less than 24 hours after saying she could not recall being a
part of it.
At the time, the Association reported directly to Beijing's powerful State Council
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https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/formerlabormporganisedparliamentsecuritypassfordevelop
ericac20190911p52q7g.html?fbclid=IwAR1lt5rPmk6i04LLAEP5g5LfAM2Qb_e9iUTpEBhN11_J_ip7O1b
tKeC7C0
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD, September 11, 2019
FORMER LABOR MP ORGANISED PARLIAMENT SECURITY PASS FOR DEVELOPER: ICAC
Former NSW Labor MP Ernest Wong organised for a property developer to be given an access pass
to state Parliament and the businessman visited his offices "each week or fortnight", the corruption
watchdog has heard.
Alex Wood, the majority owner of property development company Wu International Investments,
told the Independent Commission Against Corruption that Mr Wong organised for him to have
access to Parliament House because he wanted to "cultivate me" as a "future leader of the Chinese
community".

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/xiraisestheinfluencestakeswith300mpngdeal/newss
tory/f3b9d326a10af58090453fc11a93892c?fbclid=IwAR24r9IQd6cL2mdQ3heZTj1jlSGwQoGkUQ_Nh
Q8STUFhKl3uug0ElJw3A

THE AUSTRALIAN NOVEMBER 16, 2018
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XI RAISES THE INFLUENCE STAKES WITH $300M PNG DEAL
Chinese President Xi Jinping has raised the stakes in the battle for influence in the
Pacific, sealing a new US$300 million soft-loan deal with Papua New Guinea,
greenlighting a $1.5 billion PNG nickel mine extension, and signing a raft of
agreements to boost infrastructure investment, trade and technical cooperation with
Australia’s nearest neighbour.

In an eight page memorandum of understanding signed by Mr Xi and PNG Prime Minister Peter
O’Neill, the leaders also agreed to the free movement of politicians and diplomats between the two
countries, while China vowed to start work on a new university in Mr O’Neill’s home province.

https://independentaustralia.net/politics/politicsdisplay/theliberalpartyandtheinstituteofpublicaffair
swhoiswhose,8837
INDEPENDENT AUSTRALIA, 2 APRIL 2016
THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS – LIBERALS THINK-TANK FINANCED BY MILLIONAIRES
This article was published on John Menadue's blog 'Pearls and Irritations' on 1 April 2016.
No longer a pressure group operating on the sidelines, the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) has moved
out of the dim shadows into the political spotlight intent on seizing control of the levers of power in
Canberra. Dr Greg Bailey looks at how the IPA influences Liberal Party policy.
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Two main reasons can be adduced for this success.
Firstly, is the IPA’s skill in insinuating itself into the media at all levels. In their 2015 annual report
they boast of 81 mentions in federal parliament, 762 appearances in the print media, 411
appearances on radio and 184 appearances on TV. My untested feeling is that only the Grattan
Institute, The Sydney Institute, the Australia Institute and the Lowy Institute would have comparable
numbers.
The IPA’s executive director John Roskam appears almost every Wednesday at 10am on the Jon
Faine program, Chris Berg is a regular columnist for the Sunday Age, and the IPA is, not
unexpectedly, well represented in the Murdoch Press. Others have appeared on the Drum and Q&A.

MANIFESTO PUBLISHED IN MARCH 2013
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1 Repeal the carbon tax, and don't replace it. It will be one thing to remove the burden of the carbon
tax from the Australian economy. But if it is just replaced by another costly scheme, most of the
benefits will be undone.
2 Abolish the Department of Climate Change
3 Abolish the Clean Energy Fund
4 Repeal Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act
5 Abandon Australia's bid for a seat on the United Nations Security Council
6 Repeal the renewable energy target
7 Return income taxing powers to the states
8 Abolish the Commonwealth Grants Commission
9 Abolish the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
10 Withdraw from the Kyoto Protocol
11 Introduce fee competition to Australian universities
12 Repeal the National Curriculum
13 Introduce competing private secondary school curriculums
14 Abolish the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA)
15 Eliminate laws that require radio and television broadcasters to be 'balanced'
16 Abolish television spectrum licensing and devolve spectrum management to the common law
17 End local content requirements for Australian television stations
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18 Eliminate family tax benefits
19 Abandon the paid parental leave scheme
20 Means-test Medicare
21 End all corporate welfare and subsidies by closing the Department of Industry, Innovation,
Science, Research and Tertiary Education
22 Introduce voluntary voting
23 End mandatory disclosures on political donations
24 End media black-out in final days of election campaigns
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25 End public funding to political parties
26 Remove antidumping laws
27 Eliminate media ownership restrictions
28 Abolish the Foreign Investment Review Board
29 Eliminate the National Preventative Health Agency
30 Cease subsidising the car industry
31 Formalise a one-in, one-out approach to regulatory reduction
32 Rule out federal funding for 2018 Commonwealth Games
33 Deregulate the parallel importation of books
34 End preferences for Industry Super Funds in workplace relations laws
35 Legislate a cap on government spending and tax as a percentage of GDP
36 Legislate a balanced budget amendment which strictly limits the size of budget deficits and the
period the federal government can be in deficit
37 Force government agencies to put all of their spending online in a searchable database
38 Repeal plain packaging for cigarettes and rule it out for all other products, including alcohol and
fast food
39 Reintroduce voluntary student unionism at universities
40 Introduce a voucher scheme for secondary schools
41 Repeal the alcopops tax
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42 Introduce a special economic zone in the north of Australia including:
a) Lower personal income tax for residents
b) Significantly expanded 457 Visa programs for workers
c) Encourage the construction of dams
43 Repeal the mining tax
44 Devolve environmental approvals for major projects to the states
45 Introduce a single rate of income tax with a generous tax-free threshold
46 Cut company tax to an internationally competitive rate of 25 per cent
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47 Cease funding the Australia Network
48 Privatise Australia Post
49 Privatise Medibank
50 Break up the ABC and put out to tender each individual function
51 Privatise SBS

52 Reduce the size of the public service from current levels of more than 260,000 to at least the
2001 low of 212,784
53 Repeal the Fair Work Act
54 Allow individuals and employers to negotiate directly terms of employment that suit them
55 Encourage independent contracting by overturning new regulations designed to punish
contractors
56 Abolish the Baby Bonus
57 Abolish the First Home Owners' Grant
58 Allow the Northern Territory to become a state
59 Halve the size of the Coalition front bench from 32 to 16
60 Remove all remaining tariff and nontariff barriers to international trade
61 Slash top public servant salaries to much lower international standards, like in the United States
62 End all public subsidies to sport and the arts
63 Privatise the Australian Institute of Sport
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64 End all hidden protectionist measures, such as preferences for local manufacturers in
government tendering
65 Abolish the Office for Film and Literature Classification
66 Rule out any governmentsupported or mandated internet censorship
67 Means test tertiary student loans
68 Allow people to opt out of superannuation in exchange for promising to forgo any government
income support in retirement
69 Immediately halt construction of the National Broadband Network and privatise any sections that
have already been built
70 End all government funded Nanny State advertising
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71 Reject proposals for compulsory food and alcohol labelling
72 Privatise the CSIRO
73 Defund Harmony Day
74 Close the Office for Youth
75 Privatise the SnowyHydro Scheme
plus '25 more ideas for Tony Abbott' and Turnbull added later,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Public_Affairs#Political_links
THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS (IPA)
The Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) is a conservative public policy think tank based in Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia. It advocates neoliberal economic policies such as privatisation and deregulation
of state-owned enterprises, trade liberalisation and deregulated workplaces, climate change denial,
the abolition of the minimum wage, and the repeal of section 18C within the Racial Discrimination
Act 1975.

The IPA is funded by its membership, which include both private individuals and businesses. It has a
dual structure, with the IPA as a whole reporting revenues of $6.1 million in financial year 2017[34]
while its charitable arm, the Institute of Public Affairs Research Trust, reported revenue of $0.6
million.[36]

The IPA has been significantly funded by Hancock Prospecting, of which Gina Rinehart is the
Executive Chair. Hancock Prospecting paid the IPA $2.3 million in financial year 2016 and $2.2 million
in financial year 2017,[37] which represents onethird to a half of the IPA's total revenue in those
years.[38] These payments were not disclosed in IPA annual reports,[39] and Rinehart's daughter
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Bianca Hope Heyward submitted in court that the Hancock Prospecting payments were credited to
Rinehart in an individual capacity.[37] Gina Rinehart was made a life member of the IPA in
November 2016.[40]
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Other businesses who fund or have funded the IPA include ExxonMobil,[41] Telstra, WMC
Resources, BHP Billiton, Philip Morris,[42] Murray Irrigation Limited,[43] Visy Industries,[30] Clough
Engineering, Caltex, Shell, Esso[3] and British American Tobacco (BAT).[3]
Funders are able to "earmark" their payments to support the work of particular units within the
IPA.[44]
The Institute of Public Affairs has also been funded by Liberal Party associated entity the Cormack
Foundation.[45]
In 2003, the Australian Government paid $50,000 to the Institute of Public Affairs to review the
accountability of NGOs.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article8163761/Chinesemarketssellingbats.html?ito=socialfaceb
ook&fbclid=IwAR1Y1rAxuYUlKwnHtaxvGjADtT7gJrmDnEs3AuAsjbjmDDaO_ots1LyxeQk
WILL THEY EVER LEARN? CHINESE MARKETS ARE STILL SELLING BATS AND SLAUGHTERING RABBITS
ON BLOODSOAKED FLOORS AS BEIJING CELEBRATES 'VICTORY' OVER THE CORONAVIRUS
GEORGE KNOWLES FOR THE MAIL ON SUNDAY, MARCH 2020
Cats, dogs and other domesticated and wild animals freely available to buy
One source says that: 'the markets have gone back to operating in exactly the same way as they did
before coronavirus' despite the outbreaks’ links to bats
Wild animals still for sale as food and traditional medicine in Chinese markets
Those were the deeply troubling scenes yesterday as China celebrated its 'victory' over the
coronavirus by reopening squalid meat markets of the type that started the pandemic three months
ago, with no apparent attempt to raise hygiene standards to prevent a future outbreak.
'Everyone here believes the outbreak is over and there's nothing to worry about any more. It's
just a foreign problem now as far as they are concerned,' said one of the China-based
correspondents who captured these images for The Mail on Sunday.
The correspondent who visited Dongguan said: 'The markets have gone back to operating in
exactly the same way as they did before coronavirus.
'The only difference is that security guards try to stop anyone taking pictures which would never
have happened before.'

https://www.smh.com.au/environment/climate-change/very-un-antarctic-when-the-icy-continentwas-not-very-cold-at-all-20200330-p54fe7.html?fbclid=IwAR1trRCC7n3vjrK9OlE2BMGFixFYJIOzs5WO5ve928LFHCJvpTfpdWGFeI

Sydney Morning Herald - March 31, 2020
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VERY UN-ANTARCTIC': WHEN THE ICY CONTINENT WAS NOT VERY COLD AT ALL
Temperatures soared over much of Antarctica this past summer, prompting researchers to declare
the first heatwave ever recorded at Australia's Casey station.
While the Antarctic Peninsula is well known to be among the fastest warming regions of the planet
because of climate change.
Over the 23-26 January period, "Casey experienced minimum temperatures above zero and
maximum temperatures above 7.5 degrees, with its highest maximum temperature ever, 9.2
degrees on 24 January, followed by its highest minimum of 2.5 degrees the following morning",
Sharon Robinson, a UOW climate change biologist, said.
“In the 31-year record for Casey, this maximum is 6.9 degrees higher than the mean maximum
temperature for the station, while the minimum is 0.2 degrees higher.”

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/mar/31/more-than-400-coronavirus-casesaustralia-total-ruby-princess-cruise-ship?fbclid=IwAR3x822kYUT7FvaabxKbJGCj_j1gBHDOGezNkJ20Qq0nS3OZ6zV8ersql4
•This article was amended on 1 April to clarify the disembarkation of the passengers on March 8
and on March 19.
MORE THAN 400 CORONAVIRUS CASES – 10% OF AUSTRALIA’S TOTAL – ARE FROM
RUBY PRINCESS CRUISE SHIP
Exclusive: At least 440 passengers from the liner have fallen ill since being allowed to disembark
without checks in Sydney
There are more than 400 confirmed cases of coronavirus across Australia from the Ruby
Princess cruise ship, according to state health departments.
As of Monday, at least 440 passengers across six states and two territories had tested positive
for Covid-19 after disembarking from the cruise ship, which docked twice in Sydney in March.
In a move the NSW health minister later admitted was a mistake, 2,700 passengers were
allowed to disembark without checks from NSW Health on 19 March, with many boarding flights
interstate. Another boatload of passengers disembarked on 8 March.
There are now more cases of Covid-19 from the Ruby Princess outside NSW than within the
state.
At least five of the 19 deaths so far attributed to Covid-19 in Australia have been passengers
from the ship.
On Monday, the respective state health authorities revealed there were 211 cases from Ruby
Princess in NSW, 71 in South Australia, 70 in Queensland, 43 in Western Australia, 22 in the
ACT, 18 in Victoria and two in the Northern Territory.
Tasmania had three confirmed cases as of Tuesday 24 March, but has not provided an update
since.
This means Ruby Princess passengers account for a tenth of all national cases of coronavirus
(4,512 as of Tuesday afternoon), and a quarter of all cases in South Australia – the single
biggest cluster of cases in that state.
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On 21 March, the NSW health minister, Brad Hazzard, admitted it had been a mistake to allow
the passengers to disembark on 19 March without testing.
On 27 March, NSW Health said it would stop “providing any more national or interstate figures,
just our NSW figures”, despite the rise in interstate cases.
On the ship’s earlier 8 March arrival, more than 360 passengers were checked by NSW Health
officers and at least nine tested for Covid-19 – but all passengers were allowed to disembark,
and new passengers allowed to board before the test results were returned.
Earlier, a spokesman for Princess Cruises said of the 19 March arrival: “Our onboard medical
team was rigorous in its treatment of some guests who reported flu-like symptoms, and these
guests were isolated.
“The ship reported these cases to NSW Health, which in turn requested swabs to be provided
following the ship’s arrival in Sydney, some of which subsequently tested positive for Covid-19.”
NSW Health said earlier: “No cases of Covid-19 had been identified by doctors onboard before
docking.”
A Queensland Health spokesman said: “All other passengers have been given clear direction
from Queensland Health to quarantine themselves for 14 days and phone ahead before
attending their GP or attend a local fever clinic should they develop symptoms.”

https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/world/2019/10/01/china-australia-relations/

https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/world/2019/10/01/china-australia-relations/

CHINA REMINDS AUSTRALIA WHO PAYS THE BILLS
The News Daily- Oct 2019
China’s ambassador to Australia has reminded Canberra about our economic dependence on
the global superpower amid tensions between the two nations.
Cheng Jingye said it was important to remember the reasons behind Australia’s 28 years of
economic growth and predicted return to budget surplus.
“China’s growth and the co-operation between China and Australia in trade, economic and other
areas, is a major factor in that growth,” he told The Australian on Tuesday.

https://orientalreview.org/2020/03/31/putin-and-trump-vs-the-new-world-order-the-final-battle/

PUTIN AND TRUMP VS THE NEW WORLD ORDER: THEIR VICTORY - GLOBALISM IS
DEAD AND READY FOR CREMATION.
The New World Order concept is simply the wish of a handful of international bankers that want
to economically and politically rule the whole planet as one happy family. It started in 1773 and if
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it went through important changes over the years, but the concept and objective haven’t changed
an iota.
The top virologist on the planet confirmed that chloroquine was being used by the Chinese with
spectacular results to cure patients, then he improved his magic potion by adding a pneumonic
antibacterial called azythromicin, and saved everyone of his first 1000 cases, but one. Donald
Trump immediately imposed the same treatment through a fight against his own Federal Drug
Administration, bought and owned by the deep state. This forced all medias to talk about Dr
Didier Raoult’s Miracle Elixir, signing the death warrant on our confidence in all Western
governments, their medical agencies, the World Health Organization, and medias that were
trying to destroy the impeccable doctor’s reputation, while inventing sudden «dangerous side
effects» of a nearly inoffensive drug that has been used for 60 years to treat malaria. Not so far
away in Germany, internationally praised Dr Wolfgand Wodarg noted that the engineered panic
was totally useless, since this virus isn’t any different than the others that affect us every years.
This has been an amazing victory for Trump and the general population on social medias, whom
exposed together the pathological lies of the official communication channels of every New World
Order country. De facto, the credibility’s of these puppet governments have vanished in the air,
and from the eye of the storm, Italy will surely exit the EU right after the crisis, which will trigger a
domino effect running through every EU countries and NATO members. My friends, globalism is
dead and ready for cremation.
READ MUCH MORE VIA THE LINK
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